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The demand that.government be a "government, of laws and-

not of men" is legalistic nonsense.if taken literally.

Government is necessarily.in'the hands of men. It is neces-
a

sarily concerned with decisionS. It is necessarily."political."

It deals with matters in which assertion stands against -asser-
.-

tion, ,interest against interest, creed against treed-'0-with no

infallible or autonetic criterion which is'best. There is
,

no greater mistake than the attempt to take the politics out

of government. If it is done by making a/civil: serviCe

bureaucracy omnipotent and by entrusting political ddpisions to -

the expert selected by/the merit system of competitive exami-
.

nations, d'taeads not only to the government of the least fit

but'.straight to the tyranny of the.printed form; And therc is

,nothing more despotic than'bureaucratic rules made.absolute;

'

Peter F. Drucker

The Future-oeIndustrial Man

(1942)
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INTRODUCTION .

41,

The outgrowth of this work comes from several-years experience

in the administration of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) from 1914 until 1978. The.experiendes of administering

the state agency.programs under CEWA indicated a great divergence

yetween the.ideal and the real. While this federal.manpower

progrAh was pl'esented as a comprehensive appropch to the manpower,

-education and training needs of 04nation through a,decentralized

,system of state and local program administration', the reality was

. that much of the division, overlap and duplication experienced
-._.

1 ..,
,

, t I

in earlier manpower programs continued under CETA. These
f

experiences were the-lack of significant transactions between the

employment service and ldcal traiqing agencies, the circuitous

route that decision making at the local level had to travel through

hierarchies of differing state levels and .federal level agencies,

and.the split responsibilities between levels (Mirengoff, ,1978, p. 18).

'.. In many respects the CETA program itself became an extension of_

local misunderstandings or lack of underSandg, altered only in

1.
the'extent to which the federal mandate.and the egislation identified

as-an objective the comprehensiveness of a nation-wi e. manpower

system.
,

A 1976 report l'orn the National League of Cities/U.S. qnference
_2

of.Mayors found that the relationships between CETA prinm sponsors

11

.and vocational education,had mproved, but that differences in

, philosophy, matters of turf protection, ana controversies over .

he useof.funds remained significant problems (Autry.and

Dement, 1'977, p. Thi experience iridicates that after peneral

years under CEI'Av--mosi, bE-the.,4uadamentelpreblems of .relating

t.



program objectives and.administrative structures continue. The,

problems which I faced in o ielate state agency*functions

. with local government re'sponsibility and authority, and the

diversitysof state agency responsibilities spread among many

state agencies, led me to question the fedetal mandate as an

ideal and the implementation of manpower programs since the
.

rc
early '60s as a reality.

. In addition, a year in Washington D.C., working in the',

Department of Health,'Education and Welfare, afforded me the

-opportunity of viewing the national policy-making context.at
0 4

closerange The experiences there indicated to me the extreme

difficulty of gra6ping local concerns and local needs through .

\---
national program implementation. The diversity of HEW's 130

agencies, as one federdl department alone, and the difficulty
kt

of communicating between agencies or or coordinating the activities

andpobjectives pf the various agencies,

of a federal government approach as the

td cocirdination -of na,tion-wide program

highlighted the problems

main.or-s-ale approach

efforts. It still was

*etrident that to achieve.a certaiA degree of wholeness or

integration?, a.hational petsPective was neopssary. However,

after my year in Waihington ft became eveh more evident that the
.

40

strength of local ,government support and authority for 11.1nning

employment and training programsvas a necessary eZement'in achieving

a nation-wide employment and training.ekfort.
;

In facing these nealities, arid in trying to make some sense

_outof the confusion, overlap and,ladk of a coordinated perspective.
.

between state, local and national levels of government and betweeu

(P,

. 111.

1
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I.

agencies involved at each of those levels, I turned to various

analys s and studies in an attempt to illuminateh approach to

more efficient and.effective'program delivery and utilization bf

funds. The opportunitl; to step back from the context and'to

rely upon those analysts who have looked at various aspects of the

problem, both from the manpower perspective and from education's

perspective, and additionally from the perspective of governmental
N

.0

relations, provided a resource document'in the fOrm of the following
.

work. While it does not stand among,the works of policy analysis

as an attempt to-fropose policy options, it nonetheless_ provides

a general mapping of the terrain that I believe important in

understanding the institutional dynamics faced both by vocational
.

education and manpower policy analysts in .their attempt to relate
.

their own policy arearto other policy areas and the-determinants

of coordination at the policy level. In this.respect, I raise
.

questidns and iSstes found in the literature as they relate to the

-issues which appear important and are oftentimes overlooked in

much lof the literature, specifically dealing with'vocational education

, and manpower collaboration. It is.for this reason ,that I have

brought'organizational analyses and interovjanizationa1.theory to

bear ok the manpower and vocational education context. The fact

that this work s-a prelude,to a more sYstematic policy:analysis,

II may be reflected n the definition of policy analysis which explains
,

'it.

\

Policy analysis can be 'defined as the
systematic investigatioh of alternative policy
options and the assembly and integration of the
evidence for and against eaCh option. It involves
a probiem-olving Approach, the collectidoend
interpretation of information, and some/attempt
to predict the consequences of alternative courses
of action (Ukeles, 1977, p. 223).

10



In this respect, I do'not raise alternativepolicy options

and assemble and integiate evidence for and against each option.

The aim is to provide a focus on a direction thatlisolicy analysis

shOuid be taking.and various elements that should be considered..

The use of existing policy analyses,.studies and research findings
)

provides what,I believe is evidence for my position. In an'
0

attefipt to provide direction for those who would &) fur,ther study,

using the value of this approach, I have provided numerous citations

to the sources of. the ideas woven throughout the work. Ah extenSive

use of references has been provided to assist further analysis of

specific areas. Quotation sources provided after direct quotations

may be folloWed by other citations. The first citation is the

original source; following citations/tefer to Colaborative or

additional sources. Throughout:the work, various ideas are also

'identified by sources,.either as the original source or as a

collaborative or corollative source.4 This'format followed is to

provide.the_cpader with an opportunity to go to the original source
,

Or to a spurce which would provide additional insight intO the

point being made.

1.

1

1

In my experience at the state level, in the administration of

manpower progams, one of my major responsibilities and interests

igas the coordination of.various agencies and personnel involved

in deliverY of manpOwer serVices.. As indicated earlier, Often,.
. ,

times such agencies were either totally unaware of the existence,

'and activities of agencies having s miler o ectives or addressed w

themselves to the.same'target populatioh. -In this respect, one

of the necessary objectives, as I perceived it, was to bring

1



tbgether the various actors and agencies in order to underitand

their Aingtions andj.oles ih coordinating services tb clients%
a.

This involved many agencies at'both the atate and,local levels.

an this capacity', the'state mAnpower agency worked with labor

unions, the employment service, welfare agencies and many othdrs.
4 f

One of the most important 'relationships, and one of the most

critical agencies requiring attention from the manpower agency,.

'was.vocationaleducation. PerhaPs,more than any of the other
,

agencies, thl-relationship'between vocational education and

manpower is the closest and at the same time has been the Most
,

11 neglected. Though rivalries have existed between the emer br
,

newly created manpower agency and other state and local agencres

the vocational.education and manpader agencies oftentimes have

had little to-do with each other.

I might indicate that in my use of manpower throughout this

work I am in agreement .with Professor Carolyn S. Bell.(.5e11,

4
1976, p.11): 'I find 'it difficult.to use employment.and training

4

or another term to adequately express the concept of this policy

area. Manpower,'-where it might be omewhat limiting, Ps the

older term dnd,has some facility. Given this viewpoint, we should

be'talking about human resourcei LId realizing th-at our greatest
1

and most, valuable economic' resource in thia country consiats of

ourmcitizens, particularly well-trained, intelligent liumans who

are able and Willing to works We need to think, as Professor Bell

points out,,of employment and training as an inVestment in human

capital and as a way of deV4eloping potential talent so that

manpower can be a wird which encompasses this factor, bUt which

may not in most instancea convey,this meaning.



In analyzing the relationship 'of manpower program.4'to

vocational education Rrogiams, it is possible to/look at the

situation from a liariety of perspectives.

Any reifiew of the present manpower
.orggnizetion must be concerned with four\
distinct areas:: (1) the laws which set the
stage for all manpower'policy programs;
(2) the systems for planning and..resource.
allocation; (3) the operational maCh4ery or
delivery systems; and (4) the federal
administrative structure:through which ttie
public responsibility must be effectively
and efficiently discharged (Ruttenberg, '1970, p. 9).

My intetest in the relationship between vocational education and

manpower.policy has focused prlmarily on the last two items,

the inteiest in the operational machineri of each system and the

federal administrative structure through which public policy is

drscharged as it effects.program implementation.

. In this regard,,the-identification ot.problems which I,foundi
45

.._

to be most important to policy harmonization efforts centered( on

a few issues. First, it was obvious the mandates, Missions and

..

. u
,

objectives, both within and between manpower and vocational education
. . .

.

legislation,have been confused and.inadeguately understood. The

., funding to local governments and to disadvantaged groups has
'

'> 0focuSed on different areas and different objectives. These have

'.not always been clearly identified nor have the means to achieve

:them been well-specified. The relationships between them have not
, -

always Veen clearly understood or adegua'tely discussed. It has

been, a6 George.BrAndon has pointed out,,the prolifieration of.

pieces of legislation to solve indi;fidually identified problems,,

-wi.th little or no thought to interaction or coordination of al1 .

the programs which has .characterized the develOpMent-of manpower

.



,
.

legisla ion and 'deliv,ery systenm (Brandon,,f979, p.8). This is

'a.1otr in terms of .the'relationship between manpower "and other

11
policy and program delivery areas.

A'second problem was the resulting overlap and'duplidation

.

frOm such confusion and ambiguity. The,lack of coordination of ,

,... ..

,

policies, prograr6, objectives, mandates, legislations, nstitutions
.

..../ .

and oiganizations proliferated with the multiplicity of types of.
\

. .

programs,t.authorizations and funding structures. This situation,
,

of course, is not new. It,has been characteristic of vocational',
'V

education and most redenLy of manpower programs, although vocational,

whthation, having a much longer legislative history from-the
- .

federal level, has spent con'siderably more time"analyzing the problem.

A Project Baseline assessment of the ADTA program,.the predecessor

of CETA, highlighted the high pLority areas where improvement

was necessary (Lee and Sarton, 1972, 'pp.,4910-913). These areas

included the costly duplication of effort, the fact that

coordination and cooperation did eicist and were working well in

some states but neeaed to be expanded,-duplication of resources

which ocdurs as a major problet, the noticeable lack of

000rdination in welfare provisions, the prailems of trainees

11

drifting from one training program to another and becoTing entrapped

in recidivist, and finally,. the fact that oftemtimes federal.

I funds were misdirected to clients or geographic areliks. This

dssessment of MDTA has been echoed in assessments of the recent

manpower programs under CETA. There have been some successes;

II

there have been some notice'able attetpts at coordination; there

. have been meaningful experiences provided to trainees who go on

to.successf4 job and.professional enrichment opportUnities.

14



BLit the ov,rwhelm. ngi evidence,,both Statistical and anecdotal,. .

has been.that the.lack of coordinatiOn'of program planning, Of
. .

.
. poliCy tievélopment of legislation.and of implementation has led_ .

1,

to confusion and ambigu ity on the part of participants, program
4

administrators and,policy analysts.
,

The third which is only briefly addressed in the
.

following work, but which has added to-the confusions and
,

- ambiguity, is the fact that technolog4scal, demographic and policy

harmonization.issues also impinge.upon manpower and vocational,

'education seperately And in their attempts to collaboFate. The

changing wptk force, in its character'and dynamics, and tbe changing

: technological impaCts 14:Don the,work force and the world auf work,

also provide a context in which updating and changing the approaches

to vocational education and manpower becomes important. while

= hese might be secondary issues for some analysts or primary

for others, My.concern, however, is to indicate a.perspective

for the'consideration of the organizationArand instituti4nal

Jo- issues related to harmonizing both vocational education, including

their political character, in developing a nation-wide policy
S.

-that inciudes the objectives and the mandates of each" and harmonizes

them effectively.

Recognizing that vocational edUcation And manpower shouil

col;aborate more effectively requires attention to several. factors

affecting their individdal perspectives and the means'by which

collaboration'can be achieved. The-first factor'is the

historical, political and institutional differences that have

existed'and continue to exist between manpower and vocational

education policies and.programs. For example, the creation of.
a. 1

t.



1

the CETA program is basically a response to"' a national.perception

that existing policies and institutional structures had failed

to achieve specific objectives. This was seen in the presidential

message to Congress in 1972, which justified manpower reform.

1. The present cate4orial grants-in-aid. system
.was not working and the nation nee4ed a new manpower
delivery system.

2. The optiMum solution to the manpower problet was the
transfer'of basic authority and reSponsibility for

;program plapning and delivery tO state and local
. gOvernments. ,

.//4
I

3. Decentralization of manpower program decisiontking
_

%to state and local elected.officials wouldiprovide
increased opportunities for citizens to participate
in their government. -.

4. ,State and local governments were closer to the manpower
problem; sensitive to the individual -needs of their ,

constituents; and in,.the best position to design'the
most efficient and appropriate progiam responses
(McPherson, 1976, p. 206).

These justificationsare based on assumption as to the historical

outcomes of manpower,programs. They also assume.based on assumptions

of the outcomes of vocational education programs going back to

1917 and prior. Whether these assumptions are correct or

incorrect, they have influenced the development of the existing

relationship between vocational educatiOn and manpower and

affect the possibility for policy interrelationships and

harmonization.

A second factor is the need for an understanding of the

inStitutional dynamiCs.of interorganizational cooperation. On .

the more general level, tip tnderstand'vocational education and

manpower programs' historical.past of interrelationship and

,
the present situation, we.must consider organizational factors and

N

.. .



ag.

look.at,them'in terMs-Nof their'internal dynanlics and the

context in which they relate or,fairto relate. As the-National

Cdmmission for. Manpower.Policy has stated,
,

This interde'pendence of governmental
policies and the effects on employment and
manpower is not fully appreciated, and in-.
adequate methodology and machinery exists for
the as-sessment of the manpower impact of,
governmental policies in general and the,
consideration of mitually supportive options
(NCMP, 1976,-13.18).

.The Commission raises the issue of determining the

. 'appropriate reach of manpower policy.l'a qUeSion that involves

, . .

dhswering the.issue bf Values. It also ienvolves vooational

education occupational preparation and its ielationship not only !

.0 manpower programs but to the general policy area of education

itself. It is a matter of'emphasis4 both.in establishing, objeCtives
S

and means 4nd-is a matter of determining the'best or most optimum*

'modes ,p)r. coordinating the activities of 'somet,imes disparate and

oftehtimes conflicting institutional domains.

A third factot isNthe application of researrh to those factors
)-.

as they affect various governmental levelp and the, plurality. of

actors involved in determining7policy, and in devising programmatip

mechanisms for implementation.. This is an important.feature in

determining Collaboration because research has'not been 'directed'

to the area of the funceiok nal dynamics of vocational education

and manpower progxams as they exisf in the governmental context.

The present federal system is such that the various levels of

government often remain rivald,ahd to a.great extent independentp-
,

centers of problem identifidation.and policy making.

,.This is not to say necessarily, that the'
.

federal system is qksolete, Many of
the geographic, ecdnômia, political, and



II

. ideological reasons that made it seem.a
valid scheme in an earlier age still ,

. .

pertain. But the point is that the barriers
remain_to impede accommodation.' We do.not '
get the .kinds of_action we come to want:

_ integrated, unified, COordinated, innovative,
these are the symbols of desire. They elude

IL
uW because our problems are generated by
telatively autonomous social fOrces and

.. , because our therepeutic techniques laborI
.

driter,the heavy-hand of political tradition.
And both..techniques and problems search

" Vainly fOr well-defined arenas ofitesponsibility

I .(Greerand Iliner,'1967 ., p. 158). .

. . . .)It is just'tftis level of 'dynaitics that is required to understand

more completely the reasons for" the present relationships between_

vocational education and me6pOwer programs,at both the national

and local levels.

A fourthiatee of concetn is the aetermination'of the extent

to:which a matiqn -wiae.,16Olidy" can be:developed to define realistically.
;

I/
end Meaningfully-coabOraljtive:a;reeS, goals and stragegies with

-, ,,

Y -.- '''' ::, ' :;/ ; . '. / ,

respe6t to education_eiid,iilaninjwt" policies- and _programs. The

::./ 2/--; // '
4

1

eXtent/tO whi64/eaon'nesiitsbWhinandates and the extent to which

.each has 'develoPeeitS4),WnMeChenismS limits and enhances

-II poisibilitilSCOilab44,4n: 'B't til these are understood

, . , .. ,

,

,1,_ u un
, .I ,

more'fully,.016ing. the extent_to which a nation-wide 'or a

1

Jo

- nati8ha1 pOiloY'can achieve the goals established for it remains .

1

'

II elusive:1 Each policy area feces issues of harmonization and

. autonomy With respect to 9.1 other areas.
.

.

I,have chosen to deal with vocational education and manpower,.

II

using CETA as the current approach to manpower programs, end
.

.

:
.

,thus, using the federal government program initiatives as a

il
. tOuch point. ,Amd it is the aim/of hermonizing these policy

-

areas, and determining the begree to, which their autonomy inhibits

.or contributes to the possibility of harmonization, that has
Jr'



\

. . . .11

prompted this analysis.. In using the term harmonization of
t

`
. ,\

policy, I re;er tb Hugh EclVs chaiacterization.

Harmonization refers to the fact that /
. II

,

'policy development is having to'become ever
more attentive to issues of interdependence*id

.., reconciliation, both among public programs dnd
IIbetween public and ptivate sectors. To put it 1

another way, partitions which were previously
assumed to seperate policy areas.are more,often
being called i to question. Hard experience, not
abstract and sis is gwerdtingthis new
awareness. he interplay of what were ,

once though .!to be erogenous factors for a
11given progr M is increasingly seen as integral

k to Its very substance. This gradual disintegrdtion INCA'
. of social po 'cy boundaries is another instance of the

familiar tendency for elements of complex systems
to become both more specialized and more .

interdependent (Eclo, 1975, p. 404).(
II

It is just this reference to hard exPerience which led me to

consider the ssues of harmonization and aatonomy as they affect

vocational educ tion and manpower policy-development and the

implementation of rogram service delivery. Alliat I have sought

to indicate for vocational education and its relationShip to

manpower as another policy area, each must,do, from its perspecEive,-1

with respect to other Policy are4. s

I have also tried.to consider the present ManpoWer context

in which collaboration with vocational education may take place. I/
.

The context includes the aspects of the changing work place and the

work force. As mentioned earlier, the technological and'demographic

factors that change the-world ih which vocational education and

manpower operates, also changes the means by which they can relate
.

pp each other and those issues over which they may find commonality .

and disdgreement. A cehtral factor in this regard is the character

of the American political and'social systeM as it shapes public'

Policy. In a pluralistic society, there.iS no unitary defihition
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of the public ieed4-tst (Ukeles, 1977, p. 227). In such a

,pituation, vying voices for the definition ofpublic policy.

have established a variety of patterns of,i6teraction, but

nosnetheless face the prospect of changing rqationshil5s. An

example of this is that the federal góVernment itself has been

a'source for.(fA4mentation in policy,(achneider and Swinton,

1979, p. 15). In attembting to develop prograMs to mept social

needs,the Congress'and the administraiion of theefedera

government, have proliferated a variety of programs'seeking to-
/

L.1

aChieve individual and oftentimei collective aigs.and objectives.

The conteMpOrary intergovernmental problem
dates to the mid-196as when ,thé.Great Society
spawned hundreds of new assistance programs,
leach earmarkedNto a particular social
problem and each weaving'its special relatiOn ship
among functional cohorts at federal, state, and
local levels. Much of the intergóvernmental'
fragmentation was unplanned, more:a product Of
the fabrication of hqpdieds of new assistance

Iprograms than ok any special effort to tear
apart state ancr,iocal governments. So many new
programs were es4blished in So short a period
of time and so little attent4pn was given to the
processes of adminkstrative management that
proliferation begot-fragmentation..

,

But sfte of it waintended,-for the
aichitects of the Givat Society:werse in the
businets of redistrib.4ting governmental ,

power. 'There were funetionalTPolitical,
and, geographic, preasures.for fragmentation,
and each took its toll On the hap,less
beneficiaries of federaf.largess. The
°functional motives were ,he most peryasive
and-yowerful.(Schick, 197t4 p. 717).

. .

In addition to the planned redisttpution of political and

goVernmental power, another motive of the programs

-was to take power, from city,halls and state houses

of t4e.1960's

and distribute

ik it to those groups who had. been ,previouslyilisadvantaged by

government programs. .These attempts to achieve some very



fundamental chAnges within the politicL arid social'structure
nr

of the country have impinged.upon the ability of these-programs

.used to manage such changes to achieve other objectives, some

t more explicit and more highly defined than,the-two justtmentioned.

-4-----) It is often in the drive for quick end easy answers, which

puShes us to the "comprehensive" solutions, that we find the

4:imitations 9f such comprehensiveness. The atteTpt to achieve

comprehensive solution proposeS a definitive intervention into

social and pblitical processes in order to achieve .change. Put

v41,

,
the'whole fabric of the American social and political structure. . I
has exhibited that a certain caution exists whichmitigates ,

against such comprehensiveness and definitiveness in favor of 1/.

pluralism and a dispersion. of power. It was perhaps these factors'

which qncouraget the emPhasis upon decentralization' and decategorization,
1\

.

may .have achieved a,certain degree of popularsupport. The , - 11

;reality has been that the enactment#of CETA, and.the extent to which

the progi-ams haveobeen decategorized and decentralized, ha's not sll

occurred without a great deal of 'struggle..

Only the original Title I programs were both decentralized and

decaiegorized. This'offere ocaLtIficials'the greatest amount

Of authority and flexibility under the federal manpower prógramt.
A k

.

Powever, there has been-a.gradual erosion of this freedom and

, -

flexibility for the local authorities since Congress has acted

.to control mare of the CETA program by enactment of categorical

. .,
,

. ,

,
.0bctiOnseadded to the legislation and by insisting upon.greater

.

centralized adminisrative control through the U.S. Department
_

)
.

Of Labor AlAirengoff, 1978, p86). This limits the local

. governmentoptions in using manpower-resources. The limitation
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of options through the limitation of resources affects the ability

of local officials to achieve solutions that are relevant at

their level. This also affects the ability of local decision

ma rs to use effective means for collaboration that are relevant

at their level. Furthermore federal administrative'control

involves them in situations of.having to adOptinational lechanisms,

whether èr not.they have reley.lance for.the local level qbjectives.,

It must als6 be realized,that the CETA program is not truly

a comprehensive program (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 15y. In this fact
16,

may lie both the strength and the weakness of achieving collaboration

between manpower,and VocatIona1 education programso ta,trulY

comprehensi6 CETA program might make more dipicult the

iDossibility of achieving a meaningful collaboratiori wlth the

existing vocational education structil In addition, the CETA

manpower program cannot be considered truly comPrehensive since

there are many other programi of the U.S. Department of 'Labor

which account for More than half of the federal.outlays for man-

II'power programs. _With f,unding distributed to otheeprograms operatinT ,

independently of the CETA program, the need for ,comprehensiveness

raises the issue e harmonization between other semi-autonomous,

or autonomous programmatic entities at the'federal level.

In addition, CETA, as with the general revenue-sharing experience,

1

(Murphy, 1975, pp.) 131-152) found that the-program implementation

became a cover for reduqng funding in manpowerl_programs, thus
/

' caMouflaging a broad.range of cutbacks in many areas (Mirengoff,

1978, p. 45) .(Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p..37). This Made

it.more drfficult for state and local officials to achieve the



objectives established by the legielation, including the objective

of cOmprehensiveness and programmatic interrelatedness It may

,be observed, however, that ofdecategOrization and decentrálation

it may be that decentralization has been more successfult

is not, however, due to a great deal of effort on the part"of
A

the federal government, but due more because of the efforts.of state

and local officials to secure for themselves greater control

over the effects of resourde distributi.4 in their'areas.

In) terms of t- he issue of comprehensiven _which is not

synonomous with harmonization, it is not enough to,say-that
'/

bits and pieces'of progranis.sholad be parts of a functioning whole,

There are questibus as to w ere the ,par4s originate, their legislative

and other his"torical precedents,end mandates, and why they ,are

separate from each other, and what isthe commonality f

1

objectives and operatione. Until-such areas have been examined,
, .

4t is not possible to say'in what form the vrious piedes, be they
11

vocational eaucation or .manPower, can be fitted into a functioning'
. ,

whole. It is judt such issues which, I'have tried to raise in the II

v..
1-

work that follows, in order that additional analyses and research
11. .

. -
.

may be conducted and so that more probing questions can be raised
4

to assess.the extent to:WhiCh-col,laboration between-vocational
II

education and manpower is not ogy feasible 'but is desirable.

Attention should be focused on,the issue of the relative II.

responsibilities that each area should have and the extent to

which., given their present structural and ihititutional.

, .

.

.

capabilities, they are able to achiecie various objectives. AS i 1
has been observed that predicting the future of higher edudation is

'II

extremely_ difficult' (Hartle, 1977, p.199), the predictiOn ofthe II

23
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future of vocational education and manpower is also difficult.

We-wi11 achieve; more if we consider.the task that Of creation

ratherthan that of prediction. But creation begins with things

as, ihey exist. Unless we come to the point of understanding the

basic instirtutional dynamics and the extent to which the characteristics'

'built into the systems through legislative initiatives and

administrative deCisions affect the character of these areas,

. 6

we will not be aLle to understand the extent to which they are

c apable of interacting and the extent to which it is feasible

11
, for them to interact and the extent to Which their independence

11 shoul'd be sought.

Thayne Robson has indicated that in administering federal

manpower programs spebificQproblems arise'which make program

1

administration difficult (Robson, 1967). He li'atN thpse problems

which provide an insight into the substantive issue that

are raised in dealing with the broader issue policy harmonization.

First of all: we are dealing wi"th a limited amount of knowledge

and the amount and kinds of manpower services needed by persthls

mit4 givdn handicaps, educational, economic or other, to achieve

success in the.labor market.. Also we have no standards against

which selected services can be judged. Thikd, there is a lagk of

1 agreement on how, best to deliver services to thpse who need them.

Fourth, we.are generally uncertain as 'to the realistic costs from

-serving identified needs's:3f identified target groups. Fifth,

programs are currently spread among'a number o,L federal agencies,

each operating with a great deal of autonoin and lack'Of t 6



harmonization as well as sprea'd between qovernmental and non-

governmental agencies. Sixth, the multiplicity of Manpower Igencies

at the state,and local levels, both government and private, adds to

the issues of duplication, overlap and lack of coordination.

Seventh, here'has been a failure to define clear admOistrativ

respon ibility for developing fully legislated pro4rams throu h.

the development of adequate policies and procedures. Eighth here

S.

is a lack of adequately trained and an adequate number,of staff

at all levels. Ninth, technical aSsistance to state and local

agericies from'the federal government, and data for the administrators

to manage the programs has been inadequate. Finally, a certain

degree-cl parochialism inhibits local officials with respect to

new or innovative methods and approaches generated by the federal

government. It might be added, aiitter unaerstanding. at the

national level could be developed toward the needs of the local

'level as to t..tealities with Which the local elected officials

must deal in implementing pkograms. With resPect to these

problems, I have indicated various areas o emphasis.which should

take a more central place in the discussion of coordination of

vocational education ah4 manpower programs. This assumes that

vocational .edwation and manpower will not be subsumed one under
, .

-tlie other as a means of achieving collaboration. .The,assumption

is that the Continued dispetsion and diversity of.power and control

of resources will continue to operate in such a fashion that

--collaboratiqn-between autonoTous or semiautonomous instittitional,

entities and/mechanisms must be the means by which program

harmonization and comprehensiveness can be achieved.

25
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CHAPTER I.

THE BACKGROUND FOR A UOCATIONAL EDUCATION/CETAELATIONSHip

Mandates and Isspes.

In orde';"to project a relationship that could exist between

vocational education and manpower programs it is helpful to review

some of the relationships that.have existed with respectsto

these two policy areas and also to look at some factors such as

economic, labor market, demographic, and technological conditions

which affect both areas: One of the most prominent features of

the present relationship is that it has gradually emerged in a

context of legislative activity. pr9qram development.implementatim

and policy analysit which ratherthan having a comprehensive

or overall' planned .charactee has,the character of emergence. It

is as though thea. two areav, vocational edUcation and manpower,

have.respondeesporadically to'a variety bf emphases an4 trends

arising 'from economic, Social welfare. law enforcement/ educa-
.

-tional and otiAr.forces Which may 'iie primarily outside.of.the

areas of responsibility tor these two policy areas. A critical

point for analysis and evaluation of the developing'relAtionship

between vocational education and manpoWer, most specifically .the
. .

.

. _.

CETA program, is whether or not in the challenge faded by voca-
.

.

tionaf education withttle development in the early '69s of the

, . V / 4

. manpower programs there has 13,een significant rbdefinition of
. . .

voaiional education's, mission. or whetherthe has been primarily
.,

)a repetition df previous.-approa'ches.and, iven eithek podsible.'"
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response, the'response, has been one of successfully defining

vocational 'education's role. One commentator, Norton Grubb', .
_

* . ,...
.

indicates that there has been larsely a repetition of pre'Viously
. ,

,

,

known ap:proaches by vocational education.

'By now .it should.be,tlear that the claims made on
behalf of vocational education, the arguments that prove

.

politically Persuaiive, have di played a remarkabke
similarity over the past.hundred years. While.some
commentatora,have stressed, the special role of the

° Vocational Education Act of 1963 in reorienting
vocational education from narrowly defined skill
training to more genera training and to a concern with
minorities and others'who are "educationally,dis--
advantaged," in act neither of these ideag were neW.
A concern that vocational programs not give eAlipsive
attention to specific skills existed,in'the Prd7ressive.
Era, as did.a desire'to have,such prograMs serve to
integrate immigrants and black Migrants into he
existing 4chool systems and then ihto the system of
industrial production'unfamiliar to them. And con-
versely, specific-skill training has been diminished .

more in rhetoric,than in ,practice.' as the continuing
efforts to broaden the scope of vdcational education
attest. (Grubb, 1979,,p. 200). r--4
One .ot the factors that has contributed to theapparent

lack of focus or coherence in defining a mission for vocational
.

,

education may be àw. buted to the related confusion of mandates
0 .

for vocationareducation-and manpower. fh both instances.critics
. .

haVe indicated that the legislative and adminisirat'ive Mandates,- . , -

for vocational education and manpower have been overfapping'and',
.1/

, .

confused. ,This-confusion produces'a confusion in mission and a

confusion in evaluation of both areas. (qcmp, 19764 p. 1.o).
..

, ,

. . ., . ...
.

. .

(Ruttenberg, 1970, p. 98). (Mangum, 1969: p: 80). (U.S:OIEW;
..,

.

Plan for Study of Voc.--Ed-Cameroh, 1979,
.

Ipp. 114-116). -It has.been observed that even as-recently as the ,

1976 vocational education.amendments there are a mix of con-

straints built upon contradictory theories. (Anton', 1979, Ir
,

,. .

-

.11
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PP. 11-12). There has been not only a confusion of congressional

mandates but there has been a confusion among the ranks of

vocational education, also, for example, concerning mission.

The result was co4usion as to what the.goa1s
of Voba.tional education should be: the reformers
saw vocational education as a solution to short-run
problems, or the training of unemployed workers for
jobs In "demand6 occupations in a relatively shott
periba of time, whereas traditional vocational
educators viewed the mission of vocational education
as the.preparation of students for a lifetime of
Work in a dynamic ecónomy. Congressional mandates to
set asidt vocational education funds for special
groups (the handicapped, disadvantaged, and, more
recently, women) added to the confusion as did
Congressional set-asides for types of vocational
e4u6ation (cooperative.education, work study, and
home economics). (Walsh, 1979. p. 236).

It has been observed that there were differences also_in

the interpretation in enacting the CETA legislation between.

(a) the House Committee Report which implies proportional treat-

merit of disadvantaged-groups and (b) the United States Depart-

ment'of Labor regulations implying preferential ireatmtnt.

(Mii-engoff, 1978, p. 7) . The examples of such confusion and

such .conflicting ma dates are numerous, and throughout the rest

of this work they will be referred to with respect to.the various

topics unaer discussion. What is important though is that there

have been calls for, and continue to be calls for, clear' an:21

uniform regulations, clear and un iform legislation1. and especially

clear and uniform 'mandates not only for vocational edubation,

but for related policy areas such as manpower. (U.S., HEW, Plan

for Study of Voc. Ed., 1977, pp. 15716).

.1

% In addition to the hiStory of confusing mandates there

-

28



have also been a number of features in the actual operation of

vocationaleducation which have had an effect.in limiting the

relevancy of vocational education with respect to other programs

and other policy areas, including manpower. -The Comptroller

General's report found that a number of factors limited relevancy

of vocational education programs. Vocational educatiOn hasnot

realistically or fully assessed-labor market needs with respect

to programs. .The work experience activity has not been often

an integral component to the vocational-education curriculum.

There has been a lack of attention to occupational guidance. The

_

schools have not.routinely and completely assumed responsibility
41

for job placement a-s§istance. There has been little or marginal
k

follow-up of.graduates and employers and there have been institu- .

,

tional barriers which have restricted access to training employ-

Ment. (Comptroller. General, 1974, p. 68).

On the manpower side three important deficiencies have been

identified, which remain to be overcome-if the objectives of a man- II

power policy are to be achieved. The first of these elements is

the'rieed for the .coordination of institutions for implementation ,

of programs and thereby the carrying out of policy. This

coordination should include coordinating with other areas such as

economic policy and.social loplicy where there are manpower con;-

,

seqUences. A secondSlement is the need for substantial improve-

ment in the teChniques that are used to assess manpower con-

sequences of decisions in related pdlicrarbas. And the third

1

element is the need to increase significantly theibase of informa-
s,

ition, data, and analyses tfiat are hvailable in terms of identifyin4
1

1



how the labor market operates' and the type of data that are

needed ,to make adequate pOli*Talfalyses 1976 2-6--27) .

TAese features Which must be considered for the enhancement of

coordination between manpower progrAms and Other programs,

eepecially.vocatiOnal education;- and they indicate that there

are serious, deep problems in the Current conceptualilatic*of

manpower and manpoter policy and in the carrying out of programs.

The interrelatedness and coordination of programs looms as an

unresolved issue, often defeated by the very stepa,initiated to

overcome the difficulties. One of the features that has been

identified as having had Over the years an increasing emphasis

and effect in the coordination of programs, for example, has been

that of excessive regulation by the federal government (Evans

et al., 1969, P. 85).

-There -still remain, also, for manpower programs several

issues related to distribution among prcgam approaches, which

have not been resolved and for which considered and continuing

analysis is necessary. The issues have been raised most recently

with respr,to pETA.

There are four principle issues associated with

funding: the level of appropriations necessary to

deal with manpower problems; the appropriate balance

between subsidized public employment and other

measures, particularly unemployment insurance, to

alleviate countercyclical joblessness; the,proportion

of pETA funds that should,be devoted to structural

objectives vis a vis the proportion for counter-

cyclical job creation; and the suitability of the

allocation formulas for Specific objectives of each

title. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 242).

These four principle issues, as identified by Mirengoff,

do not include.another issue which has received, unfortunately,

- 5 3 0
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little attention in most'of the literature,-from the.point of

,\

_view_o_f_manpower_programsThls-leature is- tine-rclat-ionship-of

overlap and duplication between vocational education.programs

, and rianp6der programs. There has been concern 'for exCessive

, duplication arid overlap (U$ CongresS, Senate, 1962, p. 345).
-..........:.

But his cOncern hal-not taken the form of analyzing the various

7-
aspects that have either contributed to or have formed obstacles

,

to coordination. There has.also been very little discussion of

the extent to which coordination is desirable and the extent to
4

which it"is undeskrable, the extent to which it is produCtive

or counterproductive, and the mechanisms by which coordination

can be achieved to effectively uti/ize le expertise and insti-
, AP,"

utional capabilities of the various act.ors. In many respects,

the development of the relationship_between vocational education

and .manpower programs has been one of being influenced by political II
*

considerations, among others, which have led to the concessionk

on both sides, both with respect to the scope of manpower pro-
w+

grams and with respect to the scope of vocational education.

(Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, pp. 21-22): (Mirengoff, 1978, p.'2). 11

Before we go into a more detaifed analysis Of the relationships

between vocational education and manpower programs it would be

he1pful'to look further at some of the cOnditions an4 considerations I
4 a ir

which form the context in which these tao policy arid Program

IIareas have been'expected to coordinate their'activities. These),

factors do riot-constitute all-of ,the relevant situations or con-
,

siderations but they constitute sothe of the major corisiderations

:II
- 6-4
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that anyone should 'take into account in deciding 'whether'or-not

and the extent to which these two,areas and-iniatutions ihould

I/

cooperate.

B. Economic and Labor Market Considerations
That Effect Vocational Education and Manpower

One of the first things to be considered when looking at

vocaional education and manpower relationships is the types of

vocatiOnally related factors of the labor market and fhe activities'

of vocationally related factors of the labor market as they effect

not only the operation of programs but as Ithey effect the develop-:\

ment of policy. One of the primary-considerations in.terms of

looking at labor market activities as they relate to vocational

choices by.individuals and as they relate to the attractiVeness

of certain types of vocational training and skill training is the

extent to which; pecially with respect to those disadvantaged

persons that' power and certain vocational skill training pro-

gramb seek to attract, indiN.O.duals face disincentives to give up

income transfer payments or to upgrade their training skills and

to leave a situation of unemployment when unemployment compensation

relative to the rising tax rate, as exacerbated by increasing

inflation, makes it less desirable or less of an'incentive to

seek employment in certain types of jobs. (Roberts, 1978, p. 23).

(NCMP, 1976, p. 25).

Manpower, vocational education, and economic measures to

change this situation are both cauSes of such 'situationsoeas
. 4

well as victims. In terms of developing programs to satisfy the

vocational needs of unemployed or underemployed persons, one

7 -
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aspect of the'debate, with respect to the .demand for skills and \

the demand.for workers, has centered around whether Or not the

inequalities of the labor market were due to an oversupply qf

opportunity for employment or.whetther it was its distribution

that was at Pault. -TheA.nterpretation affectd' not only which

, s

individuals vocatiOnal'training and manpower programs may sea
. ,

, Q

, to attract but, also the pesign, ope'ration and' miiture of theSe

prograths that will be a dressed to the specifid analysis of the

disfunctionality of the labor, market.in terms of demand and,

consequently, the disfunctionality in terms of .supply. )(Mangum,

1969,:p. 3. One result of misanalysis.in terms.of the lack of

skilled workers in certain areas and the abunAnce of unskilled

workers who ,could have been trained or skilled workers for whom

there ip low demand appears in the analysis of high cost of

certaip serN:rices. It hag been argued that the high cost 'of certain

services and the unavailability of trained workers (in the face of

large numbers of unemployed) has been due to unnecessarily restric-

tive labor union practices which have,kept people from entering

certain trade areas, And therefore driving up the cost of services

in these areas at the same time that-many people are unemployed.

Others have argued, however, that the high cost of services may

be due ddrectly simply to an inadequate number of.trained workers,

the fact that we have not in the skill training area provided the

amount of training necessary for thosq areas which tbere would

4oe high demand. (Evans and Herr, 1978).

In terms of assessing those aspects of the laior market

which are directly related to and affected by vocational traihingc

- 8 -



- the question arises as to whether to try to delal with ge ral
A .

-

labor market conditions or to deal more specifkcally with arget,
A -

policies. We have had in the past, in both manpower andj .4

vocational', education programs, attempts which are more specif

oriented to targeted policies and even to targeted populations
V

The question has been rai,$)d more recently +ether or not nation

policy 'should deal with general labor market conditions. The

.issue at base is thatmwthere would be'a differing set of policies,

strategies,.and programs depending upon which thrust one would

take and understandably, the thrust-that-one would emphasize would

be based dporrone's analysis of the types of vocational'related

factors in the labor market that are relevant bbth to the labor

maiket and its function and-to the vocational training aspect and

its function.

Both vocational education arid manpower'programs contribute

to labor market condition, in terms of alleviating labor' market

problems as identif4.edrby policymakers, as well as by'contributing

tp bbth negative and positive conditions in the decisions made bY

policymakers. The origin of manpower programs, unlike that of

vocational education, was an interest in stimulating.na 'onal

economic growth. (Tburow,.l979, p.-334). The expanded onception

of manpower programs to deal with the economic plight of the

economically' disadvantaged ii)eople has helped to expand the bcm-

deption of manpower programs. Vocatiopapation has als9

'experienced such,an expansion, although to a more'limited extent,

with respect to its.function as a factor, bf the labor market and

with uspect to,its, responsibility for assiSting disadvantaged -

9
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persons. Inthis reppegt, both vocational e ducation and man-
.

power have been cast as policy are as from which progrark strategies

are to be developed in the servidg of developing "human resources"

as a factor in reducing unemployment,and.inflatiOn. (Killingsworth,.

1976, p. In this respect 'vocational education has been
,

idehtified (1) being responsive.to natiOhal emergencies,

(2) respohsive to the 'forces of the labor markett and .(3) having

a high capability for regional and cotthunity development'. (Swanson,

1979, p. 255). And most recently vocational education and manpower

progams have both been called upori.to assist in alleviating the
4

extreme conditions of youth unemplpyment. (Evans and Herr, 1978,

p. 123).

1

Ingterms of the utilization of various policy*and Eirograii- .

,

mati& approaches to deal with labor.market conditions, the qtiestion

has been raiSed as to whether.pr not vObetional. education is'an

effebtive tool. in this area..' Some have'dgued that vocational

education is only effective in an economy where tifere-are plenty

of-jobs. In a tights economy it simply functions as a means,of

shifting skilled wOkers within the queue of those people seeking
,

Jobs or within the queue of those people who haVe jobs, without

actually changing the situation of the number of jobs. .(Thurow,
.

1979, p. 325).. Others have argued that with respect to increased '11

training and other means to.lower unemployment skill training
'k

'annot be effective without adjustments in the overall economic .

,situation because of the trade-off situation between high inflation
\,

and Icad unemPloyment. .The argument has seen that we cannot achievle

'F
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a.low rate of inflation and.a low rate of unemployment at the

same time. If this is the case then vocational training might

have an unfavorable result in terms Of training people.and raising

expectations for jobs that will not be available or on the other

'hand,...helping 'Uo exacerbate the rate of inflation.

This.argument, however, bas been challenged. Profesdor

Carolyn Bell, economist, has argued that it is precisely voca-
. 4

tional education which can assist-in, reducingthe.
,

apparent conflict between inflation and unemployment, and thereby
, 4

'achieving a balanced situation in which both objectives, low

rate of inflation and low rate of unemployment, dan be simulta-
.

neously achieved.

Despite the fact that we now suffer from
simultaneous inflation and unemployment, our

, national economic situalian is still too often
described in terms of the trade-off. What
policy-makers have done it to lead us to believe
that the trade-off also represents a policy choice.
I do not believe that we need now be forced to
make such a hard choice, to say that we prefer one
'evil to another. I do not believe that we can .

reduce unemployment without creating inflation
and I think the United States public, wlthout
knowing it, has issued a challenge by way of that
public opinion poll, a challenge to policymakers
to revise their economic thinking It is possible
to achieve both goals, to reduce unemployment and
inflation, with the judicious ,use of manpower
policy or; in.erconomic jargon, by integratinq
microeconomic,ppograms with microeconomic policSr.
(Bell, 1976, pp. 13-14):

Additionally, vocational education, besides being'a,S'ource-

of iraining that can improve skills of workers in aieas where

skill demand is high or is projected to be,'vocational education

can be a source of data on what1skills are available: It is also

-11-
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possible through, the vocational education ddta.system to identify

the transferability of skills to other vocational areas,-thereby
-

providing for lateral transfer of skills to areas where skill

demand is increasing from areas *here skill demand may be de-
.

creasing. 'The vocational education system itself has such.

information in terms of the skills and the number of people being

trained in skills as well as the possibilities of such transferabilitil

of skills-

It thus, becomes apparent that vocational education and

IImanpower programs'can have an edge as tools in the,arsenal of labor

market strategies. For example, retraining programs are a non-

inflationary way of creating vacancies without creating labor
11

. .

shortages (CED, 1965, p. 36) . :(Levitt, 1976, IDP,. 8l-8) . (NRIP,

1976, pp. 46-47). And we have seen, as Bell argues, that manpower II
. ..0

0 prog'rams in general can be the difference-in maintaining a low
,

II
inflation rate and low unemployment at the same time. The centrak

IIfactor in seeing such training programs as having this dual

function, and as functioning primarily as a tool of positive labor

market strategie, is the awareness that economic policy takes into

consideration the factor that human incentives are effective

relative to imfldtion and unemployment. (Roberts, 1978, p.

However, such aeposition is not universally accepted.and

people, for'instance, Thurow, are skeptiCal that suCh a trade-off

is possible and that training programs can have such a central

place. (Thurow, 1979, p. 329).

In accepting thattmanpd4er.programs and vocational training

programs ean have a role'in ldbor mark,et strategies', it is

12'
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imperative to.determine which program types are most.dffective

for specific target groups in given economic situations. (Schiller,

1978, p. 124). (NCMP, 1976, p. 57). And it is important to develop

programs of training and re-training for emerging occupational

fields (NACVE, 1975, p. 2). (International Labor Organizatioq,

1975, p. 12). (Evans apd Herr, 1978; p. 110;.p. 236). It ,is

even asserted that education and training Can be, maximized during

periods of recession (NCMP, 1976, p. 23) . Such a position has
ANI

been made by Willard Wirtz.'

, 117

Recession is a me when a sizeable percentage
of the nation's .irk force is idle. It is a time
when millions if people suffer both a loss of.income
and a loss f that feeling of adeqUacy and identity
asso ed with holding a job; It is a time when
tens of billions of dollars are paid out In additional

_

Unemployment Insurance and Supplemental Unemployment
Benefits negotiated through collective bargaining,
foodstamps, and welfare. This expenditUre largely .

assumes that the recipients will be doing nothing
but looking or waiting for work. ,

It is a time when people who have'Skills
foreinen, technicians - are availableZoo:teach others,
and When the equipment of manY businesses is iindr-
utillfzed and Can be used for on-the-job instructiOn.
While not ndcessarily a result of :recession, ours'is
also a time, and will be for many years, when there are
teachers and professors who are available to teach
those'not needed at the work stations.

.kecetsion plainly,is a time O'f natiohal crisis.
But it is also a time *hen the cost of educational
renewal is at'its lowest, when incoMe support programs
are already paying out money', and when whatever
additional government expenditure is nece'ssary is
entering ihe economy when it is most needed. (Wirtz,
1975, pp. 117-118).

In a recession, as in other times, the vocational training

programs can be used to.increase that resOurce which, as Wirtz

- 13-
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indicates, is boundless, namely the increase of human capital.

(Mirencloff, 1978,,p. 253). However, the.policy issue of the

interrelated effects of such training activities' upon the fabric

of economic development reamains a Point. in,question, In the

balance is the resolution of the appropriate roles for voca-

tional education and manpower.

Another factor, of the relationship bettveen vocatii.onal
\

training and manpower programs to the labor market is that

there are extensive changes that are affecting the character

of the labor market and It is just these training programs
2

which will be able to help both workers and"the* work.place adjusi

to the changes. ,The changes that are occurring include changes

in wage rates and changes in rite structures. These chariges

have, and are having, profound effects upon workers. (Amara,

'1978, p. 8). What is-needed is to train workers for occupations

and for the work force of the future. (Bell, 1976, pp. 19-21). .

(NCMP, 1976, p. 12). In this way several factorS that are
5

relevant .ito the proper functioning and efficient and effective

functioning of the labor force will be built into the functions

Of the labor force, both through the proper utilization of workers

and through proper attitudes orf the part of the' workers. The

"features that,.are most relevant to this situation is the develop-

ment of positive atti tudes of the workers toward wOrk in the future.. 11

'Second, it is necessary to mlice.work opportunities more plentiful

and work settings more responsive and flexible. Third, workers

have to be more involved in the decision-making prOcess.

And fourth, there are many changes which have come about as a result

of the growth of knowledge industries. (Gottlieb, 1977, p. 42).

(Levitt, 1976 p. 95).
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These%are only some of the integral relationshi.pi:between--

vocational education and,manpower programs and the.labor market,

indicating'tht'vocdtional training-is itself a *strategy which can zt---

be employed-to positively effect various aspects of the labor=

market. But in order to utilize. these' strategies mor effectivelY

we bed 'research to assess both the economic and non-economid,

effects,Of themanthoiver foogranis, most Specifically CETA'

(Mirengoff, 1978, p. 2 6), and of,vocational education. We need

V

to knoW'the *Nrocational training effects ofssuch aspects ap sUb- /
%

seqiient.e'arnings, various kinds of employment, stability, relation-

ship .of the job to training eXperience;'improve offset savings.,

effects on social status ahdifamily, and other such factors. It -

,

,

:

is thus not with-Out:some doubt that se can positively assert that

vocational education impacts on social and economic problems in

ways that,we mat better come'toupderstand (National Associatlon

of Directors of Vocati n 1 Education,'19,76, p. 2). However, in

understanding that voca ional training programs and Manpower

1

programs are funçtioningi4 the same context of the labor market

e

. di' strategies for positiv y effecting the workintis of the labor

,

market, it is important t %understand that there are other:factors,

Impinging upon both area whicb effect both their abilities to

- . functiOn and the types of strategies whidh are appropriate to

their groper functión ng. _These effedts include both demographic

4
and.technological co siderations, espeaally as eley affect the

A
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relationships between vocational training and manpower prograMs.

C. Demographic and Technological Considerations.
Affecting Vocational Education and Manpower

. There are 'many demograph4c-Jactors which impinge- tipon and'

affect vocational training and manpower training. But it is

important to focus on an aspect which at this time has taken high

priority in the Minds of most people with respedt to the training
\

needs of the United States. Tke,demographic factor in question,is"

the factor of youth unemployment. There-have,.been many reasons

given -for focusing on yduth.unemployment.

Iihe intensive focusing of'CETA sdrvices op youth'can
beNattributed to a number of,factors including: (1)

aawareness
of the disproportionate emproyment dis-

dvantages of yduth, (2) adherence to traditional
. priorities and service patterns, and-13) the wide-
spread belief that substantial'gains and better
final outcomes can be realized by concentrating
employment and training efforts on younger clientr,
groupd, (Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p. 92). v'

, It is also the relationship between vocational training and

insa>6ower training that has surfaced most particularly in the 11-

relationship between the,youth transition from school to work.

Vocational education being prilarily an institutional education

AL .

activity and manpower training being an employment strategy for

job development focus on the two aspects of this relationship

between education and training and employment. High levels of
II.., , ,

youth unemployment have also cOntributed to a continued and in-
li

creasing interest in this area. However, some of the factors that IU

relate to\youth unemployment should be considered with respect to
, I

the possibility Of developing policies and particularlywith
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regp;t`to emphases that have relationships to vocational educa-
.

tion and manpower training as they.relate to each other and as

they should be relating .to each other'in the future.

High yOuth unemployment is unique to the United States.

(Freeman, 1976, pip 43). The levels of youth.unemploymeni and

some of the problems experienced by youth seeking iobs in the

United Stes tend to be, in many respects, problems unique to

the United States. Also youth unemployment in the United States

tends to be of short duration and due to'entry and re-entry in

large measure into the work force. Even though sUbstantial

youth unemployment has been notet as a particulary U.S. phenomenon,

0
when young men marry, for example, their rates of unemployment

fall sharply. (Freement, 1976). Characteristics such as this

have led some, for example, Levitan, to argue that the major

concern of youth unemployment should be focused upon the need

to create

Excepting a Minority of y ths who need special
assistance to find and r ta n jobs, it would seem that
all-the help that most teenagers needed to function
effectively in the work force was enough jobs to go
around. -In labor markets.with large,job deficits
it'S 1ply to be expected that the inexperienced will
be shoved to the end of the line and some Will.give up
completely. My prescription fbr the day is'that the
best way to.reduce unemployment - for youth as well
as adults - is to create jobs. (Levitan, 1976, p. 64).

It may be the case that focusing a great deal of training

and employment efforts on youth could be refocused to general

employment donaiderations.

There is also the anticipated change in the work'force

participation rate of youth due primarily to a drop in the births,

42



and that will have con equent effects on the ecbnomy and

4 related effects on y th unemgloyment. It is anticipated that

the average annua

over 2 percent, w ich we have experienced' in the 1960s and

throughout the '7

increases in the civilian labor force of

drop to under 1 percent in around

mid-1980. A factor,contributing to this change will'be-the

fall-off in birth rates. A second contributing factor will be

the gradual,slowdown of the rates pf female participation'in.the

work,force: Althoughwomen will participate inincreasing

numbers, their rate of participation wi11 begin to decrease. ,

The estimates are there will be three-quarters of amillibh

. fewer persons a deeto the labor force each year during the

,1980s, or, put another way,'employment growth will be half of._

what it has been in the last two decades. "(Amara, 1978, p. 7).

It has also.been noted that there hive been regular fluctations

over the past several depades in youtkunemployment and that

the high'levels of youth unemployment are not unIque to this

time. (Spring, 1976, p. 176). .(Levitan, 19J6,.p. 62).

It is expected that with change in the birth rate and

the resulting effects of relative numbers of youth entering the II

work force,that there will be ch&nges in the labor market demand,

for young people and'for the training that\young people will be II
II

expected to have as new.entrants into the work force. Youth

11
unemploynent will-be higher, as it has been higher, but there

mOot

have been actually fewer dead end jobs._ (US Congress, 1976,

p. 48). It has also been ,noted that market factors have been

- 18 -



causing increased competition.among young people in an emphasis

on higher learning. These trends are expected to continue.

(Bushnell, 1975, p. 18). ALevitan,1977, pp. 54-55).

Some labor market analysts also,indicate that many of

the problems and'the extreme effects of situations experienced

due to youth unemployment are factors of the 'high relative

numbers.of youth entering the Work force, that.these situations

will change and that problems will lessen because of the "aging"'

.

/
, of the you

2unemployment issues. (Norwood, 1977,'. 63).

i.(Apker, 979, p. 5). However, some, for example, Freeman,

- disagrees., believing that youth unemployment problems will not

disappear as the youth cohort declines, but that their rate of -

unemployment will remain: If this is still the case, it may be

that ,the youth.unemployment problems, relative to the youth,

will'not decline, but their importance relative to the total

labor market and other" labor market conditidts. The conditions

which may emerge over,the 'next twenty to thirty years may be

less and relative Allocation ,of kesources may have to take this

-

into consideration. Others, however; indicate that &large

part of.the current youth unemployment problem is associated with

the general state of the economy which, as we have noted,

fluctuates from tiMp to time; that the teenage unemploympnt'

should decline aV the economy recovers with,ta!strength in the'

recovery felt also by the youth and that Certain structural

employment problems should be aimed at dealing with the youth

unemployment issues as a pervasive and. enduring factor. (Smith, R.,

1976, p. 7).
19 -



The resulting changes in the relative numhers of youth

facing unemployment and the possible aging of the unemployment

prohlems indicates that the-effects of these demographic fictors

11
and considerations for vocational teaining and manpower training

progr s will be.vocational education's increased need to con-

cent te on older workers. (Norwood, 1977, p. 71). (Wirts,

p. 36). Andrsome have even Predicted 'that by the end of this- 11

century yoUth unemployment will not be the issue but retraining

of older workers will be the primary, manpader and vocational

training issue. (NACVE,,1977, p. 3). Along with this change
. 11

, .

of demographic factors.effecting the labor market and.consequently

effecting training preparation for work there has bepn noted a

consequent changing in the attitude of workers about the meaning

11of work and itPplace an indivudual's life. This situatibn

is expected to continue and to have increased ramifications

throughout the work world as well as in the areas of training

and education. (Gottlieb, 1977, P.
, 11

One of\the areas in which changing work habits and the

structure of the work world has been noted, which includes or

maY be a resuit of changing attitudes about the meaning of work, ,

11
has,been in the area ot technological change. The change'of

technology itself affects not only the worker and the work place. 11

but also affects.the training that a worker.Ptceives in pre:-

paration.

' .There are two manpower aspects of technologfbal
change. First, thequality of labor 'input per unit. .

of output usual].'y tends.to fall. As a'result, techpological
'change usually has an impact on total employment. *Second,,,
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;technological change usually involves a change in
the nature or quality of the required labor input.
Thus, there is an impact on occupational require-

ments. (OECD, 1964, p. 80).

One of the criticisms that has been directed against

vocational education in this regard is that vocational education

has failed 'to,match the requirements Of, the changing economy

and technology to the vocational needs and desires of individuals.,

(Evans et al., pp. 14-15).

Changing technology has not only affected workers'

attitudes but has lso affe ted the type'of work that people .

do and the type if training ecesiary to carry oUt.that work.

Technological change will be both a cause of
and a response,to trends in the labor force. Rapid
changes in technology will continue to-escalate the
demand for skilled workers in certain professional
and tei2hnical occupations - design, marketing, and
servidlk centered in advanced technology industries,
including data/word processing, communications,
pharmaceuticals, instruments, and transportation
equipment. (Amara*, 1978, p. 9).

There will also bean *eased percentage of workers

Chat are underemploydd due to'havin4 more skills than are
,

currently required for the jo,b or by being trained for higher

,level jobs than those in which they are currently employed.

(Gottlieb, 1977, p: 47). It has also been noted that there

wild be an increased pro essionalization of the work force and

that the training requir d to fill these more professionalized

positions, will itself increaSe. (Ginzbeg,.1979, 48).

(Norwood, 1077, pp. 68-69),

The effects of changing technology on occupational trends

and'demands will be various, The number and ,types of jobs
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available will be f wer. For example, in the unskilled

positions there wifl be adjustments in traditional entry level
%

and career ladder profesSions.* The length and type of training

i jnecessary for newer skills n obs will increase. There will be

more preparation needed and larger numbers, required for pro-

fessionals to do the training. 4nd finally, advances in manage-

ment innovation will have effAts that will_be_far more extensive

than those experienced by the economy due to technological

innovation. (Levitt., 1976, p. 72). Ip these respects it will

I be necessary for vocational education and other training

institutions to realize the need to adjr. However, vocational

education has time with which to adjust to most aspects of

technological change.

Vocational education institutions cannot be
expected to foresee technological changes that would
occur decades hence and adjustment to these changes -

can best be made on the job and-should be of little -

concern to the vocational educator. The task of
vocational educators is to keep pace with changing
technology and adjust their course content to current
changes in the marketplace.

The:most detailed data needed by the vocational
educator are one to five year projections. While these
are preferably derived from careful analysis of.a
variety of economit factors, they can also be estimated
from a simple extrapolation of recent trends. mixed with

. ,

good
,dose

of insights into local conditions. It is
fairbet that 'recent developments will tontinue over

the next.three to five years. .(Levitan, 1977, p. 60).
(Wirtz, 1975, p. 108).

Even though Many American workers make three to four

occupational shifts in' the course of their lifetime, as a con-

',.

1.

I.

seqUence'of,technological 6hanges .and shifting labor market

demand, vocational training is able to project those changes

- 22 -
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which will affect the fundamental differences that training

addresses. There must be\-realization that the degree of

change relative to training is not the same for all aspects of

the work situation. Evans has pointed out that attitudes have

a low rate'of change, processes have a medium rate of change,

and products have a high rate of change. Therefore, the

response to the future shock of technolog:ical change as-it

affects vocational, education and training can'take intO con-
.

sideration those aspects which are most important for people

to learn over a long span and those aspects which can best

be learned on the job as rapidly changing technOlogical factors.

Having looked at some of the background issues that.have

effected the relation'ship of vocational education and manpower,

and the economic and labor market considerations and demographic

and technological considerations that form the context in which

these .two-areas function, we now turn to an examination of the
;

context in which these two policy areas function as-institutions:

This context relates to their chataCteristics askinstitutions

ft

and as governmental organizations.

- 23,-
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\CHAPTER II

THE GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS CONTEXT..

,

A. Federal Deferral to States and Local Governments

One of the most prominent features in the relationship

between vocational education and manpower, most specifically

the CETA 'program, is that the manpower programs since 1974 have

0

operated under a federal policy of decentralization and decate,-

gorization. Foreour discussion here the most important feature

is that of dege4ralization. Decentralization as a policy

affects the elements of the auth rity and operational capacity

And structUre of institutions ij their implementation of pro-
,-

grams. In'this respect the asiSects of decentralization affect

both the CETA program and its abilities to relate to other pro-

grams. Vocational education, with its own history of legislation

and institutional and organizational arrangements, Must inter-

faceWith a system tht in many respects differs but iz many,

respects has the same missions as itself. One prominent feature

of decentralization is that:

Deoentralization must take.place within a-pre
viously centralized organizational environment. It
is'notjust the opposite of centralization, which
4ould be anarchy,.but represents a third alternative.
,The reality.of decentralization can be measUred by
the amount of authority delegated.to the subnational
units to initiate policy independently, and the
willingness of the delegating authority to support the
decentralized"units in those independent decision's.

For the advocates, the last phrase in the,foregoing
definition is the primary reaion for decentralization
- itenables more people to participate'more effectively..
(Hart,.1972, p. 605).

4 9
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Our concern is with the extent of decentralizatiOthe

effects that decentralization has had, both on. manpower and

vocational education, and the extent to which possibilities for

collaboration between vocational education and.ianpower programs

become possible or are inhibited by yarious aspects of centralized

systems.

It.is important tip point-out, however, that decentralization:.

is a part of the American political fabric. Decentralization

is not a political or.organization'mode that is alien to or

'4
unfamiliar within the American political context. Decentralization

'itself can be seen as an outgrowth of American individualism.

Part of the American political fabric contains the belief that

containment of power and only legitimate exercise is base on

common participation andconsent. "(Greer and Minar, 1967, p. 164).

Perhaps the American slapport for dedentralizatiOn and decentralized

political institutions is based on the realization that institutional

situations are influential in the values of organizatioike-and

that the,outputs of the organizations are thereby influenced by

the institutional situatibns'including the-structure and delegation
.

of authorIty. (Porter and Olsen, 1976,.p. 75).'

The question raised.by decentralization, specifically under

the manpower programs', is the.question of the role and.scope of

the authdrity of the federal government in this prpgrammatic

area. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 8,7). rt is the issue of to 'What

extent the federal government should participate in decisions.

affecting local program operations., the character of delivery

25 -.:.
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systems, 'selection of service deliverers and clientele, and

related matters. It is also in another respect the question of

. accountability. (Sawhill, 1978, p. 6). The federal experience
,

under decentralization with the manpower programs, as a form

of special revenue sharing, has raised several issues as.to

the validity of this form of program delivery and federal and

local accountability. Even after the enactment of CETA McPherson .

I,-..*±.4:,.. .,

sees a 4radual centralization of policy making in program

decisions due to Congress' distrust of local control. '(McPherson,

1976, p. 211). HoWever, it may be-pnlikely that:Congress will

totally abandon the decentralized manpower system as it ha.6 been

presently Put in place. (Snedeker and Snedeker; 1978, p. 261).

(Apker, 1.979, p. 9) . (Van Horn, 1979, p. 21). And it is possible

that a shifting of various resionsibilities and power may be

more the case and that there may be an increase in ce4tralization

in certain areas, for example, education- (Gilbertv,1976,

p. 122); and continued decentralization in other areas.

(Frederickson, 1976, p. 573).

'The decentralized approach to delivery of federally

initiated programs at the local level is not new with the CETA

program. There have been several approaches in experimantatiOn

with decentralized manpower efforts before CETA, most ndtably

these included the Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) and

the Cooperative Area Vianpower Planning System (CAMPS). However,

the experience uncier the Concentrated Employment Programs and

Cooperative Area ManPower Planning Systems was less than

enthusiastically received beCause, in all instances, they had

- 26.-



certain drawbacks. The CAMPS experience was one where there

was little comprehensivens and the system generally lacked'

clout. .(Lieske, 1976, D. 239). "(Levitan and Taaqart, 1971,

p. 66). The CAMPS experiment was dissipated in its comprehen-
AC

siveness
, also, due to the fact that,there were eighteen different

federal'agencies competing and oVerlapping in the C S structure.

And there was little relationship with the school sys e .

In its efforts to do something quickly to,s ve
these serious problems some eighteen different f eral

.
agencies set up a variety of competing and over pping

programs. Most of these have had little relationship
with formal school structure because (a) there was a .

general feeling by those in charge that.the schools
had had their chance and ,had failed; (b) the formai

Lk,sChool structure was not attractive to many of.the
potential tkainees; and (c) most 'school people were
not intere ted. Soon there were so many programs, -

withpdiffe ent requirements, different benefits, and
starting ad stopping at, such irregular intervals,
that no o could possibly know where to send a person

. who needecj help.

The iiEst attempt to remedy the situation on a
nationwid' basis was the Cooperative Area Manpower
Planning $ stem-(CAMPS). This involVes state and
federal ag nciea for the.firet time pn.a large.scale
basis, and brought the various agencies together to
tell each other what they were doing. Unfortunately,
most agencies chose not to tell What they were planning
for fear that some other agency would steal their plans.
(Evans and Herr.,-1978, pp. 271-272).

At both the ederal and the local _level the CAMPS experience

was a loose aggregate of agencies of different status and'

internal differences. (Ruttenberg, 1970, p. 47).

'Under the CEP program, the same lack of coordination and

power was experienced. The Manpower DeveloPment and Trainihg

Act (MDTA) institutional training program remained outside 6f

the cEp structure. (Mangum, 199, pp. tii.,90). And CEP generally



,had little coordination dr impact outside of MDTA. .(Levitan

and Taggart, 19/:,:p. 65)., What is perhaps even more disturbing

is that.the interagency coordination linkages and advances

iThich were achieved under CAMPS may have diminished with the

implementation,of the CETA program because vocational rehabil-

itation, welfare and vocational education have remained separate

from. CETA organizationally. (Mirengoff,.1978, pp. 49-50).
.

11

Decentralization alio raises issues with respect to funding

mechanism& utilized and implications of those funding mechanisms

$.

for policies and-programS. The federal. government has used

,

.
grants of various, types to local governments and,state governments

,
to carry out the programs. These stibgrants are themselves

indications that the federaX government depends upon and utilizes

these other forms of government agencies to carry out program

polic,ies. The' queition that is raised by this is a question

of the Capacity of these governmental units to-carry out such

policies. CETA, for exampleo indicates that various levels of

government can work:cooPeratively and that there can be, to

,

some degree, a limited federal role in program operations. It

is important, however,,to.reassess;the federal; state, and local

1

relationships in terms of the func1ng mechanisMs. (Chambers and

Sargent, 1979, p. 30). The present federal funding mechanisms , II

*tend to create fragmentation in po icy and program operations.

(Schneider and Swinton, 1979, p. 1 ). The grant in aid structure I.
,

defines the relationshj.p between levels of government and

'defines the extent and scope a local authority within the,pro-
,

gram operdtion.'.,gurrent assessments of the federal funding
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1

relationship gay focus on the as ect of achievingscoorqination
A

of program ,elements through more comprehensive planning. How-

ever, other analysts are aware that comprehensive planning is

not a substitute for consideration of the reConstruction of

funding mechanisms, and therefore, the control.of programs.

My complaint is not with planning per se, but with
planning is a substitute fok more forthrigh re-
construction of the intergovernmental assistance
system. Planning .of this- sort,cannot work beoasue the
planner is the weakest of the parties4 lacking the
resources and suppbrt aVailable to the functional
intereSts. We have had.enough experiende Dyer die past
decade t9,know that4'planners tend to be separate but
not equal; that when program planning is not accompanied,
by control over resources, it'is a futile process.

Why is this type of .planning preferred? Precisely
because it does not disturb the,existing- grant structure.
When the planning is to be done.by the recipient
govprnments, it has the advantage of trying,to 'integrate
in the field that which is pulled apart in'Washington.
(Schick, 1975, p..720):,

In this assessment of the relationship betWeen the various

-levels of government, one issue that needs,to be assessed:is

,the-role being taken by state legislatures in initiating And

establishing priorities under various programs, including.

vocational education and CETA. When the recipient government

'is a state, the authorization and appropriation-Authority of the

state legislaturi: has become more of an issuel.due to'increasing

demand for a say in the creation_and funding of grograa within

the state.

The question of the funding mechanisms, and program

prioritieb raisea a related question of the relative share of

-

costs and responsibilities of each of the levels of.government.

7%29 -
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.(Swanson, 1978, P. 87) . (University of California, 1975, pp.

14)., to what,extent Should the federal government's role in

.supplying funds be a measUre &fits determination of the objectives, II

and the outputs oflvarious.program activities? To what eXtent

should the local government bear part-of the costs for certain,

program activitles? Tbere is .1.so the question of the extent Of

the fiscal impact f programs such as CETA on.local government.

On the a rage, funds available to a given'
jurisdictidn rom all three titles of CETA, probably
amount to about 5'percent oflocal government budgets

w. (other than educatiOn) in a given year - not an in-.

signj.ficant resourc4, itself. Teamed with funds from
other federal or local sources, it could be sufficient.
to-effect ma/br social or economic goals..64(Nirengoff,

1978, p. 79).

The effects of large amounts of manpower moneys coming'to

the local level has affected program operations and hae affected

%

the general overall operation of local government. However, one

significant discrepancy in this situation is that the influx

of this money has not,significantly impacted on institutional

vocational education, therefore, not significantly impacting

cm the relationships and the collaboration of,vocational education II
. .

and manpower. (N.J...C./U.S.C.M., 1974, pp.."1-2).

-The issues of decentralization raise, additionally, the

issue of the capacity of the local level not only to expend

,

funds, but to operate programs with a level of expertise and

comprehensiveness necessary to adhieve the objectives as
NM

,
established by the national level, However, it has Been recognized

'that no matter to what extent the-federal government can set

%, priorities and objectives, programs,succeed or,fail at.the

I.
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local level. (Mangum, 1968, pp19-80). (Michael, 1976, p. 605).

And it is als4o at the local level that the effects of program

proliferation show their most powerful symptoms.

After the initiation of manpower revenue-sharing, prosrams,

. with broad.based local support succeeded. This was due in part
1

to a fostering of autonomy* and initiative,at the Ilocal level.

(ffhetten, 1977; pp. 80781). Tbe poiA'is that th ,local govern-.

ments responded and responded'within acceptable ranges to the

requirements and to the mandates pldge'd upon therst. In general,

decentralization as.a strategy encourages experimentation and

new ideas by reducing'the scale of institutions and institutional

operations. This would enhance.one of the-objectives under the

manpower programs,which is the generation Of new and-experimental

ideas in-program design and delivery.

We need to develop the capaciy at the local level for

policy management because of problems that have been gs425atdd

by the local governments increasing their activities in the area

of policy and program operation. (Schneider and,Swinton, 1977,

p. 15). (Marshall., 1976, p. 129). The record of the accomplish-

ments fias not been to date entirely satisfactory.

\
Yet, under the traditional policy making approach,

the rebord of state and local governMents must cast
doubt on their ability to manage ever more,complex

. *
problems, and,to satisfy the growing expectations
facing them. We are all aware of the massive problems-
conronting state and local governments, in many,of
the'policy areas in which they have primary.responsibility
transPortation systems are diskitegrating, crime rates
are soaring, public schools are failing. While many
of these problems may be extremely difficult to resolve,
it is probably the case that a significant improvement

,

,in the quality of public services will requite an

-, 31 - 56'
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improvement in the policy making process at the
state and local levels of government. This suggests
a critical need for efforts to develop policy analytic
tools appropriate for state and local use. (Schneider
and Swinton, 1979, p. 13).

The CETA program has been an experiMent in such capacity

building at the local levef, and from the data that has been

collebted, there seems to be considerable progress in buildAgi

the capacities of local units,of government to manage manPol.4er

programs. .(Higgs, .1975, p. 748). (Schick, 1975, p. 7221.

(MurPhy, 1975, p. 133). The next step, perhaps, may be expand- '

'ing their capacity to engage in more complex policy analysis 11
, .

and program collaboration and activities.

One noticeable factor in regard of capacity of local pro-

gram delivery is the apparent intent of the federal government

to improve the capacity of local government to deliver services
41110-

but also the apparent failing of the federal government to do so.

All of these programs share a dommon'intent and
a common'failing. There intent was to improve the
capacity of local-governments to deliver services.
Their failing was that they weie fatally fragmented,
even when they were supposedly unified. WithouA
exception, these programs increased the problems of
local chief e'xecutives and encourage.the fragmentation
'of effort within local governments by foste'ring discreet
and competing administrative structures and interests-.
(Scott and McDonald, 1975, p. 787).

,

1.
1

We have noted that some of the discrepancies of the federal - 11
t. .

, government to acgieve cooperation and coordination and ths fact

that the proliferation.of.programs from the federal level itself

may enlarge or.-contribute to the fragmentation,of programs,at

the local level and the inability of local officials to achieve

,coordination which had not been achieved at the national level.



,

However, the management capacity and the growing cap'ecity of

local governments, some of which have not had much if any

re,sponsibility in the human service delivery program system, to

increase their capability seems promising-.. General revenue .

sharing has'not helped strengthen local decision making. CMushkin,

1977, pp. 250-251). However/ experiences under the CETA program,

a special revenue sharing program, indicate that certain Advances

have to be made. One of the items for discussion in the future

-concerns the elements'hat are relevant to the successes of'

local government in chieving the capacity to manage programs

and to deliver'services, and, what are the obstacles to these?

One of the concerns, however, is the mechanism by which
42

the federal government attempts to achieve both service delivery

and the objective of increasing capacity at the local level.

General revenue sharing itself may mean an ever-growing dependence

of local governm t on federal funds. (Benjamin, 1973, p. 192).
,

This dependence ould be detrimental to local governments

functioning in those areas in which they should be functioning

and in doing the job that they do best. Rubin0 has pointed out

that state government may lack policy management expertise due

to the federal determination of state agency structure, goals,

and activities. (Rubino, 1975, pl 772). The extent to which

the federal government-seeks to achieve capacity building at
_

the local level and the,means by which such capacity building

is sought may indicate that there are iricompatabilities between

the ends sought and the means used.

- 33 -
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One of the crucial factors in this situation is that the

various levels of governments and the various types of govern-

ments are not in and of themselves equals, nOt Only'in terms f
the scope of their authority but in terms of the types of

activities which Jegally they are able to carry out and the type

of authority which they have had delegated to them by agencies

that stand legally in a superior position to 'them.

Municipalities are .political subdivisions of the
state. They are created by an act,of the state
legislature "....ab convenient agencies for exercising
such of the governmental powerof the state.as may be
entrusted to them The number, nature and duration o(

.
the powers conferred upon these (municipal) corporations,
and the:territory over which they shall be exerdised,
rests in the absolute discretAM of the state n

.The legislative act in turn becomes the "municipal 11

.

charter."

Counties, on the other hand, are more often not I/
pcilitical subdivisions of a state. Rather they are

,more commonly administrative subdivisions of it. Nor
have many of them ever received (and,until recently

11
ever seriously spught to acquire) that limited grant

.
of power necessary'for them to achieve a meaningful
degree of self-government.

The essential difference btetween county and-municipal
government, in many states, is therefore to be found
in the presence,.or the absence, of a grant of power (
from the state for purposes of local self-government
as defined in, and delimited. brp-a municipal or county

charter. (Belmonte,.1973, pp.A,:561-562).

Any analysis of capacity building at,the local leciel, and

thereby the success br failure of decentralization to achieve

its purpOses, must take into consideration the differences Of

the various governmental units which are operating. Under the

CETA program; those agencies'which can be prime sponsors are

states, municipalities and counties. This mix of the variety

34
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df local government agencies having ability to and responsibility

for managing progrAms and generating policy has been overlooked

,in most analyses of manpower programs.

Nixon's new federalism was an attempt to rely upon commu-

nities, and not new progrlms or new:federal agencies, to deliver

program servites in the social or himan resource'area. (Nathan,

1976,_p. 47).- There was little analysis conducted to determine'

the various governmental capabilities of the agencies being

enthisted with the responsibility for these prograts. However,

after severaf years of decentralized manpower programs it is

possible td analyze the experiences and to see the extent of which

. there have been positive effects for state and local relations

under the aegis of these federal programs,

A few analysts have identified those areas Tic which they

find that federal progranis or policies have contributed in positive

ways to ttie state and local relations. (Gilmer et al:, 1975,

p. 776). (Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p. 72). First, the grant

in aid structure provided clear-cut and well-identified roles for

states n the management of varitus programs. Second,,the states

have been allowed a great degree of flexibility in their administratio3

of programs, and by not being reqpired to create new agencies they

have not Weakened existing governpental relations between the

various units and institutions. Third,'the federal ai,d-program

has been one familiar to.and acceptable to local governments.

Four, the technical assistance role of the state tends to have a

beneficial effect on pulling the variou levels of government .

3 5
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together, focusing more on substantive issues. Five, where local
,

match provisions are part of,the program, this also helps to

promote'better State and local relations. Sixi oftentimes the

various institutional arrangements such as councils and advisory

groups helps to strengthen the state and local relationship.

And finally, where there are no special or specific reipontibilities

assigned to the states federal officials often will design a

special state role foi* certain esponsibitities, thus promoting
11

an inter-governmental cooperation on all levels_of government.
.

(Gilmer et al:, 1975, p. 778).

The relationship between the.various levels of government,

in terms of their differentiation of functions and authority,

is more of "a.marbfe cake rather than a layer cake" relationship,

where the decisions of governmental functions are made at all

levels in the system. (McPherson, 1976, pp. 198-199). What are

the.advantages and disadvantages in such.a mixture of.functions

and responsibilities for local control of programs? 'With respect

to the CETA piograms analysts have identified benefits of local

control.

The NCR study has.focused both on the procesSes
and the product of manpower programs. It has found
that lotal control of programs has resulted in
tighter program management, greater accountability;
and more rational delivery systems.. Local manpower
planning, though still weak, is more meaningful than'
in the preLCETA periodlIgIbabd grassroots participatiOn
in the planning proceSs is greater. However the shift
of progrmm control scratble the relationships among
government jurisdictions and among the local institutions
that.deliver manpower services. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 279-).

This scrambling of the relationShips requireshat analysis

4distinguish the different levels of policy analysis and program
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1

action. (u.s./H.E.w., 1977, p. 15). while de-categorizatfon

reflects attempts to overcome the aggregational character of

separately legislated programs, the emphasis has been on the

integration of policies and prograis among the various levels

of government 'and on each level of government. .(Cummens, 1979,,

pp. 437438). The issue that arises is the difference between

state and local conditions related to policy analysis from those-

of the federal revel.

At the lodal level, social and economic encouragement may

be a more important factor than competition and political power.'

(Cohen and Farar, 1977, p. 90). 'In one study.of implementation

of a voticher system in the local school districts, for example,

the experience of the vouchering at the local school level

indicated that there are implidations for innovation in education

as a social program that can be encouraged by decentrdaion

but not through competition, The vouchering system a.chieved

objectives not in terms of increasing competition between the

various actors at the local level, but in fact encouraged surfacing

of agenda items and objectives other than competition.

Decentralization both generates and nuitures diversity at

the local lpvel because of the pre-existing variations among the

states. (Autry and Dement, 1977, p. 6). (U.S./H.E.W., 1977, '\\\

p. 4). (Ruttenberg, 1970, p. 64), This diversity among the

states, when seen from the national level, creates a situ:Lon

where policy perspectives do not cancel each other out but tend

to become composites withoUt reconciliation 'of differences.

37-
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..
(Davidle9771 p. 13). (Gentry, 1979,-p. 33.). Without procedures

* .

for reconciliation of differences, this aggregation becomes con-

flicting with overlaps, duplications, and omissions. One of the.

positive aspects of decentralization nurturing diversity at the
\

focal level is that the various manpower activities have .been

integrated as a part of the local government activities through

the CETA program, (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 100), thereby adapting

national programs and incorporating some national priorities and

objectives in_those ot,the local government's objectives and

priorities.

There may. be benefits to emphasizing state level coordination

of pro4ram areas both for manpower programs and emphasizing those

state coordination functions that exist in vocational edu9ation.

(Mirengoff, 1978, p. 273) . (NCMP, 1975, p. 27) . (Gilbert, 1976,

p. 137). While this situation from state to state may not over-
.

come the divisive characteristics of diversity, it would within

in a state utilize those structures available which enoourage

coordination within the state.

Some other 'factors that affectecthe structure
of vocationa th.1 education at e state 'evel werp (1)
the organization of the total education system of the

state; (2) the historical development of education
and vocational education in the state;' and (3) the role
played by the state legislature and other political
entities within the state.

Although the .structure for the,administration of
vocational education at the state level is varied, ,

there are some commonalities among themstates that are
mandated-by federal law. ,Some of these are as follows:
.(1) each state must designate or create a sole state
agency for the administration of Vocational education
or.for'the supervision of administration by eligible .

recipients; (2) each state must have a fullrtime 'state

- 38-
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I.

diiector of 4ational'edupation and a sufficient

staff to perform the responsibilitids as assigned
-by federal law; (3) each state mast provide programs

at the high school, postsecondaiTand adult levels ,

as well as programs and services for special target.
groupS (i.e., the and handicapped); and *

(4) each state must carry. ut certain functions like
planning, evaluation, data collection,'And the use of

advisory committees. All of these commonalities
imposed by federal legislation have had an impact on

.the structure apd organization of Vocational education
on the state level.

Even with these commonalities, however, no two
states have exactly the same structures, scope of

work, distribution of responsibilities, or organization.
Given these differences, the discussion of state
governmental structures for vocationgl education must

. be fairly general. (Gentry, 1979, pp. 38-391.

41P

Even with strong state coordination of vocational education

the CETA/LEA cooperation has taken ilace mostly at the local

level 'with very 1itle state activity. (Autry and Dement, 1977,

p. 68). Perhaps thip is the case because under CET% states have

not'been sure what are their legitimate tasks and have been

reluctant and often-inactive with respect to state-wide coordination

of.manpower programs. The policeman function also frustrates'the

coordination function and there are to6pany risks and too few

benefits for the governors. (Lockard, 1976, p. 98).

At the state level, CETA may be at a triple

disadvantage. FirSt, it is only one of the many
programs and services for which the governor is
responsible. Secondly, it assigns responsibilities
in whiCh the potential risksloutweigh the apparent
advantages of rigorous execution. Third, it is a

100% federally-funded program,. requiring no monetary.
investment on the part of.states and localities.

At the state level, gubernatorial attention is much
mire often centered on issues involving.state and'
local revenues - edUcation, law enforcement, health,
and highways, for instance - than upon programs in which
the state apd its localities have no financial stake.
(Autry and Dement, 1977, p. 72).
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It may be that the federal government lacks, the cOmmitment

to the State role in policy and planning and that.the tools

given the states for coordination reflect this. The governo,

however, has the authority to coordinate the various state
%

agencies that provide tanpower'services. The governor also is

iesponsible.for providing funds to local governments and has the `

influence of the office available,yy Which to influence local 11

control: However, there has been some reluctance on' the part of

11
governoig with respect to manpower programs to take a strong,'

central role. At the s'ame time states have been suffering from
3

a lack of sophisticated policy analysis and centralized control

of planning. The states themselves need stronger state policy II

management and need to be less eclectic in their approach to this

II.
issue. 4(Rubino, 1975. pp. 773-774).

This raises a question as to whether or not certain issues
11,

necessitate strong centralization and even .centralization within

the federal government. Local governments have a limited capacity .. 11

to manage their resources effectively and have demonstrated in

IImany instances less capacity than had been hoped for by the

federal government. (Scott and MacDonald, 1975, p. 786). The .

II
,

federal government has come to realize that decentralization May

not be simply an administrative matter, but may actually invOlve

politically decentralizing certain functions.and thereby giving

the authority over those functions at the same time,.

As you moVe up to the managerial and policy-
se4ing levels, the technologies become mere complex
and judgemental. Therefore, it is usually.harder to
decentralize managerial and policy-making functions
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effectiveiy unless the intent Of the decentralization
+' is to divest,the central level'of the function coMpletely.

In the cgse of political decentralizations, the intent .

often is'tor move policy and manageriar decisions to the
field. Thit is A legitimatb objeCtive, but' it must be
recognized that it is unreglistic to decentralize_
managerial or'pblicy-making'authority and Still hope
to control the receiving jurisdiction. , (Porter and.
Olgen, 19761 p. 81).

4

It is true, too, that decentralization can itself lead.to,

duplication,especigllyjn'such areas as policy and planning.'

(girengoff7, 1978, pp. 61:-62).% (NASDVE,'1976, p. 1). There

have been strong arguments for centralized planning and de-

centralized administration. Whether: the possibility of these .

,

two,can be merged is yet to be deterMined.

One very strong argument for centralization has been that

= decentraliiatiork decreaSes the ability to ensure measurement

of the aggregate impact of the various federal programs and the

uti3iization of federal funds. (LevitOn and Taggart, 1971, P:

LoAal control of programs results in: variances' i.priorities

and expenditures and therefore results in diffprentiation of

output. (Murphy,'197,,p. 135). *The proliferAion-of measure-

mpnt techniques and management information systems makes it

difficult to determine on a national scale the impact with'

respedt to national priorities of the expenditure of these funds.

However, it must be pointed out that this inability to ensure

measurement'of%the aggregate impact of federal funds was a

criticism Of categorical Programs before decentralization was

undertaken with CETA. (Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p.,17).

Othprs have.,,pointed out that it was just this lack of an overall

- 41-)
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skill training system, presumably with centralization in a

federal agengy, that has given the United-States a disadvantaged

position with respect to Europe. (Reubens, 19781. The European

-edge in education, vocational education and manpower training

comes from their degree of centralized decision making. The

'qdestion as to whether other factors thari centralization account

for success in the programs and the difference between measuring

different sets of national objectives.must be brought into con-

sideration when analyzing whether or not centralization or de-

centralization should be the way,that'the United States should

go with respect to vocational education and manpower training

programs.

B. Organizational and Structural Differences of
Vocational Ed 'ation and 4anpower

4-

One of tge feature 'that will be developed'from the preceding 11

discussion is that'the s ucture of funding and administration

' 11
ofvocational education differs significantly from that of man-

. 1

power. Besides the fact that vocational education is a much
11

older system, manidower, having become a-federal objedtive only
b124.

singe the early, 1960s, has still remained A rather neOphyte pro- 11

gram in terms of developing a system of delivery. It differs

from vocational education in that it involves the federal govern-

ment in an experiment in decentralization which is not and has

not been the case with vocational education..

There is the factor, of the educational system in the United

States which is ttrat it has remained a fairly isolated institutioni1

struCture. (CED, 1965, p. 39) . In this sense, it has. been II'
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isolated from the other general forms of local and state govern-

ment. Several reasons have been cited forthis generally isolated

structure and decision making posture of education, including

vocational education. Education is extremely decentralized in

Many respects. There is a general lack of competition and a lack

of profit incentive. Education has also been noted for a lack

of management expertise and a preoccupation with in-house pro-
-,

blems. Matched with this is that educatiOn is'a very separate.,

and sizeable bureaucracy with separate professional personnel

and separate tax sources.

As might be expecte .when a politial institution
grows dramaticall in si e, raises,taxes acquires -

property, and touches nsitive areas of individual
lives and fortunes, outside influences were not
entirely dormant. When opposition did sporadically
occur, the educational administrators developed
coxIsiderable skill in devising routines tor building
organizational unity and diffusing conflict. In 'fact,

this'type of folk wisdom - accepted practices for
maintaining, professional dominance - was eleVated .

into ethical principles which were incorporated into
the education and on-the-job socialization of educational
administrators. (Mother,'1977, p. .655).

Coupled with this politically isolated structure and

separate decision making posture of education "the public.schooIs

and the education prpfession have their democratic roots-in

elitism.X (Brandon; 1974, p. 1). In this respect, 'education

has generally resented government interference, government being
.r

other governmental institutions and any dual or multiPle

educati al track in riublic schools. Vocational educAion as part

of t education syttem has generally resisted cooperation with

.other agencies as has been docuffiented by a report' from the

Comptroller. Generale't office.
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Although,we observesseveral'instances in which
'local officials, had.expanded the range of vocational
offerings by using a variety df community-based
facilities, in the States we visited vocational edd
-cation authorities-often had not'made full use of
existing resources. Ftequently they had not explored
possibilities of asing'either other public school
.faci 'ties; federally funded manpoWer skill centers,
mil'ta installations, proprietary schools, or
-etp oy sites to expand,or.strengthen Vocational ,

pcoe o ferings. Several factors accounted for under-
', us Or nonuse:

, In planning,,programs School'officials frequently
have conseaered Only fllose facilities under their.
own control,

Training resour'cesi.have not been inventoried to
determine what was avairable.

Costs of training have, not been adequately determined
so that.the, most cost-effective delivery system 'could .

be adaPted.
,

.
. * Delivery of training.has been restrictdd to

.

traditional,Course, time, and facility usuT patterns.
,

Construction of new school facilities have been'
favored. .

.

.
..

c,"-- TAlensportation has 6ot been provided as a means
, .

of linking students' with training available in a
vaetety of f4ci1ities. 2

-,
, Equipmentland supplies o ften have not been acquired
, from goyernment resources or solicited frouLprivate
,sources.. (ComptrollercGenera4, 1974, p. 47)..

. There has been a solidification of professional power in

education which'has,6een due to,the socia ivision of labor

and,the prOfesbionalizatiOn.of roles. (Cohen and Farrar, 1977,

I.

,p. 92). Pliese factors.have all conkibp,ted for educatiOn

generally, and for vocational education specifically,'tb develoP,

a rather isolationist position..

For our purposes it wolld be informative to study the

effects on educatiob of its isolation and bOundarieth as permeated
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-.bi other policy groups', (./sher, 1977, pp. 656-657). One suCh

area of examination would be'the effects on.education of the

collaboration between locar educational agencies aed CETA prime

sponsors. It has been the case that from time to time various

reformers 'have sought institutional-change in education through

pressures brought.by-sinfOrmal societal groups. 1McGowan and

Cohen, 1977, O. 45). The eyicaCy of such an-attempt, namely

to achieve institutional change from outside preasure, must be

-
analyzed in terms of its'place mithin the strategieS for

Orb

collabbration between vocational education and-manpower programs.

The fOcus on vocatial education and manpower programs .

concentrates on the changes that are needed0in each system to

enable them to collaborate. It has been recognized'that "the.

greater the similarities of mutually*independent goals, the

greater the interdependence and hence the lreater.the extent

and stability of exchanged." (Reid, 1975, pu 121). For this

reasco there have been attempts to define methods of articulatiom

between CETA and Vocational education and to remove obstacleS to
se

collaboration. In attempting to define methods and'airenues for

collaboration between these two areas, obstacles which woUld

impede this collabcration have been identified, i'erhaps chiei

among these would be the artificial.separation and division

among the various levels of.education'itself s keeping

vocational education outside the realm ationally ofother

areas of education. (Brain,,1976, pp..56=.57).
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I.
The National Commission on Manpower Policy haslidentified

t,

11seveIral general factors that havellindered cooperation in the

. .

states. First, there has been the lack of cooper Iation between
.t.,.. t

non-CETA program managers and, the prime sponsors and the unwilling-

IP

. 1

ness to cooperate in sharing plans amd information. -Second, many

aspeas of,existing rulea and reglqatións in internal procedures

have impeded cooperation. Third, manpower coordination has been

'hindered by sigificant differences in program planning cycles',

terminology and reports. Finally, the lack of coordinated and

comprehensive labor market information both for the CETA prime,

sponsors and for Sub-contractors tas,hindered the common data

base from which both can operate. (NCMP,. 1975, p. 37). With

respect to the relationship between vocational education and-'

manpower programs, one studItof the governor's spepial'granfs

has indibated a lack of cooperation between the vocational educe-

tion' establishment, both at the'`state level and at the local

level. With respect tO coordinating -programs, researchers found: ;

1

In many states, the interface between prime
sponsors and the atate voc-ed agenCies is tilespoint
at.which probslems frequently surface. Many appear
to be dentered,on differences in.prime sponsor. and
'voc-ed agency perceptions of, Sec: 11:2'shintent, or
difference's in opinionon who tas the prerogative
to make various.key decisions affecting special grants.
Some*apparently'have grown from inherent limitations'
ill the ability of some states' viic-fed agencies'to
influence the actions and decisions of near-autonomovg
local institutions. Still others have come ilRout as

'a re,eult of systematic or,legal restrictions on.:.
vocational education activities. These points.of
contentien, described in'more detail beleFp-h'ave ,

generally served .to reduce4tte potential effective-
ness of Sec. 112 special grants, and in several states-
constitute the antithesis A legislative intent.
(Autry and Dement, 1977, p. 53).



The case of the.governor's special grents,,including the

five percent vocational education funds, isprime example of

,legislative intent focused on stimulating, through the use of

incentives and other mechanisms, collaboration between vocational
. .tft

education and CETA. However, the five percdht funds have becoMe

a focal point for contention, diS'agreement.and misunderstandings

-
as the administration of the funds, both by ,the state, the prime

sponsors and the vocational education agencies, has been implement-

ed.%. Prime sponsors saw in many-instances the five,percent funds

t 1

as political concessions to the vocational education community,.

while vocational education saw the funds as a commitment for the

prime sponsors telise the vocational,education system and

expertise. In many instances there were differences Over the

use of funds, for example, the use of 'honeys for allbwances. The

.situation here highlights the differences of perceptilonS, needs

arid obje ives.

In many states the differences in state statues created

problems for the use of the five percent funds For example,

the'use- of five percent only ar tuition as soffie state statutes

my require would have exhausted all of the prime sponsors'

Title 1 funds for allowance payments. Another instance As.the

fact that state staiutes.limited the contracting'of the state

board by the state board to public eibication systems onlk.

Another instance is differences of opinion as to what were

. considered allowable costs and ceiling on administratiVe costs.

While the prime sponsors.were, for all,intenti and pUrposes,
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.

autonomous entities able to determine within the broad guide-
''''' II

'lines of their grant application, with the Department of Labor,

program priorities and expenditure of funds, their relationship II
...

with the vocational ed4cation community 1.4ds that of relating to

- a large state bureaucracy. Vocational education was a '.system"

1

and as such as pretty much buried at the state level and within
.

.

the.education bureaucracy itself. The five percent funds tended
..

in this respect,,since coordination became d ficult because of

many institutional and legislatiye bafriers, to take vocational

.
* education's five percent funds out of the mainstream of CETA II

aCtivities: (Autry and Dement, 1977, p. 5).

At the same time the one leverage point that might haie been

able to effect at least between balance of state and through

the five percent funds the leverage for coordination between

vocational education and the prime sponsors was the governor.
.

kowever; the governor had-many restrictions and concerns tbodt

interfering with prime sponsors' activities and in many respects

was distantly removed from authority over or direct operational

Management of the education, arid specifically the vocational

-education, activities within the state. The reluctance of

governors to act upon the authority given them wtthin CETA

,largely because of.other.political and ,Idiraniitrative constraints

'existing at the state level has itself acted as an obstacle to
11

the utilization of the five percent funds.. The:one state-sourc6'

for cOordination and activity between the two areas, manpowerN/

1

and vocational education, was noticeably dbsent in establishing

4& -



a policy direction and in stimulating coordination between the

two branches. This lack of activity on the part of governors has,

de facto, given consent .tor the separate and equal characterization

of vocational education, further pulling vocational education

out of the mainstream of CETA. Orie possible alternative-to this

has been the conceptionoof--dreating at the state level a single

system or agency that would administer al4aspectS of vocational

education and-manpoWer. .

If, , th-reugh--aeernbi-nation
adminis trative refinements, national policy makers
could promote the consolidation of responsibility
for interrelated human service development programs
at the state levpl, the combined package would not
only be more Iigible but wOuld also be mpre likely
to receive priority than would any of the elements
individually. Thus while CETA alone might never
generate widespread Oberriatorial attention, the
consoliaation of CETA, Employment Service, economic
development, and vocational training would constitute
a "critical mass" of related activity more likely
to command the attention and the personal interest
of governors and other key state officials. (Autry

and Dement, 1977, p. 74).

Having indicated that some of.the organizational and

structural differences between vocational education and CETA,

wesnow'turn to a more in depth analysis of the eMergence of

the prime sponsor as a coordinator of service delivpry and iv

many instances, as the deliverer of services themselves. ,The

issue further highlights the question as tO the relationship

between vocational educational t-raining and 'the manpower system,

raising questions as tO the role and responsibility,of each area.
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C. CETA Prime Sponsors; Service D erers
Coordinators of.Service Delivery

The enactment of CETA brought with it the-creation of

new type of manpower phenomenon. Previous' to CETA there had -

been a long hiStory of conflicting roles of long established

A:
agericies, most of them institutions of state government, some ad

1
j

hoc private and soMe gut-Public institutions. CETA established.

11

.

the chief elected official as the main decision maker,on

priorities for spending funds under CETA. (Mirengoff, 1978,

11p. 76). This was a substantial shift in the policies of the

federal government and their approach to delivery of manpower
11

services. (Snedeker arid Snedeker, 1978, p. 19). But while the

chief elected'official was the main decision maker, the implica-
11

tions ofthe CETA legislation were that the CETA:system,.as,

IIdeveloped by this elected official to carry out the responsibilities

under the act, and to expend the'funds allocated by the bepart--

-ment of Labor, was to dabrdinate the services piovided by otber

service deliverers..

CETA,enacted a new set of relationships between these

\service deliverers by supetimposing a prime sponsor, but it did

(not create new programs. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 270). .(Snedeker
,

,*nd Snedeker, 1978, p. 12). (McPherson, 1976, pp. 207-208).

(T gart, 1978, p. 33). (Levitan and Ziciler, 1975, p. 192)..

fi was an instance of developing a compiehensive system of checks

and balances among the various levels of government while allow-

ing for administrative flexibility. The expectation was that
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the CETA priMe sponsort would continue to contract for services

with those service deliverers who had previously been deliver-
,

ing the same type of CETA services. The expectation was th;7the

prime sponsor would.weave these individual components together

into a system. 14 the beginning, primarily prime sponsors

operated in this way, using previouSly exiiting service deliverers.

However, over time prime sponsors began tb redefine their 'role

and we see the emergence of prime sponsors is a new agency for

service delivay.

One of the most striking results of.decentralization
has been the emergence of a new agency for service
delivery - the prime sponsor itself. This has come
about.as prime sponsors have attempted to coordinate
and'centralize the delivery system. Integration was
accompanied by a reduction in the number of agencies, .

controlling'the basic operations and extension of'the
role.of the local prime sponsor from administrative
overteer to direct program operator. Prime sponsors,
cited additional reasons for moving into operations:
unS'atisfactory performance by existing agencies and a
reluctande to choose among organizations competing
fdr program contracts.- Others have zuggested that
bureaucratic aggrandizement on the part of the sponsor's.
staff may also have been a motive. (Mirengoff, 1978,
p. 143).

The prime sponsors,' irCtheir attempt to develop the single

stop concept in manpower service delivery, wentlond step further

and becamesthat one stop deliverer of'sertices. (Snedeker,and

Snedeker, 1978,'p. 144). This of course has not materialized in .

',terms of a total takeoveeby the prime sponsors, but studies,

indicate that, there has been considerable shift in the prime

sponsor's role and the number of functions that prime sponsors.

have attempted to take over themselves. This also may be seen

44 in a.sense as a balkinizatión of CETA manpowe'r syStem, .an
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example of the desire of political jurisdictions to run their

own programs, a phenomenon which is_not particular to CETA

alone. (Lieske, 1976, . p. 332) . Prime sponsors have offered

a variety of ,reasons for the need-to operate these programs:

- The Labor Department staif evaluation study
concluded that sponsor decisions to become directly
involved in service.delivery were generally related to
(1) efforts to consolidate and closely control

.certain services, (2) the desire to More closely,
associate elected officials with programs viewed.
positively by the cbmmunity, (3) the need to
substitute for locaf'agencies regarded as.ineffective
or inadequately sensitive io client needs, and-(4)
the need to eqablish Oboe operating capabilities in
areas where there had been little or no manpower
activity 1:rior to CETA.

,

Researchers for ORC found that the large majority
of CETA administrators viewed self-operation as a
last resort. Many prime sponsors feel that their
ability to effectively,manage, monitor, and evaluate.
manpower programs mdght be jeopardized.if they were

,directly,involved in service 'delivery. Prime, sponsors
generally consider planning and programmanagement to
be their primary reaponsibilities. (Smedeker and
Snedeker, 1978,, p. 150).

1

It still remains, however, that the near monopoly on

skill training that was held by vocational education Prior_to

CETA has'been dissiPated as the prime sponsors have shifted

to different types ofitraining institutions and also to a

system of indiVidual client referral:, (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 156) :

'1

In this instance and in other instances with other service

1

I.

1

deliverers, prime sponsors are making training decisions former-

ly made.by vocational education ancies:', (Snedeker,and Snedeker,

1978, p. 162). In.part this has been due possibly' to a desire

to experiment.with new forms of educational delivery and in part II

.

,.

a deaire to run programs.themselves' when faced with oftentimes
1,*
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recalcitrant and intransigent agencies who do not have tilt

same objectives or mode, of operating that the.prime sponsors have'.

Prime sponsors have then had to make decisions as-to the'trade-

off advantages of contracting withlestablithed service deliverers

and taking over'services themselves.

It must be remembered that this is an extreme step for prime
- s

sponsors consi ering that few if any lid hld'experience in human

service program deliverY and.this Step info d slew area of pro-
,

gram services tdas a major step for them. The.advantages thalt,

prime sponsors had to forsake by failing to contract with

established service deliirerers was in giving up the pre-existing

linkages_ with other agencies and programs, including funds that

these service deliverers represented1, CSnedeker and Snedeker, 1978-,

pp. 148-149). It Meant also giving up the professiogklism that

these agencies had developed over time and either buying. that

professiona/ipm by hiring staff or developing that professionalism.

,unstaffed. It also meant that prime sponsors would be developing

related but expensive and duplicative functions overlapping those

of service deliverers already in operation in their areas. .The.

situation as it exists raises the question as to whether the

CETA operation at the local levef is distinct,,from the vocational

education operation or whether it.is simply 'a dupliCation. The-

action ,by the prime sponsors to take over certain-functions

including vocational training, as performed by other service

deliverers, raises the issue-for program coordinatiom as to the

objectilves and functions .of each program area,and the extent
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to which they are consonant and the extent ta which 'they are

divergent.

D. Vocational Education and CETA; Synonymous,
Distinct,'or Conflicting?

For same.time there haVe been a number of advocatt. for

establishing training ouside the present public education in-

stitutions. This has been advocated in many instances since

there has been a perceived need for remedial education, which

has been used to indicate the failure of the present public

educational institutions to perform their responsibilities.

(CED, 1972, p. 48). (McGowan and Cohen, 1977, p. 30). ,Most

succintly it has been,stated that schools have in some sense

failed to serve some students.. (Wurzburg,.1978, p. 47). The

issue aised is whether or not the vocational education system

has been deficient and whether or not these deficiencies were

great enaugh to create a separate system of service delivery

or whether this was, in fact, the issue in the creation of CETA

and the mandates given the CETA system.

It has been noted that the chief Congressional criticisms

of vocatigKal edtcation are many. First, vocational education

is seen as providing irrelevant skills training for topday's

job market and especially for .tomorrow1S economy. Second,

vocational-education has insisted on maintaining "old categories"

_training. Three, vocational education.is seen as being run by

an encrusted, defensive, unprogressive educational establish-
*

ment, unwilling to cooperate with society's other trainers for
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1

I.

If

employment. Four, dominated by rural votational interests'

vocational education has shortchanged the cities. Five,

vocational education, while mandated to serve the disadvantaged

and special target groups, has i history of discrimination

against women, minorities and the handicapped. Six, too-many

of the.vocational education resources,have been used-for high

school'programs and .not enough has been used for postsecondary

efforts. , Seven, there has not been a significant amount of'

hard statistical data for program evaluation to determine whether

or not vocational education is meeting its objectives. Eight,

there has been a general refusal by vocational educators to

engage in statewide planning and too mUch time has been spent-in

protecting their turf._ Nine, there has been a general lack of

4oncern for out of school youth and unemPloyed youl. 7(Halperin,

1978, pp. 11-12).

Again te isolation of vocational education is cited,as

that reason why the vocational sYstem has been out of touch with

other institutions delivering the kinds of programs to the

clientele that CETA has been designed to serve. " It is

true that failure to proviae effectiv vocational education pro-

11
grams which serve all youth in th6 schools has ledto the develop-

dent of the federally supported remedial programs operated out-4

side the schools." (Evans and Herr, 1978,14. 73). 'T'his criticism

of vocational education, however, has been leveled as education

in general. "Probably no other large American undertaking has

been isolated from, and resistant to, the general advance of
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production 'methods as educatio.n.."$ (CED, 1965, p. 39) , It is

just this characterization of education

which hast.argely formed the basis for

remedial system of vocaional training

state public ,educational system.

andovoc4ioAaleducation

arguments of°:a separate
.

and.education outside the

n't f

The position as stated in 1969 still ha the force4today

in terms of the rationale foean alternative Oucational system.
4

/he argument in 1968 f8r vocational education
.control was multifaceted. It was an argument for...the__
protection of.a-largegovernment-invegaZiitTfOr' the ,
utilization of professional expertise developed oVer
a long period of time., and fon.the concept,of vdcational
education as an inte0a1 part of the broader educational
responsibility,for the iiievelopment of the whole man.
But it was also an argument for state control of federal
program doll,ars. In every's-tate-there-is-a-Vocational
Education Board which has long controlled the expend-
iture of federal vocational education'fUndS. Generally
these boards have not-been responsive to the changing
.ihdustriai patterns or, more partitularly, to the
changing educational requirements of.the

Opposition to relinquishing control of the
institutionml program to HEW was 'based on an unwilling-
ness to turn it over to a system controlled by these
state vocational education boards. The opposition
was not based an any disagreement with the Concept of
the skill centers,' which were, after all, jointly, '-

developed by the Manpower Administration and Vocational
Education. So long as the'federal government through
the Department of Labor retains authority to Specify
who should be trained and for which jobs, the pfogram
can be nmde responsive io the national needs.. That
is the key. (Ruttenberge 1970, pp. 19-20)..

Such'is the formulation of the argument for a separate,

,

I.

a

manpower training program both at the federal level and at the
t.

local level. The central issue of Concern...at this point'is the ,

issue, of correcting a deficient system or program by creating .

a competitior and the advisability of this as a poliCy position.
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It is true that education and employment establishments

are separate bureaucracies with a long history of separation.

"The education and employment establishments are typical

bureaucracies, essentially inertial: Between them iv a long

.history of separatism, to the eXtent that one is considered

'public,' the other 'private.' They meet at a comparatively

narrower frontier." (Wirtz, 1975, p. 64). The initiation of

CETA and the designation of the local eleced bfficial as th

prime sponsor has put the local government, vis*-a-vis vocat onal

education, in a unique situation. The school systems are nder

boards of education, most notable for thei independence than

for their cooperation with other comrhunity organization (CED,

197Z, p. 53). The CETA. system is in most resPects a cal govern-

ment operation except for where the states operate b lance of

state under CETA. And even in many states, Balance of State

sub-regions are administerep by local government its. Vocational

education for-many purposes is d'State system rti .at the local

level through the local public agencies. In bo h respects they

represent two different and distinct systems, ach having -its awn

tre of institutional inertia. (Lieske, 197/ p. 331).

Perhaps, because of these institutional/land historical

differences tensions-between CETA prime sp nsors and °schools

is quite.noticeable. :A Variety of specific factors have.been

identified,to account for the tensions and the' differences between

local pdblic schools,'tending toCETA primt sponsors and th
t ;

driv thete two ins,titut ns apart. In the
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CerA Srouth programs sudh divksine tendencies hive been noted.

IF

'40

The presentation describes soft observations as....
to tensions perceived relative.to past prime sponsorV.

perspective these were:
LEA collaboration. Briefly, from the educator's

.

\

poor pastilistory of collaboration;
_

'restrictive CETA eligibility income guidelines;,'
-

lengthy and:cumbersome forms;*

funding uncert4inty;

lack of emphasis on training in,CETA progr'ams;

. 11

focus on CprA on economically diSadvantaged youth;

la4 ofsufficient CETA adminiStrative funds;

'poor match'of furiding cycleS between the prime
,

sponsor.fiscal year,and the school'year; .,

reductibn-in-force problems in pubclio sOhools dile
to.declining enrollment; and' ..;-

.
II

.

f

the perception or view that YEDPA containá inherent
criticisms of public schools. (V.S. Department
Department of Labocr,, 1978, pp. 11-12):

,

other'analysts tlave also noied specific"conflicts between. '

11
N

.

CETA and vdcational education program goals and phi sophies.

(Miprengotf, 1978, p. 149).

Both,systems seek tq train those in needw, but
there are significa t differences. Clients of ETA
are general,ly,more ecOnomicaily disadvantagqd than
rsocational'education dliénts and therefore require
mord'supportiVe services. 'Vocational edubation
emphasizes ingtitUtional training in a broad arraY
of.subjepts over longer tiMe periods, while'the
majority cif pAmespopport favor'shorter,terms, more
;flexible training,-with ditnt4linkages to the local
jób, m4r4c,et. (Sledeker'aild Spedeker, 1978,, p.165).

And with respebt to%the:.-youth'programs, differences in
iff

. operational incrpolity pbstures for vOcatiOnal7iaiiCation and

"1-
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local educational agencies have been noted.

The 'first year's experience, however, has hiqh-
lighted problems. They all trace back to the
incompatibility between.the prime sponsors' federally
linked program year and the LEA's schoed year.
The differences in the caleildar have,led to a number
of problems'. First, schools have difficulty hirihg
qualif,ied persons they pould otherwise be able to
pick if theplanning years were compatible.

Other schools are not risking these iiazard and arid
'',instead, simply adding the YEDPA load to curren
teaching,'.counseling,.and administraiiire loads.

Another problem arises from the lengthi; lead-timd
that'sc1,19?1s take-for programming and budgeting.

-'Schools'ire also enCountering difficulty in
coordinatinp class schedules for in-schoolers ,

participating ih YEDPA., Schedules for the fall semester
.are made up in the summer, or!"spring,. before YEDPA work
and service sdhedules_call:be 'estibliSped. (Nurzburg,
1978, p. 49).

Other observers have no(ed that.at best ehe relationgip
,

between education and specificallymocational education_and

..

the OETA prime .sporisors is one of strangers and often',as one
4

.(Apken,f. 1979, p.92). 'Others see it as a difference
,

:

II IP

01

-.

\

.in strategies and outlooks and that many changes in the prime
1

.

sponsors ,choice of program deliverers for training was perhaps

more for political reasons than tor'programmatic reasons.
.

In
.

.

.

..
.

any event, fhereseems_to.be suff,icien't detailing of differences

hetWelpovocatiOnal education and. CETA to warrant consideration
..

Jr
.

of the possible effeCts-of thesetifactors,upon (1)-prograth
0 'IT'

delivery of each sYstem,.(2) the .compatibility'or IncoMpafibility

li.
, g

.

of the prorams as Collaborative systems, and. 'the.(3) possibility
,

.

p

. e. .

. , .

.

that alternative'or supplementary systems would'be a better mode
.- ,

.. .

of relatiip fOr the two systems.
rA .

!
, . .

The fact:that vocational education, as a poiidy ar0 N

program area, is not faMiliar to the prime sponsOrs.has

'-'59
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J

contributed in large part to the fact that prime sponsors have'

.0
chosen to go with other service deliverers with which they are

presuMably more familiar or have chosen to attempt service
,

4 4

delivery themselves. (N.L.C./U.S.C.M., 1974, p. 14). While

public Vocational education is not a monolithic organization,

yet the conflicts do,persist betloen voctional education

instAutions and prime sponsors. 6Mirengoff, 1978, p. 1.49).

One noteable example of conflidt is, as we have seen, the
11

differences th'ai,have arisen over the use of the CETA Title I

five percenot funds-. The fact that the legislative intent for

, the use of these funds.cs not clear (Snedeker and Snedeker,

.1978, p. 65) has helped to create ambiguity, conflict and dis=

-cord ,over the expenditure of these funds:

Field researchers have consistently noted differences
betWeen state ftc-ed agency and CETA prime sponsor
perceptions of Sec.ip.12's intent. Vocational edutatord.
tend to yiew the fuffas as proof of legislati'Ve commitment
to utilizition of state voc-ed facilities and accumulated
expertise in the design and delivery of CETA training

services. Prime sponsors,,by comparison, often view
Sec.:112 strictly As a national politic4 concession
to the vocational education system. (Autry and Dement,.

1977, p. 53).
:

The ambiguous, confO.cting character of the five percent

funding helps to create confusion and has decreased the impact

of,CETA on vocational education. Studies conducped by t

;National.League'of Cities and the U.S. ConferenCE; of Mayo s in

the Large Urban'Areaskindicates that in these areas the mpact

*on vocational education of the initiation of CETA has b

minimal. (N.L.C./U.S.C.M., 1974, pp. 1-2). (N.L.c./u.s.c.m.,

1977, p.07):
- 60'-
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,
However, an interesting paradox arises. It has been noted

that the prime sponsors are using 'the public school system,'

*
(Shedeker and Snedeker, 1974, p. 162) but at the same time they

are reducing their utilization'of vocational education facilities

for training. (N.L.C./U.S.C.At, 1974, p. 20). The prime

sponsors have contracted rtore.than three times the funds of

Title I., as they have with the five percent funds, for training.

The question remains why is the vocational education portion of

publdc education being 'avoided by prime sponsors, while .

rprime sponsors have been exploring new approaches to classroom
1 N

(Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p. 167). Included in
.

this emphasis are increases in individual referrals. At a

\

time 1.4entprime sponsors are'seeking to meet the needs of

individual clients, when they are looking to innovalltp.:.and
1 ,

1

altyrnative methods, and while they have a lack of expertise
,

on the part of their own staffs to provide"certain program

initiatives, the question:becomes quite important as to the

.

reasons for the lack of cooperation'and c0 laboration between

vocational education-and tlie CETA prime sptsors. This is

especially true since there are funds that have been set aside

as incentives to inctease collaboration.

One .interpretation could be that perhaps the vocation 1

education system could not and should not be responsible f r
0

CETA-type obligations. It may be that the objectives of the

'
vocational education establishment and the objectives of the

CETA prime sponsor system are different, divergent ind that.
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overlap is minimal.)? Perhaps'the vocational ducation role in

a poverty program is different than a.role that it might have in

accelerating productivity and growth. (Thurow, 1979,.p.-334).

Perhaps the discussions and analyses of'the need for collaboration'

between vocational education and CETA halie focused too Much on

the forms of collaboration and have focused too little on the

substance of collaboration.

There is a need to-shift the focus of voc-ed
attention from matters of form to matters of subsance.
With attentj.on now largely centered on nonfinancial
agreements, restrictions on funds,\and the mechanics
of havin4 programs start on time, state sponsors\and
vocred agencies have given little attention to matters.
of program content, 'adequacy of training, quality of
instruction, or linkages between training and jobs.
In most states, neither the state sponsor nor the
state vod-ed agency keeps track of theccombined five
percent and Title I CETA voc-ed effort. (Autry and
Dement,. 1977, p. 83).

0

The emph'asis upon form as opposed to-substance could be

explained'from the poiht of view.that the CETA prime sponsors

are quite.new at the manpower game and were given a,mandate

in 1974 bo create a program delivery system for which they

had little experience ,r1c1 little exPertise. Coupled4With this

was the inauguration, of public service'employment through

Title VI near the end of 104 and the growing iuriding level of

public servide employment which consumed almost.the entire,

-

attention
,

of prime sponsors-across the country:

This focusing upon establishment of a4ninistrative systems,

the establishment of.data systems, .the establishmentlof funding

accountability systems placed theqirime'spon8ors in a position

II

1.
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.10%,

of looking to eXpedient forms of program deliNiery and giving-

).-

little"time to look at the subitance. The principles guiding

the structure of delivery systems for manpower have been those

related to organization, plirpose,and standards'. They have not

developed a relation to an overarching policy frmework. (Swanson,.

1979, p. 51). But if the CETA system is the development.of a

new for of delivery system, to what extent will the American

educatio al system need to address itself to structural changes

to meet o gations, (Apker, 1979, pp. 1-2) for example, under

the mandates of .the CETA youth .programs?

American education cannot filly meet its

YEDPA obligations through its present structure.

,Change.is needed. Such change must be planned

and implemented in ways consistent with all basic

goalS of edudation and the educational needs of

all students. YEDPA provides education with several

opportunitiesfor basic change as it seeks to meet. .

its obligations ,under this Act.

Opportunity 1: To plam and implement ways of .

utilizing the broader community in the educative

process.
Opportunity 2: To learn about and_ implement .

new way§ of awarding academic credit. Throughout

the YEDPA, repeated emphasis is. placed on the

need.to find ways of awarding acadegic credit for

work experience.
Opportunity 3:. To provide diversified educational

olvortunities for students within .the framework of

an integrated educational system.
Opportunity,4: To enhance and protect freedom

of career choide.
Opportunity 5: To relate educationaa experiencet

to later life style activities of youth. (Hoyt, 1§78,

pp.26-29).

CETA has focused on a ne clientele to be serVed both by man-

power programs and by public education. (Eiens and Herr., 1978 '

p.,271). (U.S. Dept. of110, 1978; p. 48).4 The question which
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arises, however, is the eXtent to which the particular needs

of the new client group can be served either by vocational

education or by the manpower program, or whether there are

different needs that must be served by each.

For some there is little evidence that preventive-measures

- .(those provided by vocational educationl will ever eliminate the

need for remedial measpres (those provided for example, by

manpower programs).

.Some wbuld suggest the expansion of manpower
services to all those in need. Others feel that emphasis
should be,given to preventive rather than remedial '

measures. .The argument is appealing, but evidence is
lacking that increaSed expenditures on the education
and training the first time around will preclude'the
needs of future remedial efforts. (Levitan and
Taggart, 1971, p. 100).

The point to be made here is that the question of increased'

educational funds may not be a question of trade-off of funds

between vocational education and manpower programs but that the

expenditure of .funds in each area is- dependent uPon the objectives

to be achieved and the needs\of,the client community to be

served.by each progtam area. This puts vocational education

and4manpOwer not in a competitive telationship but puts them

in a relationship where each is serving different sets of
0

objectives which are related and complementary but which are

none the less different and diverse.

s.

But while the interests'and obligations of each system may '

be different and diverse it is not posiible that they should .

operate separately andaautonomously- There must beian

integration of remedial and. vocational education programs.

1

I.
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In fact, the freqUent failure o schools in the
past to motivate students and to prepare them
occupationally has created the demand for remediation.,
Even with the best of occupational preparation' iri
the-schools, however, the need for remedial programs

.

will continue.
,

Arid further, though remedial-programs are 'makang
significant contributions, they are still inadequate
in capacity. Unfortunately, they were established
piecemeal to meet current crises, with toolittle
attention to interrelationship with other,p ograms,
existing or proposed.. Duplicated serviCes-'are '

aVailable among some programs, .and other needed
services do not exist. (Evans et al., 1969; p. 51).

An example of the differences between vocational education

and.manpower concerns the geographic Areas that are defined by

the program operations. Education and manpower involve multiple

and noncongruent.geographic jurisdictions. Under the CETA"

system, labor'market areas were replaced as prograth-geographiC

areas with political jurisdictions. (Mirengoff, 1978, p.

This veemingly Unimportant factor has significant and far

reacptrig implications in terms of the definition of the,character

of the program, based in patt UPon the populati.on identified by

the area served by -t.he prime sponsor.

Organizing program deliverers and program tervices around

client groups and professionalism encourage separation of...pro-

-, grams. , (Barton, 1977, p..89).. The separation and segregation

. .

of areas of education and't.raining causes a segregaton of-

students and raises problems of articdtation and Mobility between

".programs. (Evans and I)err, 1978,.p:. 311), (ftrZburg, 1978,

pp. 43-44)., A second co.ficerwwith respect to 'separate and .

segregated programs is the extent of which duplicat'On and
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overlap of service deliverroccurs. This.has been one, of the

chief concerns for the relationship between vocational education

ana manpower-programs.. To date, however, there have been few,

if any satisfactory studies or .analyses which have identified

and measured the extent of duplication aria overlap created by I
. .

jurisdictional configurations. The 'statillA of .the concern for%.
-

this aspect Of programs renains at the-level of assertion.

.. _There are consequences in terms of the programmatic mandates

given to'the respective.programS fahiph.enhance qe perception
4

. . .

that there is indeed duplication and overlap of programmatiC
.. 11.

-
activities. For example,'Congress and the federal administration

II'' have b n pushing for more credit recognition of nontraditional

-
training, eipecially with work experience under the youth Pro-

; '.

grams, (WUrzburg, 1938, p. 16).4 There have also been

criticisms, of 'education generally, that we need to change the

present credentialing system to meet the needs of-learners in"

terms of articulation between systems. (Hodgkinson, 1976, p. 31).

The perception at base in both of these approaches is that the. 1.

systens are definitely separt.te, that there are differences

between the systems, but that the systems shoUld,in some sense ,

interface, overlap and interlock in such a way, that Clients who

have a diversity of nedds not presumably met by any single
. .11

1

system, can:have the option of moving from one system to another.

This conditiorris exacerbated by the fact that there is a

perpetu&tion of the institutional separation between academic

and vocational education within educatiOn itself., (Mangusm,.. 1969,
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p.143). :This' separation is%perpetuated in part through federal
,

iaw which has mandated separate adminittratiVe structures for

dcademic.and vocational education. There has.been a lack of

coordination between vocational education .and education isperally.
- .

There has been,a lack of.coordination 1,4.th other'education pro-,

grams or deliverers of vocational.eaucation and the criticisni

has been' that there,has been a lack of cOordination by vocational

:eduCation with the CETA'prviam. (domptroller,peneral; 1974,

pp. 26-28)^. it'has been asserlydst4t"theie'should be'no

distinction between intellectual:competence (academic achievei

,-ment) and manipulative skills (vocational education.achievement.)

(Evans et al., 1969,. p. 63). One attempt to adhieve a greater

integration of vocational education would be the incorporation

of vo6ationa1 education as part of higher edUcation or as part;

. of educatiOn generally. '(Evans and Herr, 1948, p. 305).

What these considerations point out is that vocational

education is pulled'in a dilemMa.between two points. (BrandOn,

1974, p. 25). On,the one hoin of the dilemma vocational education

-
is perceived as being Outside the doinain of education. On the

other horn vocational education is_accused of creating an elite

curriculum
,

and excluding those who need skills. Vocational

education suffers the dilemma.of being ptilled into vapous camps

or'being pushed out of various'caMps _While it.is possibly

true t t vocational.educa'tion must avoid becoming elitist

(Evans and Herr, 1978', p. 305) and that there are many Whosould

benefi't from skilI training, there are _some who, go even.farther

67' -
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and assert that education, specifically. vocational education,

should not be viewed-as preparation for work but as.a part of .

work. (Wirtz, 1975, p. 96). The question; however, still
-

remains as to how these two areas are to be integrated.

.The issue has been raised in terms of vocational education

and manpoweras supplementari, or -alternative systems. As we

. IIhave noteebefore, several critics of vocational edueatiOn have

argued that the development of'a;kernative education s.ystemt
e'. .

is justified because eith"er yocational education has failed in,
.!'

its mission or because vocational education has a mission which
. i

.

.
I-.t 4

is separate &om that assigned to the manpower programs.. The
, ,

idea of btilizing separate and parallePsysteMs has been tried'

in the United States anditbroad and is,p idea with §bme interest,
11

especially by the U.S. Department of Labor.. (Evans and Herr,

,,1978,'p. 309). However, even before CETA, only a small portiOn %II

of manpower funds went for vocational skill training Vocational

education and manpower have not been truly syncronlzed or

synonymous., (Brandon, 1974, p. 9). (Walsh, 1979, pp. 230-231).

(Ellis,,1973, pp. 3-6). The iajority of. manpower funding has gone

from work-Supported activities. In raising file issue of

supplementary or alternative systems, the question is raised as
A.,.

to whether or not vocational education is a means to an\rd

(eMployment) or is in itself an end in itSelf, or perhaps it
L

both. -; % .

It has been noted that vocational education's goals include' ,

.

,-

more than goals of industry training and federal manpower programs._
.

,

. -,
-

1
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There are three baSic objectives in ahy public
school vocational education curriculum. Lidted,in
chronological order of their acceptance as goals,
theY are: (1). meeting society's needs for wdricerS,i- ,

(2) increasing the options available.o each stadent,
and (3) serving as a motivating force to enheance all
types o learning. A few vocational education pro....
grams s onsored by employers have these.same'three
goals, ut most do not. Very often they are designed'
only toLmeet the.short-term needs of a si.ngle.employer.

Not all public human resources-de'velopmeni Pro-
grams attempt.to achieve'all three objectives. For
example, most Comprehensive EmploymentAnd Trainirig.

_. Act (CETA)4programs include no gen4a1 education
component xcept for tim octasional teaching of
reading to students. igho are functionally illiterate.

,

(EarOit.and Herr, 1978; p. 4).

The pOssible conception of the relationship between

vocational educatio4 and manpowet programs is further character-

ized by asserting that we need one system to deal with the 4.flow"

problems (that is,.vocational,*education) and another system to

deal with the 'pool" problems (that,is, manpower programs).

The Council for Economfc Development, for example, argues for

eparate system, since the public education has failed,

iting remedial educatiori as proof-of.this. (CED,,1972, p. 48).

,The National Advisory Council.in Vocational Education, on the

'Other hand, argues for prevention rathee.than remediation.

These dliNarernS lead us to one fundamental
policy: the Federal government should invest at
least as much money in reducing the flOw of untrained
youth as ft invests in reducing the pool of un-
etployed, and most Of the Federal investment should
be concentrated on paying the Oditional cost Of
vocational and_technicel prOgranis of career preparation
'(as'compared with programs that prepare for further
-edudation) ind high schools and Poit-secondary institu-
tions. NACVE, 1969, pp.'3=4).

a



11

Hut this characterization raises the question from the

point...of view of identifying apparent disärepancies in education's;
f, -

or in vocational education's, ability to. meet its objdctives. II

,

. ,

, The issue is not raised fromithe point of view of vocational

education fulfilling a necessary role as an alternative to or -

-as a supplement to other types of programs, for example, man-

,power programs.

The con.ceptualization which perhaps has the most:positive

'benefit is that vOcational.education is an element necessary to

all education. (Evaps et' al.,. 1969, p. 62). (GinZberq, 1977,

24). It is a technic:1'de which has more to offer 'as a'method

11
to education and it also serves to offer curricula to some

people which satis"-fy needs that they have that cannot belsatified

in other areas of education. A conceptualization which works in

114rmony With this and expan4s4t'Tur:ther is that education and

work are actually coordinate furfotions. . (Wirtz, 1975,,p. 126).

They involve possibilities that,cannot be achieved by t he

objective-of one system wokking independently. In 'this wAy, both

°from the educational point of view, there is a need to integrate

'academic and occupational preparation (NAM, 1915, p.,11) and

Perhaps a jleed to see education as a continuum: general educateiron:.

vocational education and manpower programs as kanges of the' r* ,

AI
-

continuum with certain overlaps, not as points on the cdntinuum
. -

or ag, discreet,entities. (Evans and Herr, 1978, lp, 301). In

this way, vocationaireducation would be seen as a cOmponeht',.of

.a total'education program._ (Waph, l'979, pp. 237-238)." To da
. - 70 -
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I

greater or lesser degree, various_individuals wOuld engage in

and spend more time with'Various ranges in the continuum and

the flow from one range to anothei- would be.facilitated by

focusing on those overlapping characteristics and therefore,

possibilities for institutional collaboratiOn that exist between

,
the varioUs educational ranges on the-continuum.

In order to explore 0414' possibility of vocational education'

as ohe range of activities or techniques on an educational

continuum, it would be necessary for vocational.education to
,

.
. i .

explore more. fully than it has done to.this point the goal

structures that it subscribes to.and for manpower, also, to i
examine more'fully it§ goal structures to see those'which are'.

,

consonant and.those Which are.separate. In'this respect

vocatio al education as a policy area is perhapkless aefinable

*

in pur ose solely in terms,of on Aconomic function.- '(bahrendorf,

'
1975, p. 75). (Brandon, 19,74, p. 38). Vothtional education, as

i range distinc't from, although'overlapping, manpoWer programs,

cannot.turn toseconomics primarily as a meanSi of.providing a

corrimon' bond.for its policy structures; (Schitk, 1977, P.. 282).

In fact, economics perhaps.cannot provide a common bond for Vhe

separate social disciplines themselves:. 411npower, oA the' other

hand, because of the trade-offS and the effects oi Manpower pro-'
,

grams as part of an overall national-economic polidy miy be more
.

':
.

identified in its goal structure withsconomic ptinciples.
.

. . A,
o','

, *

What are.some4of the opeiaaanal princip1Os.th4t can be
0

,used twipienti.fy_vocational education? iirst, vocational. education

,?"

..e. .1 4 - I/4
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is not limited to skills necessary for a particular occupation:

It includes educational aspects for discovering talents, telating

them to the 'world of work, and choosing an occupation, and to

find employment. 'Second, there should be no distinction between

intellectual competence and manipulative skills. Third, schools,

must assist students to bridge the gap between education and work

as mell as labor market inStitutions aiding the students in

the transition from education to lehork. Four, same time of

formal occupatidn preparation must be a part of every educational

experience. Upgrading and remedial education opportunities are

continually necessary. Finally, the objective of vocational

education should be the development of the individual, not the

needs ofthe labor market. (Evans et al., 1969, pp. 63-64).

(Mangum, 1969, pp: 42-43).

The National.Commission on Manpower Policy has defined

four manpowher poliCy objectives. (NCMP, 1975). First,,

'facilitation of the employability of a11 persons able and' wil

to work. Second, strengthening of the manpower infra-structure

to enhance the matching of .people and jobs. Three, improving-

productivity in the quality of work life. Four, providing

temporary jobs, incothe support, and other types of manpower

assistance when cyclical downturns to the economy.occur: In

terms of the differences between vocational education and.

manpower training, several distinguishing features have been

noted.
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One useful way to define an area i$ to
identify what is_excluded, although there may be
important spill-over effects from systems that lie
beyond its boundaries. *For example, while the
educational system preOares yOung-people.for adult
work, secondary schools, colleges and universities
are hot primarily, and surely 'not.solely, concerned
with mankmer policy. The relationship between '
manpower policy and vocational education and some
forms of post-secondary training and education
should be closer. (NCMP, 1975, p. 4).

In terms of identifying the extent to which it is possible
4

for vocational education and manpower programi-E6 be in'actUality

closer it is necessary now to turn to the eleMents of vpbational

education and manpower which have, as indicated.previously, pro-
.

vided for disparities, disCrepancips and conflicts, and to

examine certain insights from organizational analyses which pro-
.

vide'objective 'and managable means.whereby these two'eduOtion

and training areas may intei.relate. In doing so we will look

at the aspects of vocational education and manpower programs as

both political and administrative entities. This is accomplished

by highlighting some of the facets and factors which identify

and define them in their operations as well as to look at their

general characteristics with respect to certain,overall organiza-

tional factors that impinge upon the.possibilit of their

functioning as systems that can interact and collaborate at

various'levels of government. To do this we characterize

vocational education as Inimarily a publi.C. education'activity,

igrioring for the Moment lhose vocatiorial education activitied

w1iich fall into the private and community-based organizations.

These also -are institutions'and in some respect theoperating

- 73-
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principles involved would be applicable. 'To avoid confusion

we will focus on those activities of primarily public and
4

governmental agencies that have responsibility for vocational
4

education and for those which have responsibility for manpower

programs, particularly under the CETA system.

-

'Or

I.

.

,1

; 1'
o

/
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CRAFTER LII

COLLABORATION,. COORDINATION,'

A. Interorganizational Coordination Insights

II

and Approacfips
.

.

,
.

L

Interorganizational coordination theory is an outgrowth of,

general organiZation theory and includes the application, of-

political, ,economic, administrative,-,Mandgetent expertise

11
,

which focuses upon the factors.relevant}or organizations to,

relate and,those elements of successes and failure AAT organizations'

attempts to relate to one another. Its applicability to vocational
.

education and manpower relationships is that through inter

orginizational coordination'literature there is made available

,

Ai&

. a variety of analyses and approaches which will help to shed,.

ligh,upon the various,institutional haracteristics and con,

-figurations, as well as to'proyide an understanding of the

..obstaclesAo and'the possible methods for enhancing the

coordinative or corlaborative relationships betWeen vocational

education.

It might be relevant at this point to_indicate that'h

variety of terms axe used in the literature to desCribe inter-
,

organizational or interagency cobrdination. The difference,

between the use of the word "organizational" or the use of the

.word "agency" is not a .signIficant differentiation in this Work. :

There is, however, a more important differentiation and that 'is

between the words coordination, collaboration, and'cboperation.

The concept ofinterorganizational Coordination connotes that
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there ig .a superior agency or o4erarching perspective from

IF
which two subordinate functions are coordinated. Collaboration,

,on the other hand, and cdoperation indicate that two autonomous,

or semi-autonomous, functional areas choose to relate to each

other in some.manner. It is my belief that the most productive
s,

"'

relationship between vocational education and mAnpower programs-
.

is less one of coordination, since there seems' to be f a encies . II
_

or organizaiions with the suffici'ent authority to r ire
is

Ale"

coordination and to.mandate coordination of the arou levels

involved and of the various actors playing a role in h system.
II

..
.

.
.

The objectives of achievinb collaboration seeni much more feasible.
,

In lintyith the politioal,' institutional, and social alipects

Of those organizations kld agencies_participating in vocational

education training and manpower, we will use the term inter-

origarlizational coordination theory since that is the term most

Often'used.in the literature. Atja later point in this work,nwe

will examine the merits of considering that interorganizati9nal 111'

, ,

collaboratiOn is,a'mode orrelating vocatidnal education and

manpower-as oppoted ta-seeking mandatory' coordination as a mode.

6, The University Council for Educational Administration has
,

called for ah.increased collaboration of schools-with other /

.public and private.agencies. (Mosher, 1971, p. 657). Under II

,

the CETA system, CETA prime sponsors have been mandated to-
4 Si If.

coordinate their activities. State priMe sponsors have,been ,''

*

A ' IV
given the mandate to affect Cookdination between st-te and other°

7
111

.

/

manpower agencies within the ;tate. 'But thel'e has been relatively .

,

.
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little discussion in the manpower literature or in.the_vocationR1

edvcation literature as to what the collaborative,or coordinative
48 ,4

attivities sh ould include ar the medhanisms most effective in
,

ach4ving the collaboration desired.-. Most noticealAy absent is

a discussion of the'differentiation between the various levels

of government responsible,for vocational educaltion and manpower
4

lnd the ,fact that collaboration or coordination aitong the various

levels and between varioh levels takes a variety pf fornis and

can be achieved in different ways. There has been a documentation

of tire lack of.coordination at the federal level without much

indication as,to the means by which coordination can be achieved
0

or beyond stating that cOordination is an objeCtive. (Comptroller

General, 1974, p. 27).

There has been,- howev,er, somewhat extensive discussion 9f

the need for cooperation'and coordination at the local level.

because local division of jurisdiction enhance,..tbg_need,for

cooperation. (Greer and Minar, 1967, p. 159).. "No coordination,

no pOliaer, no responsibility." The diffused and overlapping

jurisdictions at the local level make the need foryboordination.

and cooperation,painfully obvious. But often integration is the

most difficult at the local level because Act the proliferation

of programs from the national,'state and local levels. Coordination

at'the local level also.is encumbered with the requirementl for

aoh'ievinq compatability of the process at the local level which

is the means of achieving.prOqram qoals'and the goals.themseives,

which are statements of national priorities.
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Interorganizational coordination is achieVed in a variety
I!,

of means and in a variety of contexts, Interorganizational

coordination is often an explicity stated objective or method

46

. of organilation, but the explicit organizational goals are

oftentimes at'odds with Or augmented by organizational goals of

an informal nature. .(Simon, 1961, pp. 160-162). Interorganizational II

coordination itself is not immune from.this formal/informal

dichotomy_ "..!Or'ganizations tend to pursue objectives compatible

with the means which they have access to and the values of their
-

elites." 'INfliel-telor The objecal,rei-that they seek to

achieve revolve around the.means which organizations have avail-

able to them which may or may not be consonant with those objectives

explicity.expressed 1:;Ir the Organization. Organizations' behavior

often create distinctions between the ostensible, i.e.. official,

and thekperational objectives . pOrganizations may effectively

be compatible in--terms-of-ther official or ostensible objectives,

but they may be operationally incompatible. The opposite may

alsofbe the case. I.
Interorganizational coodperation may take many forms. One

.

hiprarchy of interorganizational forms has been presented by 11

Klonglan and others.
.

.
.

The first three:forms represent Litwak and
Hylton's awareness of interdependence: (1) director
awareness of the existence of another Organizations,
(2) director acquaintance between organizations,,
and (3) director interaction between organizations.
T,he fourth item iv a low.level resourde exchange from

IFinley: (4) information exchange of newslettprs, .,.

.reports, and releases. Forms five throvgh seven are
from Thompson and McEwen: (5) resource exchange -,
bargaininq,!....Q141.1,n4, materials, or personnel;
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(6) overlapping board memberthips - cooptation -

of Staff or members; and (7) joint programs - coa4tion

- to plan and implement activities. The final item

represents the,"standardized action", of Litwak and

Hylton; '(8) written agreements to share activities

between organizations. (Klonglan et al., 19764

p. 676).

As indicated by the eight identified me,ens of Coordination,

some approaches tend to be more formal and others tend to be

more informal. The,efficacy of some pf these means between

nation gencies, between state level agencies and between

loca4 agencies has been differentiated and we will discuss this

later. However, at thii'point it is important-bp note-that

there may be some benefit to seeking more institutionalized forms

of cbmmunication and coordination to establish.interagency

coordination as a definite' mode of operation for agencies. One'

reason'is that subh institutionalization would help to ensure

the continuation of coMmunication and cooperation.despite the

frequent changes in personnel. The secOnd reason for instituir

.tionalizing factors that assist in establishing interagency

communication and cooperation is to encourage this mode regard-

less of competition betWeen agenciei. As competition becomes

acute such communication and cooperation may decrease,. Institu-
.

tionalizing such coordination .may assist.in keeping the cooperation

as an organizational Objective even as competition'exists.

+Ogle, pp. 21-22).

Another strategy of interagency coordination that has been

noted is that the decision maker has a central role in seeing .

that interorganizational coordination.becomes,a preferrea strategy

'of .the or"ganization.
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'1-1e-c5T-etical1y, the phenomenon may be viewed in
terms of a scenario depicting an organizational
Aecision-maker influencing organizational behavior
under constraints imposed by the organizational and
environmental contexts. The challenge to be met by
theory-builders in utilizing this frame of reference
is to apecifically.conceptualize interorganizational
.coqperation as the outcome of a process in which
organizational decision-makers decide on cooperation
as a preferred action stiptegy, and then ultimately
II:etieve implementation of this strategy inorganizational
behavior. (Schermerhorn, p. 852).

.With the identification of this and other factors relevant

to implementing and achieving interorganizational coordination

it is relevant that such factors Bbr vocational education and

manpower Systems be identified. This raites the isSue of the

existence of_studies and research to identify these relevant

factors of coordination in order to identify what directiOns

are more productive. (Miles, 1979, P. 109). (Reid, 1975,

p. 121). (Whetten, 1977; p. 77). The Naticial Institute of

Education has initiated a vocational education study whiCh was

mandated by Congress. The study was ihtended to identify the
1/

.fo2Ms and extent of coordination between vocationa. education

and CETA. In so doing this study would concentrate on some of

the very intérorganizational coordination factors and mechanisms

which-the interorganizaiional cOordination theory has been

deAling, but only.obliquely.

The Congress.cleariy intended'that the results .

of the study should contO.biate findings of fact,
11policy-relevant analyses, judgements and insights that

will assist in legislating oh vocational education in

the future. To this end, it is intended that,the study .

will deal with issues and developments that are not
11

specifically mandated. It will, therefore (1) be
attentive to changes in'legislation for related pro-
grams, such as the Comprehensive Employment and

11
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Training Act of 19'73 anithe youth Employment.and
Demonstration Projects Act of 1977; (2) consider
whether,changes during ihe next four years in other
domains'of Federal policy, sucti as those concerned
with national emnloyment policy, povert, 'the
handicapped, social welfare, and vocational rehabilitation,
for example, have implications for vocational education
progrims; (3)- provide inforMation on Federal expenditures
on education and training through Federal departments
otherthan Health, Education and Welfare, and Labor;
in-so far as they represent additional forms of the
Federal investment in skill acquisition and develop-
ment; and (4) 'report on significant developments in
vocational education-policy at the st4e level.,
(U.S./HEW,/1977, p. iv).

It has been indicated that an analysis Of the factors related

to interorganizational coordination should look at organizational

structures as they contribute to or detract from the possibilities

for, coordination. (Ruttenberg, 197(), pp. 2-3). 'The organizational

structure itself and the intergovernmental system with which we

translate national policy into an identifiable event of change

is.often the point at which the analysis should begin.) Some of

the elements of the contextual dimension's which contribute.to

interorganizational coordination include (1) an organization's

ability to control resources, (2) the compatibility or organizations

being integr&ted,,and (3) the point at which the 4nitiative for

coordination originates. (Whetten, 1977).

In achieVing cooperation different levels of government

and organizations utilize different modes of interorganizati nal

- coordination.

The modified theory of IOR would contend that at
the state level, internal communication is the only
significant structural component affected by .IOR.
Since the major types of IOR at the state level are
interpersonal awareness, acquaintance, interaction, t

.and information exchange, it id contended essentialay
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that internal communication is increased by an
increase in external communication among organizational
units' which encompass - have as a domain - relatively
wide geographical areas. Furthermo're, external"
communication is likelyAo increase as a result of
increased internal communication in that increased
internal communication will stimulate the need for
information, a resource, which is not available in

the organization.
40

At the district leveithe reasoning is more complex.

The more relevant forMs-of.IOR.are interpersonal aware-
ness, acquaintance, interactions, and joint programs.

C. The distinction of district IOR is the inclusion of

the relatively enduring,,IOR form of joint programs,
and an ad hoc rationale-is that this enduring a$pect
of joint programs is deeermined by a unique combination ,

of structural characteristics: formalization, innov"ation,

and decentrelization.

\ 4

The rationale for tiwcounty.level - smallest
geographical ddmain - IQR tbmewhat the oPposte-of

Ththe district rationale. e most frequent forms of

IOR are interpersonal awarengts, acquaintance, inter-
action, and resource exahange. In,contrast to joint

programs, resource.exchanges are seen 'as,temporary,
shortlived forms of IOR; thus, a qualitatively different

tet of structural determinants rili,ght be expected.

Complexity and communication are.seen as determinants

of IOR among the,county organizations, while formalization,

innovationv and dentralization are not. The rationale

fbr communication is similar to that discussed obove
for the state level and that in both state and county
leVels, exchanges are involved to a relatively high

extent in IOR. The distinction is in terms of the

objects exchanged. At the county level, noninformational
mate;iaI resources are exchanged, while the resource

exchanged at the,state level is information. The
dittinguishing.determinant is compldxity; where -

geographical domains.are relatively small, diversifying
by.increasing complexity - ipecific skills and training -

can be expected to be felt in terms of a need for
specific materials resulting in resource exchanges.

(Klonglan et al., 1976, PP. 685-686).

It has been foUnd, for example, by the National League of

Citiet-- U.S ence of Mayors Study, that personal relations

at the local level hav yielded the most successful cooperative 11

ventures between vocationar,education and manpower. tN.L.C./U.S.C.M.il
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1977, p.*8). It remains, however, io analyze specific coordination

'experiences at the national, stite, regionalpnd local,levels

to determine whether or not vocational education haS ut4lized

those various means of cooraination in enhancing coordination

which have been identified to be'most effective/at the apprOpriate

level. 7

It has become quite evident bo to administrators,

legislators-and the general public hat the proliferation of

prognams at the national and local level has resulted in con-

fusion for both clients in terms of the services they can

receive end where they can receivet m and for the general

public ip terms of th .. impact of various pr.grams and the

expenditure of program funds to achieve certain Social*program

4,

objectives. -There has been a 'general lack of confidenc4e in./

government's ability to speRd funds.in efficient and effective

ways. One of the most critical points of the analysis rel tive

to the failure of government to achieve objectives is the

extent to which government agencies tend to operate independently

Of each other. Education is ceri!ainly one of those areas where

-increased coordination within the educational areas and between

education and-other areas can be sought. Interagency coordination

as a strategy with techniques available to,achieve coordination

could play a role in achieVing the collaboration between education,

and siSecifically, vocational education and other program areas

to meet the criticisms.
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Such a Aew concept is urgentlYAn.need of trial
and there isZno better place ko try it than in-the
fields of edUcation and energY. No Major advance in ,

ihteragency600rdination has been made in the last

,

generation.-/, If confidence,in governmental adMinistration".
11is to be reiSiored, no area,is. more ripe for improvement e. .

than interagency'coordination, However; it is clear
-beyond doulit* that such a plan can:only succeed where
it ,,Jinder the 'aegis (If an official directly under 11
the ISreaident with the rank.and Kestige Of a cabinet

ei officer, (iviiies, p. 109).

. .
. .

v . . .

Surely given the past history of.dependence upon the

. /
,

4
federal governmentto initiate-policy directives and to implement

1/
.,,.

/ programs througir.funding there'has been a certain dependence

upon the federal government for solutions.

A recent form of this federal dependence for direction
4

and initiation takes the form of 3,00king to the federal govern-

ment to coordinate educational activities in the country, most

. notably through the Creation of a federal, department of'education.

It may be seen that a federal department of educationmould

enhance the collaboration between vocational education and

CETA by providing mechanisms for cabinet Level coordination of

all federal education activifies,whiCh ilow the fedet'argovern-

ment,under the Federal.-Interagency Coordinat4on Committee for
0

.

EduCation doei not now provide. Itis hoped thet the federal

governmentis'Iole in directing edugation pOlicy may ,be more

focused and itself Coordinated. One driwbacktto this.approach,

however, is that afederal 'role in education is quite unlike

its roles in such areas as.natIonal defense and its potential

.role in 'such an area as energy^. The question of the federal

presence in education-and vocational education must be met
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with an analysis of the current delivery stptictures for .eddcation
\

.that exitt at both the state and local els: ,The increased

"ence of the 'federal government in eddcation.cannot be

achieved with4V altering the relationships and the siructures°
%

that current exist.-. And this must be trMied against the negative

-consequences-that would be generated by such a development.

Another approach to achieving coordination among educational

institutions and,betWeen acational education'and manpower pro-

_grams might occur on a much less grand scale. There are many

agreements at the federal level for coordination between federal

agencies and it is these interagency agreements and the provisions

in them that could be and should be rei,nforced. (Mirengoff, 1972,

p, 272). Reinforcing these at the federal level would be a

step toward.affecting positive coordination at the focal level,

since.it is often the prolifeiation of programs from the national

# level which generates many of the coordination problems at the

local leel. Attempts to reinforce these interagency agreements

'at th9(federal level should be coupled with attempts to devise

collaborative processes which Would become part of an overall

A

strategl, for a change in the education-,work.'policy of the

federal government. Although this would be only one of

critical elements of such a strategy, it would be an element

necessary to achieve the overall objectives of a national

education-work policy. (Wirtz, 1975, p, 141. In devising a

collaborative process for agencies, federal and local policy
4

makers would have to examine those elements which provide the bases

8.5 -



r for positive linkages.

The key elements required in.order to build
positive linkages, in order to establish useful
networks, include the following: .

1. An individual, a group, or an institution
has to be clear-about its own identity, its ewn '

uniqueness, before it can link successfuly to

others.
, 2. DiversitS, within homogeneous groups proyides
a basis.1,,ar- linkages with others From the
point of view of general systems theory, and from
the political sciences, comes the notion that
within every system there are life-giving core
groups - enclaves or individuals who, if they can
prevail, will aid the system (the'institution
itself) in becoming more life-oriented.

3. The institution must interact with its.dnviron--

ment. (ShaW, 1977,.p. 521) .
.

..

It is from analyses of the institution's awn positions and

policies and from an understanding of its own organizational

strengths, weaknesses and capabilities and from an assessment

of the environment from which it operates that successful link-

p.

1

ages can be achieved. This is what is primarily betind the thrust II

for the call for a national vocational education policy and for

a national manpower policy. The attempts are to,define the' II

activities which constitute the policy areas for each system..
.

In defining the context in which vocatiOnal and manpower"

policies operate, it is becoming increasingly obvious thatwe

should l00% at the requirements and capabilities of these policy

institutions for international coordination efforts. (ILO, 1975,'-

pp. 28-29). These 4,forts would include assistance, joint
11

research, collaborative use of facilities, information exchange,

harMonization of policies and programs, and disseminationof
"-

materials. On the global front, as he communication and inter-
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action of the nations become more intense and more frequent we,

cannot develop a national policy for vocational education or

for manpower without cOnsidering the effecti of and upon the

international relatiCinS of labor markets,,training,and education,

P
and other social facilities..

One of the 'chief means currently being used by the federal, :

government as a means of achi4ving coliaboration or coordination.

between CETA, prime sponsors and-other agencies, most particularly,

vocational education and the public ichool system, is the use..of.

incentives. The chief incentive mechanim is that of fiscal

incentives. Since this forT of devising co11ab8rative processes

is the chief and almost singular approach that the federal

government has used to achieve cooperation between votionai

education and manpower we should look at the use of fiscal

41.

incentives in terms of its efficacy and with respect to other

means of incentives. Mandatory coordination has not been Very

successful for coodinating programs Operated.by different

agencies.. (U.S./HEW, 1977, p. 17) . For this reason it is'

important to look to a variety of possible collaborative

processes and, with the use of incentives., at tle. range of

possible incentive mechanisms. While there has existed some

skePticism "as to the possibility of coordination without the

infusion of additional funds incentive mechanisms which rely

on funds as the chief incenting mechanism find diminishing

returns.. (Bogetich. and-Lammers, 1979, p. 226)..
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The Comptroller General's report looked at the lack of

catalytic effect of federal funds within the realm of vocation'al

education.

- OE has not held States accountable for per-
formance againbt criteria which emphasize the role
of Federal funds as a change agent, and therefore
cannot ensure that informed judgements will be made
as to where and how funds.should be targetee. With-
out-continuous surveillance in this -regard, there
is lidttle assurftnce that the leverage of Federal aid
-will be maximized. (Comptroller Genera11.1974, p..19).

Earlier in the same report the Comptroller General noted

that there had been a peaking of the leverageachieved through

the use of Federal funds and that they believed that a plateau

had been reached in terms of the efficacy of using fiscal

incentives as a leverage or catalytic effect for achieving

federal objectives. (Ibid., p. 14).

In the analysis of the relationship between vocatiqnal
-

education and manpower programs with the incentive of the five

percent vocational education funds Under the governor's .special.

grant there has been little evidence of the improvement of the

relationship between the two systems as a result of the infusion

of this funding mechanism at the state and local levels. (Autry

and Dement, 1977, p. 5). (N.L.C./U.S.C.M., 1974 and 1977).

There haveOpeen enumerated delays and numerous diSagreements

related to the negotiation of agreements covering the five

percent funds which has resulted in extended delays both in4the

allocation of funds and delays and start-ups of programs relative

to the funds. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 95). (Snedeker and Snedeker,

1978, p. 66). While this was the case primarily in the first
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year or two of the implementation of CETA, disagreements still

Persist and delays in disjointed activities are still evident.

It is evident to some analysts that money per se cannot

bring about change. (Gilmer et al., 1975, p. 774). ThiS is

coupled with the observation that withdrawing incentive funds

usually means a lack of continued coordinition. CReid, 1975,

p. 128):. (U.S./DIA., 1978, p. 25). The u4e of fiscal incentives

has had:limited effect and even more limited longevity once the

funds have been withdraWn which_raises issues as to whether or

-

,,,not Abe use.of fiscal incentives achieves the overall objective

of coordination of simply is a short-term shot in the arm which

achieves a short-term coordination of activities but has little

/16ng .te.rn effect and even little or no effect on inititutional

.thAh9ga, oIn fact,:.in many instanceS, the ickl.icies of organizations

have often beep adapted only tcr.obtain the funds with the'

consequent result that once the funds are no longer available,

'or after't e funds have been assured, the policies revert or

'change and little impact has been achieved. (University of

California, 1975, p. 2). (Comptroller General,' 1974, p. 23).

,If fiscal incentives are Allweak form'of achieving.collaborative

relatfonships, what other types of incentives are available?

Qne.of the strongest, 'although most difficult to manage,

incentives are those which arise for institutions themselves as

they partibipate in the c011aborative process. When organizations

collaborate they give up certain resources and autonomy but they

also achieve a certain set of factors that would not be achieved*,

- 89-1-
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without collaboration. These achievements, r resource attain-

ments achieved through collaborAtion, can become incentives
0

for collaboiation.

Wrren proposes that public agencies dan increase
their effectiveness by eithet increasing their
efficiency, thereby channeling more of thei2 resources
into goal related activities, or by obtaining additional
resources via nine interorganizational coordination.
activities: (1) joint data 4anks, (2) pAompt commu-
nicatiOn of change and policies, (3) increased feed-
back between programs,, (4) increased feedback from
.the community, (5). imftoved distribution of resources,
(6) overlappinz boards and staff via interagency com-
mittees, (7)'increased scope.of intetaction betwee
organizations4 (8) joint participation in areas of
.common interest, and (9) a central decision-making
body to resolve conflicts. (Whetten,-1977, p. 78).

5he.factor that is evident here is that'perhaps some of the

more subtle forms of coordination that have existed for vocational

eaucation and manpower programs have not been allOwed the full
v

range of opportunity to achieve iesults. They may be more slow

in achieving their results than fiscal coordpation but the

results, it; terms of institutional change and.behavior, may

be more long-term in their ,effects and thereby may be more

desirable. Another factor of these alternative/incentives to

cooperation is that they appeal to the self interests of the

organizations by increasing their existing resources through

several mechanisms readily $.vpilable to them-and totally within

their control. To put. the Metter succinctly, organiiations.can

achieve a reduction in overhead by cooperation, thereby making

cooperation more desirable for them. (Wurzburg, 1978, p. 41).

From the interorganizational coordination iiterature

, Scherierhorn has identified several of the motivating And
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disincentive factors influencing interorganizational coordination,

Those factors which 6-rld to be motivating conditions influencing

organizational coordination in.which organizations will Seek

odt or be receptive to ihterorganizational coordination are a)

when organizations are faced with situay.ons of resource
v,

scarcity or performance distress, b), "cooperation' per se tlkes

on a positive value, and 0' a powerful extra-orqanizationa

force demands this activiti.: (ScherMerhorn, 1975). Extra-

organiiational force or a mandate for coordinalion is only one

of three possible incentives motivating organizations in considering

participaterin.interorganizational coordination. The motivating

conditions are.aliqays balanced by organizations in considering ,

A

the poss ility of interorqanizational coordinqtion with the

associat d cbsts of interorganizational coordination. Organizations

participatihg in IOC may involve a).unlaverable ramifications

for organizational image or identity, b) a loss of decision-making

) autonomy, and c) costs of by requiring direct expenditure pf

scarce organizational resources.: It is these aSsociated costs

which an organization weighs against the motivating conditions

and those facors wh#Ch would make interorganizationk.coordination

an incentive for them:

Interorganizational coordination becomes more likely,

Schermerhorn points Out, as an element in an organization's

behavioral repertory, a) to the.4xtent organizatiAal-boundaries

are open or perméable vis a vis ele external environment, bl under

,thOse conditions where two or more organizationw'experience and
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recognize some mutual need or purpose, and organizational

mr,

domains are not sensitive issues, c) to the extent prevailing

11

norms of the organization and/or it's external environment supports

interorganizational activity, and ) to the extent physical

opportunity for interagency coordination activity exists within

the organizaiton-and/or its external environment. Xt is evident,

11therefore, that interorganizational coordination comet about

or is thwarted as a result of a variety of factors onfy one

11
of which inclpdes funding. There may be -faatorS acting as

incentives or disincentives to organizations which include the

use of resources or the loss or gaining of prestige which effect

their decision for interorganizational coordinat.ion-above and
*,

beyond a5tinterna1 organization's ability to use funds to. leveilage

pr coordination.
K

?The federally mandated-cooperation under the CETA youth
11

prog s almost exclusively relies upon federal funding. (Taggart,

1978, p 32). (Wurzburg, 1978, p._44). For instance, there'are

four diff ent types of mechanisms Used under the youth pro-

grams: (1) wenty-two percent required CETA/LEA a4reement for

expenditures, ) in school entitlement of lobs, (3) arrange-

ments for offeri ,academic credit for work experience; and (4)

linkages for colle ion and delivery of occupational information 11

(NOICC). ,The other a ,ea of fiscal incentives has seen the use

91 'I
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of five percent grants ere as noted little leverage has been

achieved,
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Part o'f the reason why we have been fairly ineffective

in using incentives or other mechanisms for achieving collaboration

is that we hamibasically paid little attention to the fact-that',.

we are dealing with 'organizations' and institutions who have fairly

specific characteristics. In failing.to pay attention to this

aspect of the collaborative context, we have failed to analyze

the organizational mechanisms of maintenance and boundary

permeability which either prohibit, discourage or permit

collaboration. We must come, to understand how organizations

'function so that we can more dfficientfy and effectively impact'

upon those-functions in ways to achieve the goal of collaboration.
t ,

11

However, collabora ion is nbt itself 'an end bUt a means to other

ends and it is th establishment of these other ends for which'
...-

collaboration is a technique or mechanism that also must be

examined.

In determining hoW we can impact on organizational behavior,

Etzioni points ou that organieations are characterized by
'

\divisions of labor,_pawer, and communication responsibilities.

TheSe are often formal but\even more often informal. Second,

,organizations are usually characterized by the presence of one

or more power centers which control the,concerted efforts of the

organization, directing the organizatiOn towards.its goals.

01
Third, organizations.are able to substitute personnel by both

/

removing 'Unsatisfactory persons and by assigning persons\ other

1

y

tasks.-.(Etzioni, 1974, p. .3). In this sense, prganizations
1

are not monolithic or do not fuñc4con in simpiistid and,static.
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fashions but are dynamic, growing and everchanging entties. It

is this character which both makes collaboration difficult and

possible. We have,.come to understand the dynamics of a variety

of,factors which contribute to successful collaboration.

Three of the factors which determine the amount,
of structure present in an organizational linkage
are: whether,the relationship is mandated by law;
whether the interaction is mediated by a third party,

a local coordination council or a comnon vertical ,

hierarchy; and the extent to which procedures are
codified. Personal agreemenis between representatives
of two organizations may greatly facilitate the flow
of elements between the respective organizations,
but unless these procedures ate clearly specitied and
formally included in the job description-of the boundary
personnel involved in the transaCtions, personnel turn
over will destroy the linkage. , (Whettenl 1977, p. 86).

There are some basic problems to coordination based upon

the dynamic characteristic of organizations aria the organizational

imperative for self perpetuation. If an organization poses a

threat to the autonomy of another, organization, the second,

will be reluctant to cooperate. There mist be countervailing
is

'Compensation for giving up autonomy. Second, a lack of doniain

consensus between organizations is likely to preclude cooperation.

Third, conflicting requirements for integration in systems in

which an organization has multiple memberships will hinder

collabCraticn with dither system. .Finally, ixtensive internal

integration may reduce a system's potential for adaptation.

Thus, the contextual relationships that organizations maintain

and their internal structure anddynamics determine the extent

to which an organization is willing to.or able to collaborate

and also the extent to which various mechanisms for 011aboration

will or will not be effective,
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According.to Reid, organizations also relate to each other/

in,a variety of.ways. CReid, 1975, pp. 119ff).. OrganizatiOns

are either independent of each other, which' makes coordination

a 4ery low level possibility, organizations may be interdependent'

in their relationship, and organizations may be in conflict with

each bther. Ironically conflict situation, may, by manipulation

of the variables be convertible into an interdependent situation.

The conflicts over wrich organizations have disagreemOlts cOncern

resoVrce inputs,in which they are both in a competitive situation

for resources, over exchange of resources, clients, intangibles,

etc., in which organizations may be in a conflict/bargalning

situation, and over output or resources, for example, goals of
8

the organization4 This is a question of the legitimacy of.each

organization vis-a-vis the goals 'and outppt of the other

organizations.

Reid identifies basically two modes of facilitating

coordination among organizations that are available to an external

coordinating agency. ,(Reid, 1975, Pp. 120-122). The agency may

9ither faci itate interdependpnce or it may induce interdepehdence.

'In facilit ting interdependence a coordinating agency may assist

in the development of interorganizatiocal awareness of potential

interdependencies.in relation to existing goals and resources

and it may enable organizations to reformulate'or activate exist-

ing goals,

-regources, or to comprom e in the exchange or evaluation of

to develop new goals,' to develop new ways of using

resources. In inducin interdependence, the external coordinating
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agency may use either 'resources, such as the fiscal incentives

which have been discussed, or through the use of power or influence.

The induction of interdependence has been the mode moSt'often

chosen by the federal government in terms of achieving

collabora0.on. The use of facilitation of:interdependence has

beeQ,less often used but, as has been noted, may have more
7w

beneficial and long-range effects than attempts to induce inter-

dependence either through the manipulation of resources or by'

the use of power or influence.

In attempting to use .coercive power, either through resources

or thrOugh other means of power to achieve coordination between

agencies, the federal government, itself a golitical entity,

faces the reality.that those entities wkiich'it is4trying to
,

11

coordipate are themselves political entities and have characteristics,

indicative of'those entities as political. It is tbis considera

tion which.we now take up with respect to political considerations

afftcting interagency coordination for vocational education and

manpower.

B. ,.Political C nsiderations Affecting Interorganizational
Coor ination o Vocationa E ucation an CET

As we have seen, it is the chief elegted official who has 11

prima y responsibility under CETA for'policy development and

progr operation. The chief elected official functions,within

a poli ical jurisdiction and thereby includes.CETA il(pothe

politic 1 processes on the local level, which corresponds to CETA'S

involve ent in the political processes at the hatioinal level.,

(Mireng ff, 1978, p. 53),. (Van Horn, 1979, p. 20).
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For the Iirst timd. local elected officials
were infused into the manpower delivery, system:. Under
the pure categorical grants-in-aid system,.their
participation in the infrastructure was limited to
the number of grants they managed. As a prime sponsor
under CETA, the elected Official becamp tile focal point
of the local manpower pro4ram system - responsible
for performing'the basic.functions of local policy 4

detrmination, planning, and program delivery. More-
over, the local elected official's participation in'
manpower programming effectively severed the vertital
functional relationships between the federal funding
source and the local delivery agents which existed
under the categorical system. Finally, the develop-
ment and expansion of the elected official's staff 1

effectively created another layer in the bureaucracy.
(McPherson, 1976, p. 208) . (Mirengoff, 1+178, pp.
104-105) .

Such a devolution of responsibility for policy development
.,

and program.operation to the local level has had the consequent

result Of incre&singthe imporfanOe of the public involvement
. w

at the cOunty.level which tends to make the admieistrator's
.

task easier in terms of operating programs that meet'with local

approval. (Shaw, 1977, I): 518) . County officials, municipal

officials; as:Well as governors, are attune to the dynamics of

the political context in Which they operate and to the concerns

of satisfying?' the constituents which they, serve. The realities

of thi'S context, however, are not those of a rational policy

development approact to programs.

The democratic process it not one of defining
problems, articulating goals, and designing measures
for their accordplishment. SuchAan approach, even if
it were possible, would only clarify conflicting interests
beyond the possibility of compromise. The rble of the
politician, and particularly thejeaislatotr, is the
mediation of opposing interests into impeifect but
saleable packages. Dimly perceived problems are
subjected to inadeguate analysis, proposals are
deveroped in an Atmosphere of self-hypnotizing enthusiasm,
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traded, compromised, and reshaped to win adequate
.backingifestooned'with.impossible promises, and
Often revised betweeh authorization and appropriation.

The bureaucracy may again relegislate in the inter
pretation of.congressional intent.and the Writing

of operational guidelines. Finally, the new program
is confronted with the often unexpected realities of
the problem it was meant toSolve, then gradually,
reoriented in practice or through amendment into a
useful. policy instruMent.

Considering the seeming irrationality of the .

process, it is not the diesonances but the harmonies

, between Cause and cure that are impressive. -.(Mangum;
, 1969,.pp. 7-4).

,Officiali at both the national, state and local levels

are involved in the same political Context in which programs are

developed and operated. It is this inexact and inelegant process

in which programs become possible or impossible, and it is the

dynamic character of this situation to which.the political
I/

official is sensitive. The afficational system, on the other

'hand, has onl.y recen4p.begun becoming politicized to the eXtent

that it opertes within the same type of contexts in which the

elected officials have operated. (Mosher, 1977, p. 657). Such

activities as-unionization and bargaining have brought the

educational system into the confrontational and cooperational-
Gle

mode of political dynamics which the local elected,Officials

have been dealing with for AlOnger period df time.
. .

It cannot be ignored that the passage,of CETA involved,

the issue of who gained and who lost p6wer (McPherson, 1976, f:

.p. 205). (Snedekex and Snedeker, 1978, p. 259). The Operation

of the manpower programs and the devolution of responsibility

to the-states and local governments involves the sharing of
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relative shares of power. Congress'had beem acutely aware of

their loss of power in the shift.to.decentralization of the

liarious aspects of CETA. Since its passage, there halie been V

signals of Congress's desire to retain more control. The inaugura-

tion of CETA, through its various provisions giving funds to local

an0,§tate governments for operation of programs, has profoundly

affected the intergovernmental infrastructure. It has 'always been

-the case that,the shaping of intergovernmental relations has been a

'function primarily of the federal system, by providing financial

assistance to states and local governments. With the inauguration

of the special revenue sharing part of CETA, and with the creation

.of authority among local elected officials fOr human service

program delivery, this intergovernmental infrastructure has

been challenged and relationships have'changed. (McPherson, 1976, p. 207).

At the local level, the arrangements between the service.

deliverers of the pre-CETA era and that of the present' hAs been

Cha ed to the extent that CETA has increased the number of

se ice deliverers.

According to a Department of Labor study, there

was a 35 Percent increase in the number of service
deliverers in t.he.first year - from an estimated
1,440 under MISTA and EOA sponsorshlp In fiscal 1974
to 1,950'under Title I of CETA in fiscal'1975. The
number of Subcontractors has continued to increase
substantially. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 141).

This increased participation of the_political actors'in.

'a system which has been somewhat political,' but which as

operated at the local level has tended to bypass'the local
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elected official, requires that. we look more carefully at the

political systems at bottlithe local and national levels and

their relatiOnship as it etfects the operation-of the -CETA

program. Primary interest is in how this affects the

collaboration between CETA manpower prbgrams given that the

vocational education and education establishment operates in
,

sdmewhat different a system than the local elected official

does. The.possibilities for colUboration, thereby, become

somewhat different in each case. The fact of multiple centers

of political power impacts on performance, instrumeptal

character and possibilities for interaction. It is the

character of American society for separate institutions tb

share power. This is true also at the national govetnmental

ievel.

Fragmentation, decentralizaiton, and lack of

system are the very hallmarks of American society
and politics, deeply)imbedded in our institutions.
Richard,Neustadt has captured this notion in des-
cribing our constitutional system as "separate"
4nstitutions sharing power; the array of constitutional
checks.and balances between the three branches; an
.executive branch establishment presided over by
Cabinet officials who:are often political rivals of

the President and who, in any.event, inevitably fall
undPr the sway of ,career bureaucracies they nominally
head rather than under the influence of the short-
timers in the,Executive Office of the President; a

'"national

party system" that is in fact little more

than a collection of state and pdlitical organizations,

groups that are losing whatever coherence.they once
had to the forces of "reform" and the "independent"
voteri a eradition of implementing national policy
through mediation with the state and local govern-

-ments (the,Most'recent manifestation being revenue

sharing); an"expanding constellation of pdlicy-oriented
regulatory agencieS that are independent'of the

President, as a legal and structural matter, independent

Of Congress as a practical matter, and uncontrolled
Ii

I
r
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by the.judiciary except in fhe most extreme cases

of lawlessness; a federal judiciary that has come

to play not only a significant policy-making role;

'but a policy-implementing role as well, in areas

as disparate as education, corrections, housing,

health care, political party structure, and

transportation; and, reflective of all of the above,

a political tradition of formally delegating great

chunks of political power to well-organized private

groups, (Schuck, 1976, p. 75.).

These.factors introduce dynamic elements into the inter-

governmental relations'forum thereby perpettating a variety of

intergoverrimental relationships. The federal sys-talaelitself
_

is "a dynamic process producing a'constantly changing set of

relationships". (Porter and Olsen, 1976, p. 78). All levels'

of government are involved in the performance of shared govern-

mental activities. These relationships tend to determine the

programmatic priorities as a result of the differences of

constituent demands. (Gilbert, 1976 p. 126). Programmatic

conflictstare based in the political basis of constituent

demands and changes.
-

As political conditions change through time,

.the influence of various constituency groups changes

or new Constituencies come Into existence. When

such.shifts are recognized in national legislation in

a piecemeal way, the result often, is a program whose .

unchanged preamble orcstatement of purpose may seem

very different from the changed language of the

operative clauses. -Programs that endure are period-

ically subjected to thoroughgoing revision in order

to liking some coherence to the relationship between

prOgram goals and program operations,. Comprehensive

revisions of this kind always have aii,"up-front"

intellectual and policy rationale, but they are better

understood as expressions of the current balance of

power between the various constituencies serviced by

the'program. (Anton, 1979, N. 12).
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at:is not unusual then to expect tlie goals defined.by

this political process tend to loe unclear and the resulting

legislative and prograMmatic mandates Can be confused and con-

flicting. (Schneider and Swinton, 1979, pp. 14-15). Federal

laws and regulations in fact embody confllcting goals and

,intentions. This is reflected both at the national and at the

local level. (O'Keefe, 1978, p. 190). Another factor that

influences the quality and,character of programs-is that as

buffeted by the demands of constituents, policymakers tend to

'abandon the approaches before they are a9equately tested.

(Mangum, 1969, p. 140). This concern for the short term

benefit of constituent demand, when even weakly buttressed by )

longterm demands for programmatic consistency, usually result

in the kind of program development through legislative'mandate

that may or may not satisfy the needVWor long term national

policies and goals.

With such a functional dynamic of the political process

by which programs are generated, the American political situation

involves an element of experimentation with organizational

farms. This comes fnam the inevitable desire perhaps to make

things better and seeing th.a.t institutional change is the

mechanism for'aorrecting'social ills.

The history of American politics is full of

instances of experimentation, particularly with

organizational forms. Often, indeed, the nation has

turned with almost mystic faith to tinkering with

Institutions: The framing of consitutions, federal

and state,4flay be regarded as collective acts of

societies willing to try innovation, If their pro-

ducts combine forms and ideas handed to them' by
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tradition, many of the combinations and some of

the forms were novel, even brave. Federalism,

seParation of powers, the presidential institution,

judicial review, these are some o the relatively

untested deVices the nation has c =ratted itself

, to in spectacular fashion. (Gree± and Minar, 1967,

p. 167):

With institutional experimentation such a fundamental

part of the American political milieu, it is not surkAing

that in the development of programs such experi,mentation and

attempts at institutiorial.change are evident. Ho ver, the

approach to institutional change as anticiloated or advocated by

*the experts of organizational behavior, and the research find-

ings of these experts, are usually'circumscribed bY,the oper-

ational principles and dynamics of a democratic society. (Weiss,

1978, p. 61). (Levitan and Taggart, 1971, p. 44). The extent

to which professionalisl and expertise become the basis upon

which policy and program decisions are made is subservient

to the demands of the constituent group.

This differentiation is seen in the distinction between

the alignment of programs from the national to the local level

on a functional basis. First is the alignment of programs

from the national to the.local level on a governmental basis.

Second is the alignment on a functional basis. From the latter

perspective with respect to education the relationship hetween

a federal government and the local agencies delivering edlica-

tional programs is that of professional, OT fUnctional align-
.

ment% The.relationship is from one dhministrative agency

responsible for educational programs to another education agency

- 103 -
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responsible for administration ofprograms. The interacting

relationship, therefore, is between administrative.professionals.

.With the advent of CETA, the relationship of vocational training'

programs and manpower programs shifted the relationship under

Special revenue sharing from that oi-a functional alignment of
,

the national to the local level to that of a governmental.align-

Ment. The relationship has been defined as interaction between

an administrative agency and the chief elected'official. The

relationship becomes that of government to government relation-

ship.

While there has been too little time to analyze the effects

I
of this change in the characteristics of the relationship

between the national government and the local govqrnment, it is

evident from othe analyses that there are distinct differences

between,professional approaches and political approaches to

problem solving intoi,the.implementatflon ol social polity. The

varied use of a politically decentralized system to implement

CETA points to the difference between the approach of using a,

professional expertise in making policy and program decisions

to that of operating within a political context. Centralized

control tends to fayor the specialist and professional approach

to decision making in ,government while decentralization favors

the generalist approach. (POrter and Olsen, 1976, p. 79). The

local elected official tends to be more of,a generalist and .

less of a specialist.

With this issue being raised, and there being apparenuy

no correct or incorrect answer, it becomes apparent that there
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11
and caxiiwing out policy. (Feller, 1975, p. 780). Policy has

loolt

'T.

also been created and amended by the courts and has a significant

11

,

'-impact upon program opesAki-bn. (Gilbert, 1976, p. 124). ,

(Hodginkinson, 1476, p. 18). It is not,that these factorsihave

is a need to delineate the roles and relationships of the

major-participants in vocational education and in manpower pro-.

grams. (McPherson, 1976, p. 213). Certain of the programs

operate in a conteXt requiring collaboration stemming from a

professional perspective and within an institutional setting
1-

where decisions are based on professional expertise, as the

chief decision Criteiion. Other institutions operate'in the

collaborative context flowing from a perspective of political

trade-off and the dynamics of intergovernmental relations. It

is important to identify and determine the respective koles and

relationships based on the capabilities of th'e respective

participating institutions. For example, it has been observed

that part of the reason for the lack of coordination Under the

5%*funds.has involved the fact.there are too many actors in

order to achieve a consensus. (Autry and Dement, 1977, p. 64).

The types of "actors" also plays-a central'and crucial role.

4
Other factors involved in this situation include the.fact

that the number af actors, by moving to the political'or govern-
.*

Mental operation of manpower programs, has been,expanded. State

legislatures, as:relevant participanti, are almost always

ignored in the literature, especially by policy analysts in

consideration of those factors which-are-relevant to making

. -
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not been operative to a certain degree previouslx." To the

extent that local elected officials both at the state level and

the local leVel become the focal point for the operatiort of

manpower programs, political dynamics, heretofore latent in

manpower programs,,become activated and cruCially central,to

decisions. It becomes obvioUs also that the catalysts and
0

facilitators for cooperation Will therefore differ from state_

to state and from leve to level in ways that we-have not,

previously experience . (Apker, 1979, p. 4). :

Public administJtion functions in a political an& a

pluralistic context: A context trom which the edudition

communities and other professional pistitueions may be to a

certain degree isolated. In.a pluralistic society and in a
ft,

pluralistic context, there is no unitary definitionAof public

interest. (Schick, 1977, pp. 260-261).

Groups re ordered bv the_degree tO which th

are likely to be dffected by a decision. Tr e-offs ,

are constructed on thelasis of the net bene s and 11

losses to the most higlaY impaOted groups, (b)teles,

1977, p. 227) .

k,This factor tends to generate a multiplicity of,policer analysis

approaches. Manpower itself,"therefore, operates within such

an institutional pluralism. (Lieske, 1976, p. 127).

The fact that public agencies themselves work in separate

I.

poWer and political galaxies, answer to different constituencies,

and interrelate within those political galaxies with different

political and private institutions, (Arnold, 1974, p. 209)

mitigates against such public agencies cooperating when they have

, II

131.
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pulls and tugs that diverge with respect to the agencies with

which they should and must interact. jt may be-that vocational

education's survival may be due to faolitical rather than pro-

fessional reasons. (Grubb,' 1979, p.211). *However, this i8 not

to assert that the political context and the constituents witfiin

which vocational education _operates is thd same as that,within

whict manpower
operates. In fact, it may be that they operate on

highly different arid institutionally segregated contexts.

One example may indicate the extent to which manpower

progravs may be at.this time more responsive to the political

dynahics in education. State legislatures have beCome in-

creasingly interested in the influx of federal funds into states.

In a few states', state legislatures reappropriate federal funds,

thereby judging again the benefits to-be derived from the use

of those funds and asse6sing the,relatedness between those. pro-

grams and existing state programs. In this context, program

adthinistrators of manpower provrams have been asked to justify

the expenditure of funds.according to the'categories establish-
,

ed by the federal government, and whether or not expenditure of

funds according to.those categories, coincides Or conflicts with

priorities estaiili-shed.by the state legislatures-and other state
0.

agencies. This desire to achieve a coordination within
< the state,

-re.gardless of national priorities and possibly in contra-distinction

to nationalpriorities, has raised the*issue for manpower.pro-

grams which vocational education has only tangentially faced.

From the point of vlew of justifying largeistate expenditures
\-

of vocational educational money for state agency staff, and
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to the extent to which s,tate legislatures become more active
_AN

in making decisions in human service delivery programs, voca-

tional education will experience increasing sctutiny on the part

of state legislatures. Vocational education thereby will be

thrust mote directly into the politEcal context' of decision"

making that is familiar to state legislatures and governors.

'It appears that interagency coordination and its concerns

are basically bureaucratic issues involving administrative

details. To d4e,,those active in the Rolitical process have

not paid much attention to the characteristics and the dynamics

of interagency Coordination, beyond simply mandaapg that

coordination should take place, which is based on a more primary

objectiVe: that of reducing the duplicatiwxpenditure of funds II

and the overlap of ihp rams. (McPherson, 1976, p. 205). IfNmk\.

p.

II
4terorganizational coordination is a mechanism 4hereby duplication II

and overlap will be reduced and higher efficiency and cooperation

will be achieved, what are the trade-offs of priorities anc .

obligations and divisions pf responsibilities that the respective II

institutions will have to take? RoW do these trade-offs:and

divisions of responsibilities,relate to the political process II-

and the qnstituent,demands that are also impinging upon the.

i development of policy and programs at bbth the national and the 11

local levels? To what extent will the administra.tor0 have to*

11
become more familiar with the political process in order to make

those engaged in political decisions aware of the poss ilities

1

that interorgalkitational coordination may have with re p/'eat to

-
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1 achieving other objectives and the extent to which'inter-

organizational coordination is not desired.or is incapable of

IIachieving 'other primary objectives? Administrative changes are
\.

II

Certainly needed but it is possible that they are likely.to

.

, _.---

effect only marginal improvements in manpower programs.

11 A
(Levitan and Taggart, 1971, p. 61). To this extent inter-;

organizational coordination must be seen within its organlizational

II

:
..

context and political context with respect to that which can
d,

IIbe reasonably achieved and when it is necessary to.turn tO other

methods for achieving such coordination.
,

IIC, The Responsibilities of Pubi..ic Administration

IIMany recognized that there is a need to reorder the net-

i
work of governmental relationships given the recent disCussions

II.
and observations relative to policy analysis. Much of the

.

debate over the issues related to systems reorganization is a

IIdebate carlied on by public administrators and much less so

by elected officials. (McPherson, 1976, p. 205). Perhaps it

is because politicians deal constantly with change, while
k

s

bureaucracies tend to be static (incdrporating change to help

them to keep in touch withtheir environment), that the elected.

officials find that devising systemp to reorganize governmental:
4

relations is much leis of concern. Elected officials-dealing

as the representatives of a'system of compromises, checks and

11
balances finds that very little in his or her domain is static.

If a change of direction is called for, it is fully within the

capacity of that system for change to take place. Bureaucracy )(
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tends fo be more legalistic and.has the responsibility for

carrying out legislative mandates, often reinforced by judicial

decisions. The tendency is to be more.static and, therefore, to

be concerned with issues Yelated to change.

Part of the distinction between public adminisiration, as

11

I.

for the fact that public administrators have taken little heed .11

to and had little cdncern fox the political considerations in

the context-in which public administration operates. It was , II

Woodrow Wilson who said "administration lies outside the proper
11

11

1/

than perhaps would be found in the private sector. ,(Weidenbaum

and Rockwell, 1977, pp. 67-69). (Shaw, 1977, p. 520. This

distinction between the management approach of public\administratial

differing from the management approach ofothe priv te sector,

has been made explicit with respect to, the area of plan ing.

- 110 -
II

a nonpoliticial activity, and the public arena may also account

sphere of politics. Administrative questions are not political

questions; although politics sets the task for administration,

it should not be suffered to manipulate its offices."

(Frederickson, 1976, p. 564). However, it is generally agreed

that public administration at least is integr
.0

ly part of the

political process. (Arnold, 1974, p. 210) . (Mirengoff, 978,

41p. 53)

The politician-deals. with power and not with p'ofits..

(Arnold, 1974, p. 205). *Therefore, the politician's concern

tor the administration of public agencies and pmgrams concerns

ftself with different attitudes towards management \and output .

t
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II

The government as a planning body has certain prerogatives and
1

_freedoms that are not availab to the private,sector. The

private sector projects pated outcomes.and fUturea which

it then seekt- to realiz

market and other factors.

rough adjusting its reactions to

In striking oontrast, the government is'
sovereign, and its planning ultimately involves
the:use of its power to achiNive results it desirei.

Its inkluence is externally oriented, extending
its sway over the entire society, including rei-

distributing the resources of that society through

texation, regulation, subsidization, and procure-

jment. Unlike a private organization, government

may not only plan, it can algo command. While a

business firm calk set goals only for itself, govern-

ment can establift goals for sbciety as a whole.

(Weidenbaum and Rockwell, 1977. p. 60).

The administration of public programs, therefore/ involves

a degree of poWer not available to the private sector. It is

for this reason as we have seen that the concern of the populace

for vesting too much power in ani one institution or agency has

led to the establishment of conflicting and compey,pg,sources

of politican'and governmental poWer. The errors in planning for

government are borne hisT the taxpayer and the consumer through

the adjustments made by the government. For this reaSon, the

limitation of power, and therefore the limitation of the

liability of the public-consumer, is insured.

In carrying out the function of public administration as

a public trust and answering to the demands of the varioui
-

constituencies, public administration has also perforMed.the

function Of balancing theise political dAlands with the interests
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of.minorities. (Frederickson, 1976, p. 567). In this sense,

it carries out a mission which transcendp the particularized
-

demands of any individual constituency. In this way, public:-
4

administrator is responsible for managing a set of dynamics

which involves the coordination of conflicting or opposing or

competing cmistituents and also constituents who have,little"

power in terms of coMpeting in:this process. There is a need

for the public'administrator to menage the involvement and

the linkages Of the,government in the process.of determining

the administration of public programs.

Incteasingly the administrator findS that
rather than managing resources or managing a system,
he is managing relationships, facilitating exchAnge-
of information and the development of understanding
between and among the diverse comPonents which make
up the community. Increasingly our public institutions
are being called upon to bridge-Ihe gaps which exist
between these diversetprponents, tito forge new
linkages, to constrUct iiid-facilitate networks which"-,
make-it possible for individuals and institutions to
draw upon each,other: (Shaw, 1977, p. 519).

It is this man agerAent of,interests which becomeS a primary

focus of the public administrator's responsibility. In sa

doing, the public adMinistrator reflects the balance of con-

cerns And demands that are the basis upon which the politican

makes decisions. 'The public administrator !aces many of

the same kinds of decisions and problems of integrating the

goals of all citizens and groups. (Weidenbaum and Rockwell,

1977, pp. 64-65). In this respect, the consonant ality of

public administration with the political process reflects the

reality that operations constitute policy and operations are

-1146
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not neutral..

By focusing upon the relationship between public admini-

stration and its political context, it becomdi evident that the

politicA ir imtitution must ndorporate the factors of change i

and developMent as charaCterrstics of the institutions. The4

institution must be able inherently to adjust to the change of

context and the change of:demanas. It Must be able to devdiop

criteria t measure its effeotivepess in such.a context of,

change. Frederickson has given us-some examples of the types

of change that he anticipates will be taking place in public

administration.in the next few decades. {Frederickson, 1976,
0

pp,.568if).' He dfscusses the areas of change In the-responsive-
.

ness of organization's, the notion of rationality by which

organizations operatei the management worker/management citizen

relations. and'the itruCture for organizations.

First,'with respect to the need for change and responsive-,
4

ness and the type of change and .responsiveness, he sees'that we.
1

.

will be moving from a ,situation Ffiere the pAblqm is perceived

as basically out of reform or change (putting right that which

is wrong) to on of seein4 the problem as institutionaliling

change,procedures,. that is, the recognition that those things

put.right are unlikely to stay ri4ht and that developing

cArectibility criteria,is as important:as correctness. Also

there will be a move from leadership by authority to leadership /

by change facilit.ation. Second, in terms of.the rationality

of,organization'al structUre and behavior'he identifies thatme
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, will move from a situ.aion where we believe that we know what

ought to be done,

)101.7 tO
414

'and where,the problem is one of discoirering

to 'Moving, to a situation where we know how

to do things and'where the problem is ()Ile of discovering how

,to determine what ought to be done'. Planning will cease to be

a crisis teChnique, and pianning will be acting. Public
;

administration, will Move from setting sensibae goals and then

institutionalizing to achieve them, to seeking.to developing

commitment to-sensible action in order to achieve sensible

,cmerall objectives.

'Third, with respect to the relations between managenient and

' Workers and citizens, a sivation which directly affects

vocational education and. training, Frederickson identifies a

- move from authority occurring from the top and moving down
4

through the organizati,on to a situation of authority coming

from the group. It will also be a caie of a change in attitude

of the job as sbbsistence to the job being a satisfactory

experience.' Along with this will be a.change in the characteriza-
,

,tion of the regimented work environmedt to.that of the democratic

work. environment. Public adminiStration will have to move from

a conceptudlization that conflict should be avoided to the aware-
,

ness that conflict is gooa and should be accommodated and used. ,

4

In such a situation, We will have to adapt our preSent view that

I/
consehsus'is necessary and that confrontation may be tolerated

as 'long as it is transient (that confreintation may be productive II

of catastrophe if allowed to 'extend beyona marginal questions),

114 -
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gp,

to a view that confrontation is necessary and consensus is

tolerable as long as a great premium is not placed upon it.

In this position, consensus may be productive of error if

allowed to extend beyond the original conditions which produces

it. 'Finally, Frederickson indicates changes in the structure

of administration. He believes that we will change from

centralization, which helps 'the manager make an effective and

right decision, 'to decentralizatión where-the task of the

manager.is to make sure that good decisions get made in the

bowels of the organization and to be certain that they are not

blocked. In this respect, we will move from an emphasis on

institutional hierarchy to an emphasis on small: decentralized

hierarchies within large terminal projects.

Considering this sample of projections for the.character

of public.administration, It becomes quite eVident that there

will be an increasedempAsis on re-educating the Public
;

administrator. Such changes as Frederickson projects for public

administration; however, are not limited to this sphere of *work.

The whole work environment itself will be undergOing such

4
changes. However, for our purposes, it is enough to indicate

that change in the characterizations.of the various relation-

pliblic administration point to the ever increasing

awarenegs of,the political,-context in:which public administration

operates.

In order to facilitat9(the developments that Frederickson

has outlined, we.will need more management studies of administrative
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problems on the various levels of.government and the trade-

offs on such issues as centralization as compared with de-

centralization. Such a need has been identified in the area

of manpower programs.

More information is needed on administrative-
relationships between sponsors ahd subunits in
counties, consortia, aqd balance ofstates. The
Department of Labor.should initiate studies Of
administrative problems such as the effects of

,

administrative layers on processes, dilhded account-
1 ability, and the trade-offs between centralizd and
decentralized contracting and supervision of operations.
Problems of fragmented administration and the effects
of using planning organizations to administer'pro-
grams in balance of states also need further'exploration.
(Mirengoff, 1978, p.. 264).

The key 'tb successful interorganization of various ageregies

and institutions operating collaboratively in the public

administration context is-in matching charactertistics-of each

unique context with the appropriate level of integration.

(Whetten, 1977, 4). 77) . (Schermerhorn, 1915, p. 850). It has

been pointed out, in this respect, that the inauguration of CETA
40

has created the need for higher order of'public management and

changed the public management enyironment by placing emphasis

on political decision Maker for central prOgrats. (Snedeker and II

Snedeker, 1978, pp. 185-186) .

I

4

This change effects not only the local level but also the

state level and the federal level, bedause it raises the isSue of

the relative roles and responsibilities, delegation and devolution

of authority, accountability, and related matters. In thiS

resibect, public Sdmiiiistration must face the question of its

14.i



relationship to the private sector in terms of improving the

relationship of the values and operations of public Aministration

with respect to those of the private sectoi.

11

Public administration, in carrying out manpower and employ-

ment and training.ptograms, is tequired to impact upon the

I/
private sector. (NCMP, 1976, p. 61). (U.S./D.O.L.,,1978, p. 61).

1/

Many Of-the changes that riust take place in employment prOgrams

..- . .

will have to take place in the 4ivate sector, and the impetus-
,

.A.

Ilfor this will come from the public sector where 'much Of the

training.of the workers for 'the future take§ place.* In order

1.1

to have a satisfied worker, for example, we need to have

satisfying work.

II.

If we are to enhance payoffs between education and'

employment futures it is essential to devote more

II

time And effort to establishing a Social system

which is.capable of absorbing-workers and providing

workers with conditions which will take advantage

II

of the .skills and motivation which these people
bring into the work market. (Gottlieb, 19,77, p"O).

The empha'sis of vocational trainers on reducing the dropout

II .$''V
Nz ,rate.will have to be achieved through improved transitions.

III(Kirst, 1979', p. 62). The'transitions will be ever increasingly

emphasizing the quAlity of work that the worker will be per-
.

il
forming. -While .most skill training may take place on-the job,'

.

. -

(Thurow, 1979, pp. 324-325) industry_training has bden.quite

IPlimited'and limiting (McGowan and COhen, 1:977, p. 36) and,' i

therefore, the vocational community will have to assess the

quality of skial training in its relevance to their providing

training and preparation tor work, and in,re-,training people

for ski,Ils in new techriologies.

142
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Vocational education and'manpower programewill also have

..._1±10.45a1 with the issue of limited industry involvement in both

vocational-educational programs and manpower programs.- This

limited involvement has been due to (1) the fact that industry

has been disillusioned with vocational education and manpower

programs, (2) the isolation of educators; (3) some union pro-
JA

visions, (4) lack of mechanisms_for communication and cooperation.
40

, (NAM, 1975, pp. 9-10) '(Cameron, 1979, pp. 116-118). Vocational

educators and manpower administrators will have to'be.looking
4

at the .types of businesses and industry operations that'are

most often served by vocational edueation and manpower toPbetter

understand the'nature of those industrial and business groups

with which they must form collaborative relati\onships. .This

also includes collWpprition with-labor unions.

We must assess the extent to which vocational education

can have a positive impact on thoge responsible for the design

of the work setting, those responsible for increasing work

opportunities, and those responsible'for absorption and integra-

tion of the work force, namely the private-sector where four

out of five jobs are created. .(0EC0, 1964). tn_this respect,

vocational education must assess what mea4es.are being used

to relate to,the needs of industry at tJie lcal level through

vocation education and manpower programs. Ultimately it is

business and labor that have the resPonsibility\to provide

-.oppoitunities for work. (Michael, 1976, pp. 605-6'06). It is

they whq must redesign work-settings and procedures o take

- 118.-
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advantage of the skills and abilities and expectations of those

entering.the work force. (Gottlieb, 1977, p. 48). However,

it is.the responsibility of vocational education and manpower

agencies to-assess the extent to which such collaborative linkages

to facilitate'this development have not taken place, and the

extent to which suáh collaborative linkages are'possible.

There will be the continuation of a decrease of in-house

.training by industry and.a greater use of outside agencies ior ,

'training. (Amara, 1978, p. 12). For most industries, it is

not cost-effective for them to do their .own training, and the

large.industries that do their awn training perform basicall*

industry related skill training. There is still a large

responsibility in this area for vocational training. Voca ional

education has not been isolated from-the various farms of

skill training that relate to on-the-job work. Vocational
r-I

education uttlizes training.on the job, in school, and in other

,institutional settings, and in this respect should' be ready to

provide tkie kind of well-rounded training and skill experience

atliat employers find valUable in wOrkers. (Swanson, 1978, p. 88).
T \
One possibility that has been suggested is,that consortia of

emplyers who cannot provide training indivudally could provide .

and purchase training from dducation and manpower agencies. ;

. (Becker et al., 1965). There is obviously a rieed to assist

industty with such training and it is. up to vocational education

.

to determine the means by which such training can be provided
A

with the greatest facility and flexib lity for industr.but also
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providing ihe best skill training that an individual-needs.

(Evans and_Herr, 1978, p. 116) (Kirst, 1979, p; 64).

Aspblical1y administered prOgrams, vocational education and
, 1

manpowerlhave a responsibility to develop collaborative link-

'ages betaqeri their respective institutional contexts, and with,

the private sector. To this end, the observation on the

particular charabteristics of the public administration context,

and the research that can highlight the dynamies_of inter4

0 organizational cooperation, provide guidelines for positive

strategic developments. The leasibility of national or nation- 411

wide policy.thrusts, in achieving thp collaboration sought,

derives support or opposition from the foregoing discussioh of

the public policy context.

of
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CHAPTER IV

TOWARDS ANOCATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY AGENDA

A. A National or Nation-wide Vocational Education Policy

Our discussion hs-focused,o)I the variety of factors

affecting vocatiOnal education and manpower programs in terms

of theii functioning as administrative systems. It has also

focused,on the contexts-in which they operate, including

demographic ancI.technological factors. We,have seen that
7

vocational education..and manpower are not monolithic systems but

involve several' levels of governmental institutions and a

variety of actors aRd groups impinging upon each other and

deciding policy. For these reasons it is justified to ask

whether vocational education requires a national policy, or

perhaps a'nation=wide policy.

.The distiliction_between the two center around the diStinction

between a policy that would be national,,that is a'policy

uniformly derived and uniformly applicable to all vocational

educational programs in the UniSd States, and a nation-wide

system which would include basic principles but which would be

developed,at,theregional.and local level, with differentiations

appropriate to.the variOus contexts and actors relevant for

,implementation of policies. Currently, there has been a call

.for a national Vocational 4ducation policy. The reasons given

for having a ritiona1 vocational education policy would.apply

equally well tO reasons for having a nation-wide policy. The
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reasons presented are first, the scope o the responsibilities

a vocational education establishment has neVer been precisely

defined; second, vocational education is vulnerable to attack

because 'there is no artiOulated policy against which its

effectiveness can be measured; third, there is a need to

sttengthen local control and adaptability with a clear and

comprehensive policy which defines goals precisely., (Feldman,

I.

111

7_9761, pp. 5-8). For these reasons alone a nation-wide, vocational edull

cation policy should be developed. Such a policy could bpygenerated

at the national level but could not be.developed at the national 11
I

level only. Policy developments at the local and state levels

, have taken a step forward in the last decade, and the capabilities ill

of both thestate and local levels to engage in policy research

.'. 11

and policy analysis have increased along side their authority.and

responsibility for managing additional human resource programs, 11

most specifically manpoWer programs.

With respect to vocational education, the current situation 11.

may be one of existing policy centers tfiroughout the country,

which is not unacceptable except for thefact that there appears

to,be little coordination of olicy development among these
11

centers.

. Perhaps the trouble is that there is a national 41
,

,

public policy, or a conitellation of public policies,

toward vocational education. It consists in all the
e actions taken through public pOlicy-making procedures-- II

legislative, executive, administrative, and judicial

on all three levels of government, involving the use

of public resources, affecting thejorovision, con-
sumption, promotion, and regulatibn of a public It

% service referenced in public documents as vocational

education. In short, national policIrtoward vocational

, 122
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eduggitilón is what a highly decentralkted, publisAy

maintalned and operated enterprise identified, with

considerable ambiguity, as vocational education in

fact does on a day to day basis.

This conception of what a national licy may

be in fact appears, however, to be less than,satisfactory

to those who expect that policies in operation should

diaplay features of clarity and economy of goal
ACstructure, as well as coherence and internal'consistency

in.the means stipulated for fulfilling stated goals.

(David, 1977, p. 10) .

It is for.the very reasons that some expect policies to

display certain features of clarity and economy of goal structure

as well aS coherbnceand internal consistency that the analysis'

as indicated by this,paper should.be accOmplished. It is not

that the Constellation of public policies, either generated at*

the local level or defined in the day-to-day operation, should

cease to exist but that we must comb to better understand the

various factors by which xclicy is defined and.the role of the

actors at the various levels in defining and creating policy.

We can then come to better-understand the mechanisms involved

in policyAevelopment.

It is not the case that We should opt for a loose systbm

without criteria for evaluation of performance. Specifications

of natifnal vocational education goals should be particular

enoughtfor measurement. (Lindman, 1976, pp. 121-122) (U4iversity.

of California, 1975,-pp. 13-14) (Walsh, 1979,. p. 231). For
;

examplP, vocational
education'can be measured On'(1) its ability

to create the skills demanded by employers, and (2) on'the

necessity of acquiring'those skills not iacademic but in

- 123 -
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vocational education environments. (I#urow, 1979,'p. 336):
11

But for the development of a nationwide vocational education p licy

and for the realistic measurement of,the effectiveness of that

policy, we cannot ignore differentiations and distinctions th t

exist and opt for an overly-simplified model of what a natio

wide or a national vocational education policy should look like. It-
,

In defining vocational education policy for an entire

ili It
nation, it would be helpful to do this in a context of defining

also a nation-wide manpower policy recognizing that certain

elements of, manpower policy woUld have more centralized

characteristics than perhaps vocational education Would have.

But what would a"national manpower policy look like? .

Some delineation of what is meant by a

national manpower policyframework is in order. The

concept.of a national maripower policy has been dis-

cussed by many, but it has not been well defined

as to what it would be or how,it wouldfbe structUr

and'implemented. Conceptually and operationally

it has many-illusive dimensiohs thaf preclude.s rp

demarcation and exposition, but the following major

elements can be identified:
A fairly explicit set of principles and

gols.
?Specific objectives, with standards and

ime tables.
A series of program and operational measures.
A range of coordinated delivery systems,

with accountable management structures.
An infrastructure ot manpoWer policy making

institutions tied into the economic policy

institutions. 1

Other support ihstitutions for labor market
information and data; as well as a related research

effort.
PerformanCe standards for both policy and pro-

slram assessment, with an evaluation and cOntrol

system. (NCMP, 1976, pp. 13-14).
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Such a framework for a national policy does.not pre-

clude the possibility of formulating a nation-wide framework

for manpower policy. A fraMework would include some Of the

very con)iderations for;local policy making ankthe devolution

of federal responsibilities to the,local levels, recogn54ikng

that theiverse anepluralistic context in which po1i7 is-

made in both formal and'informal ways.

eir
Anothr consideration, taken from the context of national

economic planning, points to the limitations such a national.
,

'planning*or policy attempt may'hame. .

, .

Thus, "American-style" national economic planning
would not be planning at all and could not fulfill the
objectives, of planning. It could provide no coherent
social goals. It could not dispel our.intractable
ignorance about the social.organidm. The more com-
prehensive its reach would become,-the less sure
would be its grasp. Ana its rationality would 4uickly
dissolve in the yeasty medium of politics.

4
If national ecohomic planning would accomplish

no good,-however, it is also likely to do little harm,
if only because the dominant, and predominantly hostile,
political reality to which it must speedily adapt ,

-\\will deny it any real influence. Yet for all of that,
national economic planning in some form'appears,in-
evitable in America. Its natural-enemy, big business,
has lost its hard edge of opposition, sensing perhaps
that planning can be easily co-opted. (Schuck, 19,76,.'

pp. 71-78). . I..... 0"
.

With the possibility that national economic planning may-be a

ähimera for which little effort Should be.expended, a question
A

14 raised as to whe er manpcmer and vocational education planning

and policy,-developme t Akild support.attempts to make a
a

national, singl4 e,and coherent policy. (Kirst, 1979, p. 53),
,.

(U.8./HEWr 1977, p. 14). Planning an&Tolicy Making for
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vocational education do not occur at the federal level, and

vocational education is "a national program only in the sense

that it is a collection of state programs in which there is a

federal interest." (Swanson, 1978, p..87). A federal interest,

however, does not Constitute a national policy and we have to

ask more, carefully the extent of which the search for a national

policy as opposed to a nation-wide policy is a realistic

2 . objective.
.

- We must then ask what a natiOn-Wide plurtlistic vocational
,

1

educational policy would look like. Such a policy might, apart

_ from national economic programs to stimulate manpower demand,

specify specialized programs to encourage loCal and regional .1

development of employment'opportunities. (0E4 1964, p.-16).

A step in the direction of such local development opportunities

1

1.
,

might be Kruger's blueprint for a comprehensive vocational ,

11

education and manpower delivery system. Kruger gpecifies ten .

,

elements fi iin such a system: rst, a need to consoldate pro- .

,

II.,

grams; second, manddted groups of workers to be served; third,

,a neaningful and manageable role for federal; state, and local
*

government agencies and non-profit agencies in planning and

delivery of services; fourth, a more pronounced role for.the4

state, possibly with the governor as the state manpower agent

or the mandating of a state manpower agency; fifth, new

institutional arrangements to foster and improve the federal,
I.

state, and local government re/dtions; sixth, clarification of

the,role of public service epployment; seventh, improvement of

41P
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t.

,

the functiOhIng of the labor marketi; eighth, improvement of

the delivery of manpowervserviceS mandating accountability,

establishing a due process system in the application of rights,

and more emphasis on staff triining iacldding interagency
. .

training; ninth, an adequate level of an advanced funding; tenth,

establishment of a national institute for manpower policy.

.s (Kruger, 1972, p. 20). Kruger's blueprint ia possib,le,

while.it may omit some elements that we have discussed. It

tdcuses'bn several thpt are quite important-Including the/role
/

of-the state and improvement of_manpower services and a Mean-

ingful and'manageable, role for each. of the levels of government

agenbies and for non-profit agencies. It is a step in the

direction of'including those grOupS that realisticalb"haVe a

part in developing.vocational education,and,maneower policy:

I/ - One of the most important factors that will have to be an

element of such a blueprint aie mlOwanisms for oper4ng.the--

. boundaries df various institutions to permeability from other

institutionsashare:knandaffect,the developmeat

of----their-:-own_policies* and 'programs. Subh ati attempt'will not

11

I

1

\
be met with favor-from most organizations, whiCh-r-currently are

,

in competition with each other for fuilds; rt may.even be

necessary to amend odr concept of organizational.behhvior -and

.institutional existence.

It shall be necessary for public administration

to develop what might be cilled "structural dynamics."

In structural dynamics it will.be nebessary to.haVe

an arsenal of organizational models,, with any One

;model or combination'.of:models realy for use when

,needed, Only in this ciay can organizations change

-



as rapidly as will likely be necessary. So while
the effective public administrator will need:to
understarid and work effectively with people, that
administxator will also need to know how to organize
those people to effective patterns of interaction.
It is those structures that we ,have ignored, and it
is my best guess that we are likely to see a much
fuller array of structural alternatives being developed
in the.future. (Erederickson,4i976, p. 573).

The rationale for such a flexible akd multivaried approach

to models of orgamization_monla be th4,t 9..ucb definition nf thp

policy context would be more realistic in terms,of the factors

involved in development of policy. It has become more evident

that policies and the mix of programs should be variable. The

structures for developing policy and implementing policy also

must be mixed and'variable. While it is trueithai the natufe

of manpower and labor market policies and the mix of programs

Hi

should be variable with (1) the nature of unemployment, (2) the

levels of unemployment at the time and (3) with. the Mix of

individuals seeking work, (NACVE, 1977, p. 2) itis also true .

._

that tile organitational and institutional structures and mechanisms
4d. .

must themselves be variable with respçLxot snly to these

II
factors but with respect to 'the whole range of factors that

.

we haire been discussing.

It is not likely at this time that,such a-notion will have
'AB

wide-based popular support, and there is a great deal of analysis

that must.be done in terms of adjusting this notion with the

notion of policy harmonizatiOn'of various policy arenas in the

larger context of policy development. However, I believe that

the results, if such an approachlwere utilized, Wouad.be far
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more beneficial and fruitful than.to take the current approach

of static.organizations witg semi-fixed and autonomouS boundaries,

each frying to approach the other from an isolated world yiew.

What this situation is evidence of is the dilemma that exists in

policy -making of the tensions between precision and consensus.

(David, 1977, p. 14). On the one hand, there'is the drive for-

prer,ision ap,d parsimony.. On the other is the political drive

for consensus; ambiguity, and decentralization,.

The ambiguity of policy and policy focuslacilitates

consensus at the same time that it appears to confound precision.

However, we say have to develop different notions of precision

or notions of Trecision,that'are more accurate to the situation

at hand. %The question at this point is whether the techniques

and insights for interorganizational coordihation, would provide

tool for policy harmonization effbrts br whether this is,

simply an administrative consideration. We have looked at the

.findings of j.nteragendy coordination theorists with respect to

_public administration at large and with respect to vocational

education Manpower programs in particular. It is_nOt clear at

this poiht whether the insights would provide:opportunities for
,

achieving the kind of cOnsensus.mode of pluralistic vocational

education policy in a 'ilaionwide effort, or whether 'another

approach to interagency coordination would be effectively
,

utilized as an administrative mechaniSm for'achieving

implementational coordination,"after policy harMonization had been ,

.achieved:

-129 -
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B. Issues of Policy Harmonization for Vocational Education

Vocational education is defined by a web of social 'and

economic policy domains. (David, 1977, p. 17). This dependence

of vocational ed,uction on other policy areas increases the need

to understand the activities of those other policy areas. It

a4o creates a climate in which there,is arcincreased need for

r. - e-areags,-as-po-Licy,analygis has

become_more sophisticated over the last several years and as

the acceleration of activities within the various policy areas

has generated.more.attentiOn to policy considerations, focusing
40

on .long range rather than short range approaches to program

design. The need to coordinate the acti4Ity in areas such ai

economics, social welfare, education; skill training, .and so

on have become more evident.

It is no-longer possible to settle for ad 'hoc policy

p

development where funding priorities and mechanisms, determining 1.

program goalg, are implemented in a piecerMeal fashion, or

0implemented without regard to the effects that they have on

other programs. There is a difference, however, between

coordinated po,licy development and centralized policy decision Ildot,

making. On.al-1 levels of government, and in both the private

and the public sectors, policy analysis and policy making takes

place. The problems that have developed are because there are

few mechanisms for coqrdinating these activities, such that

decisions and concerns arid considerations in one area are known

and taken into accOunt in'other areasi and that the objectives
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of each area, while perhaps not totally coordinated and without

conflict, 4re at leagt known and taken into consideration in
AP

setting pubjectives in other policy areas. There are several

tendencies that shape public policy n the United States, And ,

it is, these tendencies which will continue to shape the policy

im the United States' third century.

Ten such tendencies are: Environmental constraint,
the modern mixed economy, the changing international-
order, postindustrial society, changing political
values and ideaologies, modern mass communications,
urban society, the growing.density and changing-balance
of federalism, the modernliadministrative state, and
the changing character of Mblic policy. Popular
soverei4nty, the people's ability to,control govern-
ment, is a useful rubric under which to congider
democratic conditions for shaping public policy.-
The party system is critical in effectuating popular

sovereignty. Other concerns are the role of interest

groups, political and civic participation, and
elections. Requirements of popular sovereignty
culminate constitutionally,in policy'shaping by
responsible officials: Congress and the President.
Our ways of shaping policy are as subject to con-
structive change through public understanding as
through legislative actions or constitutional Amend-

.
ments. (Gilbert, 1976, p. 116).

the-One-tendency, which has been the most pervasive consideration

of this paper, has been the changing character of public policy,

which Henry David identifies as.perhaps the Most imi3ortant sphere--

,for the formulation of vocational education policy. (David,

1971, p. 17). There are several factors with respect to the

changing character of public policy that affect the development

of vocational ,education policy as.it relates to its own objectiv,es

and. as it relates-to the harmonization with other policy areas.

The more public policy there is the more it shapes while it is

.being shaped.- '(Gilbert, 1976, p. 123). Pthlic policy generatiOn
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creates the climate'in which more public policy i generated
--

because of the preponderance of public policy. The generation

of public policy also generates new expectations and demands

which'therefore reate political overlaps and overloads. The

generation of public policy'exacerbates conflicts ov r the

technological determination Of public policy. This eflects_

I.
the conflict between precision and consensus. Finally, public :

policy is defined by organizational precedents and donstraints,

which affect the generation of public policy and the-kinds of

policy which are generated.

To seek policy harmonization of the'various'yolicy areas

in their generation of policy does not mean that the concept

of harmonization eliminates the reality of, or the need for,
1-*A

conflict. The Constitution of the United States recognizes

the reality of and,the need for conflict and the need for

mechanisms for conflict resolution. ('Weiner and Wildavsky,

111976, pp. 10-11). It iS not by the elimination of conflict (,

that policy is made,)put it is by the control of conflict and
11

the amelioration of conflicting claims that harmonization's

effects in program development and the selection oflg*objectivet
1_

is achieved.' Anbther factor that shapes policy is that,-in a

.pluralistic society, Policy emerges. (Mangum, 1969, pp. ix-x).

It is, therefore, not made in a coherent sense. (Ibid., p. 11).

When two institutions or policy areas share common goals or

gbal structures, the consequents of the shared goals is the
,

increased possibility of conflict over program outputs and
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\

resource utilization. But t e\More important objective is to

achieve conflict resolution. e d, 1975, p. 124). The

challenge forJa democratic socie to achieve conflict,

resolution without the need for a r-coordiniting agencY,

or power, demanding coordination hut,th ough the development

of collaborative mechanisms whereby the utonomous or semi=

autonomous institutions, each controlling esources, can

coordina their activities and harmonize eir Objectives and

pol y goal structures.

Vocational education then should conside well what policy

areas it is in competition with, because polict harmonization
,

attempts.to heighten the differences and the co flicts between

such areas. One of the probleMs that emerges is that each

polic4area is more likely to be measured differently, each

having different or conflicting obj ives. the concerns for

allocating resources,.for choosing objectives betWeen the conflict-

ing policy areas, and the measures by which effectiveness will

"be determined cause some.difficulty. It is awkward to determine
tow

the relative impact 'of such competing programs and to resolve

issues of trade-Offs. ISchiller, 1978, p. 109). But as we have

seen, it is just these and Similar issues that will be the

central focus for public administration.. Public administration

will increasingly be more concerned with issues external to

indivAdual policy Areas, such as boUndary problems. (Frederickgbn,

1976, p. 571).
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A related factor confounding.the smooth harmonization of

policy areas is the existence of alternative conceptions for

each policy area. (Lerwick, 1979, p. iii). Given alternative

conceptions, conflicts within,a policy area over ohjectives,

boundaries, resources, and outputs will make harmonization mcrp

difficult with other policy areas for whom some of the same

resources, boundaries, and objectives may be in contention. In

thig reSpect, policy perspective& do not cancel each othe' out.,

but tend to become composite.without reconciliation. (Dakrid,

1977, p. 13). This creatq a situation'of policy by aggregation

and inherent conflicts are generated and compounded over time.'

The-coordination of the various pieces of policy development

becomes more difficUlt and continued policy hegemony becomes

moire and more detrimental to harmonization. (Heclo, J975, pi).

404-405).

It must be warned, however, that there'are negative 'con-

s'eguences of over-emphasizing the adversariarguality-of.

policy thinking. (LY911, 1978, p. 16). The result could be a .

lack of the common set of relationships agreed to as the focus

at-the discussion. A lack-of-consensus-also-develop& as to

what fs being discussed. For example, there is a lack in

vocational education on (1) agreement on how the probJems being

addressed.should be defined, (2) how situations.should be re-

presented, and (3) on the range of available options. (David,

1977, p. 13). Such consequences of conflict and diversity pull

against harmonization. However, they are.elements of the very
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.fabric of polEcy making and.point'again to the need for mechanisms

to achieve con'sensus and mechanisms for collaboration. These

tensions ariee flpm a very'real fact of the nature of policy

making and that the power to inflUence policy is fragmented and

adversarial. 'It has been indicated that the essence of federalisM

is overlap and redundancy. Martin Indau has indicated

What appears is a truly messy stystem--one
that is anathema to our prevailing conceptions of

a viable organization. There is no unity.of command

and there are no unequivocal lines of authority.
Domains overlap, iurisdictions are confused, and
accountability is dispersed. And for each citizen,

there is, at least, two of everything...Virtually every
aspect, every feature, every agency, and every structuke

of government wa8 duplicated and still redundancy was

not exhausted. (Weiner and Wildavsky, 19,8, p. 17).

Weiner and Wildavsky point out that the cruOial point not

,
acknowledged by planners,is that.this systpm was intended.

It is planning with a different aim, however. It is the

generation of society's objectives and the means to achieving,

those objectives through careful structuring of social inter-

.

,action and choice. (Winer and Wildovsky, 1978, p. 17). The

emphasis on mechanisms.'to achieve consensus do not focus on the

synoptic view of the_expert but places the emphasis on the

developMent of communication linkages to maintain diversity

within interdependency.. (Shaw, 1977, p. 520).

Perhaps the competition experienced among programs is not

a negative factor and duplication should be.aIlowed because

it serves .,Some other' objective. (Whetten, 1977, p. 8i). How-

ever, such possibilities should not qccur sotto voce, but should .

be the focus' of the discussion. Such considerations, while not
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resolving all issues, should take.into consideration the fact

that the conflict as an,pbjective may have a-positive value for

policy determination. Policy determination requires normative

concepts of trade-offs a'nd values and in such there is a danger

in insisting.upon too much rationality.

There are dangers, however, in insisting upon
too much rationality in determining priorities. Large-
scale changes are probably discouraged by such.an
approach.' Opponents of change can alwa s demand more
experimentation and a more "measured" ace of expansion.
(Levitan and Taggart, 1971, pk 59).

4014,

-This'recognizes that there may never be a best: choice among
%

altenatives or even a finite number of alternatives from which

to choose. As conceptions of various policy areas proliferate,

as policy areas overlaP and involve each other, this "messy

system", contrary to being characterized as an undesirable

situation, may be viewed as a possibility for achieving the very

linkages which we have, been seeking. In the area of program 11

implementation, we are not too clear as to what specific objectives
11

a program should seek or how program activities might produce

desired result. (Morehouse, 1972, p. 873). With such uncertainty ,-I
because of the mat-tire of the beast with which we are dealing, ,

we-should'look at policy analysis and policy development not 11

as a scientific endeavor but as an endeavor of creative social

process. To this end, we must reorient ourselves in terms of

- the kinds of analysis that are carried oa.under policy develop-

ment. We need research which examines the effects of different

patterns of delivery of program services in such a way we can 11
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understand a variety of options and possibilities a well

understand the concerns and considerations that were ehind

implementation of various patterns., (Mirengoif, 1978, pp. 268-
Okm

269). (Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p. 140). We should

examine vocational education and manpower under comprehensive,

mixed, and categorical systems, we should exailAne them under

centralized and decentralized systems, and we ould examine the

delivery models involving a wide Spectrum of servic What

'are some of the policy ana sis research and data needs con-

siderations that policy analysis for vocational education hould

consider? We now turn to this.

C. Issues of Policy Analysis Research and Data Needs

The aims of policy research are first, to achieve relevance

to the concerns of decision makers; second, to recognize that

there are no ultimate solutions; third, to exhibit a concern

for variables which are controllable; fourth, to achieve

credibility for.the research and the researchers, and finally,

to consider the intended audienbe.and the foritattfor implementation..

(Bushnell, 1975, pp. 4-5) . Within these aims of policy research ,

we must ask what the focus for research and delielopment should

be with respect to organizational:change as it affects voca-

tional education. What Pare the avenues that should be explored

and what are the factors that should,be considered in determining

the character of organizational change or whether the concern
;

should be for the improvement of the quality of the present

organization or structure rather than to change it? CVenn, 1975,
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p. 20). Beckman has indicated 12 analyses that the,policy

!

is effective in implementing.this policy. These analyses
4 ;

k
al!

include:. (1 )'-tTherlying assumptions and their implications.,

(2) information gaps, (3) internal comistencies/ (4) conflicts
!!

with other goals, policies, and programs, (5) political con- ,

sequtnces,. (6) impacts on society, the economy, and the environ- !I

ment, etc., (7). problens of administrative implementation, (8)

!I

institUtiOnal asPects, (9) problems of coordinating inter-

diSciplinary impact, (10) hypothetical alternatives, with dis-
. 11.!

qualifying reasons for those ruled out, Ill) realistic alternatives,

with pros and cons of.each, (12) evalu'ation, oversight andjollow- .1!'

- .

up requirements and procedures. (Beckinan, 1977, p. 223). Policy

j!
analysis must therefore consider the objedtives, the alternatives,

analysis should undertake relative to developing policy that

th costs, the models, and the criteria. (Burt, 1974, P. 8).
1!

One facet which this discussion'has focdsed upon is the

anal sis of the-performance in the organlzational structure of

!I

vocational education as it relates to manpower,power. (Mead,

1979, p. 27). Organizational analysis of vocational education

as an institution, and particularly in the context in which it

operates, should be expanded. Organizational analysis.has

developed techniques for looking at such characteristics.

In general, organizational analysis has broadened its
concerns to include:

1. both formal and informal elements of the
organization and their articulation;

2. the scope of informal groups and the relation-
between such groups inside and outside the

organization;
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3. bath lower and higher ranks;
A. both social and material rewards and ,their

effects,on each other;
\. 5. the'interaction between the organization and

its envirOnment;
6. both work end non-work organizations.
(Etzioni, 1974, p. 49).

J We have also concentrated on the fact that interorganiza-

A
tional coordination may differ between hierarchal levels an

betwben systems., (Klonglan ét al., 1976, p. 677). It is

relevant,to consider that there are alternatiye patterns of
, .

delivery and the assessment of these and the impact upon inter- ,

agency coordination and policy harmonization should be assessed.'

(Miiengoff, 1978, p 269).

,

Amother factor which has been little analyzed with respect

tO vocational education is analysis which resources the various

actors will use tO gather support to achieve their objectives.

The types of.resources wh.ch are available are material, symbolic,

i(Xphysical, positional, i r formation, and skill. (Meltsner, 1972,

p.,862). The various actors employ these resources in seeking

to gain support for positions and objectives. -We need to under-
.

.

stand which resources are most applicable in which cont, ext and

haw dffective various resources are to achieving different goals.

With'the proliferation of research and demonstration and

the generatiori of studies, we must also be careful to consider

111
the effects of research on information as it"Affects-govern-,

, mental operations. (Henry, 1974, p. 190). The increased reliance

On information tends to favor prolpssionals. Bureaucracies

almost inevitably tend to distort information and there are
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available and much of it seeming irrelevant to the concerns of

m.1

geometric effects of information as utilized b bureaucracies.

Studies are no'neutral.and the effect of studies are not

neutgal. As we c*all for mare investigation of the various elements

of policy.analysis, of the resources used in program implementation,

and the analysis of the .elements of program success or failure

we cannot ignore the impadts that the generation of such informa-

'tion will itself have on policy development and policy making.

The effects may be detrimental or positiyebut.without due con-
11

sideration of these factors,- we will ignore one of the most

dynamic aspects of policy making today.

We must also be aware that the' overrationalizing of poliqy
_ . . .-

making tends,to ignore the fact that new policy thrusts ire

based more on ideOlogy thr-1 itey 4re on analysis. Levitan
t A.

',. I
and Taggart; 1971, p. 461.: (Venn, /975, p. 3) i: 'This s in

.

part due to,the fact that policy makers cannot comprehend the 11

whole fabric of society and with the.enormous amount of information

policy makers, the tendency is to seek-to act on the basIs of

that which the actor in the policy arena knoi4s best.: The seem-
4

ing interrelatednes of our society and.the.fact that effects

in one policy arena have effects in the other.may give the

illusion thatthe fabric of society as a whole which.any cine

policy maker or group of,policy.makers.can comprehend, 5ut

'

.there is-indistinctixenesi-in boundaries of the universe of

discourse. (Siegel, 1965, pp. 269-270) . There,is the indefinite-
.

ness arid incompleteAuantifiability of this world. There.are

4
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limitatkons, of human knowledge. There are'factors that interfere

with the assignment of alternative uses of resourOes. There.

are.unknown consequences of implementing certain poiAcy stances .

These are beyond.,and perhaps will always.be beyond_the range of

uman understanding to grasp. It is for this reason the changes,

and particularly vocatibnal education changes

'societal cnanges rather than from research.'
A

% --

There are many reasons fors the lack of impact

, have grown froth'

(Venn, 1975, p. 6).

,of vocational

education research. First, there is a lack of,disseminaiaon of

,results, and second, a fa4ure to interpret the results ik

operational terms. (Evans et al.,1969, pp. 94-95). Bdt

perhaps the more overriding reason for the lack of impact is

that research as yet has not been identified in its place in

the arsenal of the policy maker for determining how policy should

be developed and how,to choose between policy options and con-

ceptualizations.

Polity analysis must also take into account that people-

-learn and can change je h vior. (Roberts,. 1978, p. 33). Emphasis
. -

.can never match the.world of
on quantifiability and precision

reality-in which policy,analysit' ,operates because people react
, ,

.1

to pOlicy decisions.. Economic, social welfare,.national defense,

education, and.sO.on. .I,n,their reactions peapl,e themselves become

veCtórs.,in the'policy a s s arena which must be taken into

account at a later by, policy apalysts:. ,Since these reactiOns

are difficult if not impossible tor determine, the.attemiot to
. ,

policy analysis whibh seeks ihe scientific model will ndver be
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,
precise enoughato aChieve the objectives that 'dbientific

analysis requires. It is for this reason that I nye suggested
.

that porecy analysis operate in*terms of models which have a

pluralistic and.political direction. One eXample that indicates

the problems that a policy analyst must deal with, in terms of

people's changing behavior, concerns the perceptions of standards

of living and what .is.acceptable in the,work environment. A;1

the workers shift from higher asilrations to great expectation's,

there is'an increaiing dissatisfaction with underemployment.

(Gottlieb,'1977, p. 43). This problem which concerns manbower

experts and vocational education alike may have little control
II

value with respect'io developing policies because, as opportunities lh

increase in terms,of the incteasing quality of.the wOrk life,

aspitAkions and expeCtations may 'also increase to keep pace,
c

and dissatifaction may not abate.'

As we have noted, there are some fundamental differences

Nt.twesn policy research
.

conducted as a science and politics.

"*.
-

jpolitics is quite different from science: The

intent is to find one purpose, or course of 'action,

acceptable to individuals espousing diverse purposes,

values, and courses of action; Politics is value

expressive; facts are subordinate to and.sustaining

of values, and only contribute to the delineation of

an issue. The politican seeks to maximize the

satisfactir of his interests; le must be bold, per-

sistent, opportunistic-, .and cap le of mobilizing

and sustaining.belief and co ment.

It is extremely diEficuit for an individual to

retain his credibility in theie two verY' different ;

areasi; The scientist who is too action-oriented loses

his ih the same,way that,the politickan.

who is too theorp.oriented loses his. But the basic

problem is not the ability or inability of an individual

16?
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todwear two h4sbut rather the incompatibility
bf science and politics: Onetrades in facts and
the other in values: (Rein 'and White, 1977, pp.

135-136).

The result of'the confusion of the objectiims of science

and the objectives of politics which may ot.be as 6tal1y in-
,

compatible as might seelli has been in ma cases the misuse/1;o;

educational-rethearch for advotacy purp es. (Le'vitan'and

Taggart, 1971, pp. 42-43): There are, however, many reasohs

,
-

for the fattoiscOntributing tb.the,misuses,df education for
.

advocacy puiposes 'and the uridermining through 9hanges'in .

-policy. irst, research- tends to locus on the most contro-

versial issues which may be unpopular for reasons not.related ,

to the program's merit; second, program evaluations are flexible

and reflect the changing fortunes of the ilibgram study; third,

studies that contradict prevailing policies are' often ignored

while those in'agreement are publicized; fourth, separate pro-

gram's have an inertia sustained by-the vested interests and

established obligations to constitdents and resists unfavor-
,

) able changes in policy; ffth, the success of a'program does

not insu Ire ts expansion. he .approach may be assigned else-

where under different administration and authority; sixth,

:results of experimental efforts canThe misused.in the support

of.desired poii6ies through, for example, distOrting.the
.

Significance of results; finally, when legiSlAion is designed

to implement the reform suggested by.evaluation, there can be

no certainty.that the desired improvemerits will result.
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Bureaucraciescfor example, have.their input'and control in

the impleMentation of policy. This is not to,suggest tilat it is

inevitable that research will be misused for 6ny advocacy pur-.

pose, but that such a possibility exists and the researchers and

analysts must take into gccount the possible context in which the

research may be disseminated and the fact that research must

'undergo the criterion of consensus.

It has been noted that policy. Makers in the more established

areas tendtobei concerned with Striking bargains

than with innovation.. (Lynn, 1978, p.. 18). This tendency

towards institutionalization of policy positions mitigates in-

favor of the bureaucratization of policy as opposed to the tugs

and strains.of the political context which, while:consensus is

difficult to.achieve and the trade-offs might be"less than A

1

conceptually'elegant, tends to favor change. Running the
1!

findings of research and the recommendations and policy,

initiatives and research.through the organization necessary to II

.01

achieve the implementation tends to mute the impact of reseaich.

.(,Shaefer, 1974, p..7)- (Weiss, 1978, pp. 477-48). Organizationsli

operate in4ividualistical13ra'ther than within a broad mission.

and are, by'and,large, internally directed. (Venn, 1975,

pp. 2-3). ThiS tends to shape the nature of the implementation

of policy away from harmonization, and coordination, for the 6

essence of social experimentation is often ignored in the place

of political considerations. (Levitan and )Taggart, 1971; p. 32).
II

It is just this factor which the policy altalyst must consider



carefully in order to determine.the reasons why research and

research findings are either distorted or ignored in the con-

text in which such research should have the most iipact.

Policy researCh aids in the consiaeration of_goals, means,

funding, and administration. (Weiss,'1978, pp. 63-64). -While

the pdlicy makers, politicAnst, and ttle public may wish to ignore

these factors or while the considerations of the smoké-filled

rooms may mitigate against a rational or a precise answerio

social problems, it iS often to the findings of social research

and the testimohy of experts that the politicians and the policy

makeri turn. Often tim they are lboking simply for a -00

legitimization of a pos tion which they have already formulated.
,(

But often times, when they do not reCeive the jorrnatiOn which

they are looking for and receive'information contrary to their\

cherished beliefs, they have to deal with this confrlct. Policy

analysts, realize that they have an impvtan_function in making,'

remaking, and unmaking of policy:

To this extent,-policy direction should be verrcarefully

chosen and the questions poSed by policy and evaluation research

should'be carefully formulated. It is importan to determine

the best questions to be asked about. the ef nd' effective- '

ness of vocational education. Such quesiiohs might include (a).

in what types of education do society and the individual students

get the best return on. their tLime and'money?; Cb) what is the* .

intgraction among student ability, social class, ancrMotivation,

as they affect the coSis and dffectiv ess,of various e'ducational
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programs?; (c) how much time is required for the graduates ,

of a vocational education program to adapt to the techniques

'of the contemporary productive enterprise? .(EvAns and herr,

1978, pp. 9548). We have iittle or no data on the relative

'effectiveness of public.and'private schools and no systernatic,

'methods exist for'the collecting information on the output of

the various occupational training programs. One approaOh to

co erct this 'deficiency would be td strengthen the Bureau of
\L

the Census survey of,high school graduates to obtain data on

labor force experiendes of those who dp not go on to college.

(Freeman, 1976). We can also examine the benefits to individuals

who have taken vocationa1 education. Swenson, 1978f 88789)-

Such data must be the focus for determining the efficiency

and effectiveness of vocational education; (Mirengoff, 1978,

pp. 237-238). We must carefully form the questions because

the ansers we get may be confused or confounding and may pre-'

sent.a:picture that is not only unrecognizable by the audience

in the policy making arena but may also confuse.the discussion,

by raising_irrelevant and unclear issues.
4

We need the.same kind of efficiency and effectiveness

measures for..manpower, program's. e peed to determine which pro-.

grams and for which groups, under which'economic conditions,

are efficient. But this is difficult to determine precisely.

Essentially, e issue of relative effectiveness

boils down to EF-quegtion of which manpower program

models work best for specific target groups Unaer

-viven economic conditions. As might be expected,

information on this issue is scarce. First of all,
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individmil studies of specific programsthave.generally
yielded uncertain estimates of average program effects.

Second, the various manpower programS have been

implemented at different'times, and therefore confiont-

ed differing economic situations. (Schiller, 1978,

p. 117).'

The confusion of the-collection of data, and the lack of &in-

sistency in data collection should ,not'stop the 'policy ana

from seeking to collect data on a more systematic basis. There

are currently efforts undeway, for example, through the VEDS

system, which may form a more accurate and adequate basis for--

tHe collection of data on vocational education. The manpower.,

system also must increase its capabilit'for the collection of

data without placing unreasondble burdens on those who gather

the data and operate the programs at the same time. Factors

which we need more inforMation on are' the characteristics of

internal labor markets with respect to career: ladders and, pre-

vious vocatkmal training. We also need to-determine' the value

'and need for N(ocational education programs in penal institutionA.'

We should know wh'at programs and what services have what effeCts

on various students, (David, 1977, p. 18) and to know When to

stress skill acquisition: (gintherg,"1977, p. 24).

one 'problein confrOntin4 the' 'deélopment of.vocationa1

education policy,has been that vocaticinal education, tends to

rejeot policy research because it distrusts it. (Shaefer,

1974, ppt 8-9).. (Mosher,. 1977, p. 656Y. An approach whiOh might

Si
assist'in making, vocational education research relevant to the

vocational educator.would be studies of the various aSpects of
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work itself. Among these aspects 'are (1) praxiology (the

111

11

science of efficient action), (2) work values and work:ethics
11

of individuals in,a society,'(3) job satisfaction and work design,

(4) effects of education and opportunities for work, ) effects'

of governmental fiscal planning on work. (Evans and H 1978,

p. 320). It is in'looking at the area of work and the re ation-

ship between the vocational training and work that research can

have a profound impact. The assessment of the sequence of education .

and, other' experience in the lives sf individuals primarily with

respect to work and work-related activities has an important focal

point fo;, research As it impinges upon both'vocational edvcation

and manpower training. (Wirtz, 1975, p. 164). The relationship

between these two policy areas can be facilitated,by research

which aims at the common and collaborative areas between these

programs and the_area of work is just one such area.

D. Policy Issues for Consideration.

1. Dilemmas of Comprehensive So6ial Policy and Planning

The objective of achieving a comprehensive plan-or'policy

structure for any given policy'area, be it votional'education

or manpower programs, rtins into several conflicts in attemOting

to 'present a consistent, uniform, and completely comprehensive

approach to setting objectives, defining the universe of dis-

course, and implementing program activitiesJ .Withinr the realm

of policy analysis.alone, it is difficult to achieve com

I.

ion

to any great deg,Ie so that a comprehensive policy posi on can,

be developed. Part of this is due to the fact that polio
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analysis is not itself a single or comprehensive system.

Policy analysis is.neither a single method nor a
a collection of methods and techniques. Because
.policy analyses derive their character largely from
the 'p dblems they address, they may seem to bear.
litt e resemblance to each other. Alsb, the specific
too or analytical techniques may differ from study
to étudy, becduse the problems addressed and the
questions asked about various policies and programs
are different. What then is policy analysis?

Policy analysis is a practical philosophy oh
how to assist a decision maker with complex problems
of choice under conditions of uncertainty. ikaurt,
1974, p. 1).

With policy analy.sis having the-objective of being a

practical philosophy assisting decision makers in making choices

in_conditions of uncertainty, policy analysis becomes itself as

diverse es the practical situations of uncertainty with which

it is faced and even more complex with tlie assistance and the'

decision,makers in each given context. ,This is not, as we have

seen, a drawback to policy analysis but can be conoeived as its

strongpOint.

Policy analysis as with social planning may'be.the stronger.,

for having diversity ancr an objective of corisensus. The converse

charaCterization as presented by Alan'Altshuler presents a°

rather grim piCture for both social planning and social policy

which takes on a yathenundemocratic character.

Those who contend that comprehensive,p1 ning
should play a large role in the futute evol ion of
societies must argue thdt the common intere ts of
society's members are'their most iMportant interests
and constitute a large proportion pf All their interests.
They must assert that conflicts of interests in.society
are illusory, that they are about minor mattersr or.
that they can be foreseen and resolved in advance by*
just arbiters (planners) who understand- the total interests

of all parties. (Schuck, 1976, pp. 67-68).
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It-is hbt he case, however,",that confliFts in society are

illusory or that matters to various constituent groups are

minbr, especially o those groups. We have `also experienced,

with atmpts at achieving a great society, that problems cannot

be foreseen to a great degree or with any..great degree of pre-

cision, and that it is even more d\i.fficult to resolve in advance

by anyone the interests of all parties. It is hardly possible

for a Social planner br a lolicy analyst to understand the total

interests of all parties just as it is imp sible for pro-

fessionals or laypeople alike.to comprehend e ota1 fabric

of any situation let alone of our society. It is not in

!-
rankling against this situation-and striVing for more-comprehensive

sand complex knowledge that we will overcome the inherent apparent

liabilities of this situation. Certainly, we-must strive for-
,

'.greater clarity and for.more information. But the resolution

of decision making does not reside in having-a corner on truth.

We are presently expbriencing a situation where our adn

political institutions have been overloaded. ' They have been

so burdened with various demands and responsibilities that have

eXceeded their ability to deal with.the trade-offs of social

policy and tend to deal in simplistic solutions. Political

institutions such as government have gained an ina4dinate amount°

'of power. -However, this power is gained at a loss.

In practice, *his increased power'is gained ,

.only at some cost, and the hew technology presents
society with new choicei. QUite often the trade-

offs ake obscure or unrecognized Even whefi the '

nature.of the-trade-off is appreciated, political
institutions may, be inadequate to resolve the resulting



conflict of interests. This is what is meant by
overload" of political institutions.

The naive solution-to this Problem is simply
to increase the amount of power enjoyed by one of

the decision-making institutions in the.system, so
that the President or the Cabinet,can enforce the
particular trade-oEf chosen. Since government'in
democratic.system does not and should not have such

poWer in normal circumstancesa the authorities are

forced to make circumstances appear abnormaiby
inventing crises and impending catastrophes,to4justify

'an extension of their power, (Weiner and Wildftsky,

1978, p. 11).

It is just this increase of the power of-institutions in-

cluding government which should be avoided. -It is the role of ,

government that we must reassess.1We must be able to develop

these methods assessment so that we can evaluate.programs

with differing objectives, strategies and methods. The

possibility of the emergence of the service state, a goricept of

government which is that it not,all powerful orrmanipulative,

would be a state based on balance instead of dichotomies, a

snythesis of options, and a government Which resides in all

institutions and has a variety of natures. (Dimock, 1972, p.

876). 'The measure of the performande of this state woilld be

measured by the degree to which it makes creativity possible.

Uniformity and unanimity would be secondary objectives. Creation

of ,new and vialple solutiOns would be-primary objectives. For

this conception to.not seem Ivory Tower, if will be imperative
%

to develop practical issues for consideration in the implementation

.
of policy under such a conceptualization. It is possible'that :

voCaional,educationi and manpower policy can".be developed in

such a context in which there is not a win-lose situation, but

<-
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in which both aspects of program delivery and both aspects of

policy conceptualization can augment each other in ways that

reinforce and support the other.

2. National Priorities and L9cal Priorities

Another area.of consideration is the need to rebolve

the apparent conflictS between national priorities and local

priorities. One step in rectifying the situation would be to

address the apparent conflicting, confused and overjapping

legislative mandates. (NCMP; 1975, pp, 26727).L,Part-of this

conflict and overlap comes as a reSult of the very committee

structure through which the Congress develops legislation. There

.may need to be moreicoordination between the various cothmittees

1

and houses of Congresg in terms of generating legislation to help II

reduce the conflicts and overlaps. There is also the jurisdiction

of numerous departments, each having responsibilities similar to

or related to those of other departments. It is also the caSe II

that opportunities for coordination have not'been fully exploited

..) IIby all parties at all government levels. Approaching these three

areas in terms of the legislative mandates fo vocational education II
,

,

and manpower programs could eliminate areas of Apparent.conflict,
,

which actually are not conflicting, and indicate those areas
11

t

for which potential conflicts and actual conflipts exist. With-

out such an analysis of the generation af legislative mandates, 11

resolutions of conflicts does not appear possible

-

One aspect of die legislative system is. the generation of

categorical programs to solve independent and isolated problems. : II
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M

1.

'Some of the problems identified with the
categorical systems were;
(1) A lack of any cohesive, unified approach for.the
developmertt Of priorities and- goals
(2) A lack of flexibility for tailoring programs and
services to meet local needs and conditions
(p) A lack of coordination in program operation--
resulting in inefficient management, fragmented
delivery systems, overlapping services, and conflicting
policies and regulations
(4) A lack of-local input an decision affecting
program priorities and policie's

(5) An inability to adequately asses the overall
effectiveness or impact of federally funded manpower
efforts,- (Snedeker and Snedeker, 197 , p. 17):

. The ptoliferdticli of'cate4oricAi p ograms reinforces 'a

positive aspect of intergovernmental r lations bit in'a

negative way. One of the major issue in the menpwer pto-

grams and.raised by the.manpower pr grams is ,fhe issue of inter-
....

governmental relationb and the rel tive shares of power.

(McPherson, 1976, p. 205). The s tuation in the American

politicak structure of relative

role but the proliferation of

of political entities to oper

shares of power p1a3is a positive

onstituencies and the proliferation
, .

,e programs through the categorical

system creates cOnflicts in ays which may'be

on more precisely,To define this situat

between administrative,d

CounterprOductive.

welust

ent2alization and political-decentraliz-
-.:

I.

ation. Each'form of depentralization,has its own characteristics. -

The current ctivity in the federal goyernMent
encompasses,at 1 ast two definitions of decentraliz-
ation--politict decentralization and administrative
decentralizatio , These two meanings are not always

'embodied in 114,Venue sharing schemes call, for "politidal
clear. For ex ple, proposals for decentralization

decentralizaibn." Authority is exercised by

1r

terriiorially 'based units with general powers. Much
disdretion is left with the receiving unit. States,

re 153 -
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/
-

provincesr countie and municipal corporations are
'eXamples. Proposals.for generel and special revenue
sharing suggests the transfen:of,resources and ,poWe.i

to.these governments.-
*

,.

A system of'political decentralization emph
the need for general purpose offi,cers liiing in

specific area to coordinate governmental activities
there because, it 1.-argued, they are in closet touch
with residents ind can. MOdify programs to Aeet area .

priorities. (Porter end OlSen, 1976, p. 73),

I.

1
, -The important factor here is thatkanpower programs may .

be best administered in this fashion given.the type of objectives

for which manpower programs have been designe&since the,1960's,

,
including not only skill training and work experiencei but. also 11-

emPloyment. Another approach to decentralization iq the

.

administrative approach. .

,

. , .
..' & i

AdministratiVe decenraliation occurs when A ,

. ,

politically independent,unit delegates.scime'of its-. .

. powers to6 subordin'ate leVels within its Organization.
These delegations may be reVised or retradted at the.

will of the dele9ating authoritY. . Recent efforts to ,

%
w

decentralize the federal bureaucracy are,essentially
. r

.

an "administrative deoentralization." Functiqns
performed by the federal government are being transferred - 11

,.

'from the.central.office in Washington to regional'
.

offices. The-regional'offibes still reflect the ,

functional and depprtment structure of.the central, , I

/
.
offices; but are expected to exercise increased .

.

(Porter and Olsen, l976,0P. 74).*'
.

./ 0

.1

N..

.'* I"final authority".in theexecution of programs.

.

.

.
,

.

Vocational'education as a decentralized pro4ram Shares
-

- .

many 'characteristics with ,administrativedecentralization
, f . A

1

,1

while the entieies carryiryg out the' vocatiOnal,ed4catIon:in publid
.

1
education (unctions at the local level are not Organizationally ,

,
.

: ..

,part Of the federal bUreaucracy.--The relationship be6ween the . II
. &

. ..,, : : .
-

,
.. :

f?deral bureaucraCy and.thelo6al.edilcational agency is more'

) :
.

,.

&,,1.54 -' , I
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I 0.0 based political delegatiOns. This distinction.and the relation-,

ship-between vocational education And manpower programil'which .

may be?affeed by"the differences in delegation and devontion

a

I.

of a profestional delegation o.f authority 'froM one level Of a

professional organizatioh toOnother, (Hart, 19.72, p; 605)

or from one level pf an administrative organization to another,

as opposed to political delegation of authority with broad biped

.powers,.. The delegation of administrative decentralization occurs

more along the.lines of specific programmatid functions, as

delegated within certain parameters and as opposed to broad

I.
of authority frOm the federal level, must be examined more

carefully.

It is better recognrzed that_state and local governmenty

are very- important in the management of non-defense programs.

(Schneidef. ahd Swinton, 1979, p. 12).. (Shaw, 1977, p. 518).

'But thit management responslbility and the important role that

local and state governments play has riot been examined fully..f
'The harmonization of two policy areas must take into Consideration-

.

the histori9a1 experiences of each area in terMs of its.scd.pe,

of responsibilitY within the various levels of government.

The state *Fvernments and local governmepts have been increasing

.their pumbers of employees and have been increasing their gtope

of their responsibilities in the past several years. The
4 .

capadity has been buiIdin4 aa the number of employees and the

expertise of the e4loyees has been increasing. An assessment

1
of the level orlocal and state capabili.ty to deal. wkth certain

P- 155
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4

,
. .

programs, whether they have dealt with them .in the past or not,

must.be assesied in terms of the appropriate devaution of

responsibility to these levels of government for appropriate
- , II

programs in Policy areas. Policy considerations appropriately.
.

_

should be made.at the lowest.level.practical for suffioient

.manageability: (But.,' 1974, P. 16) . This-ha§=not been con-
.

sidered to ahy great degree. If the relationship between

the federal government and state and locargOvetnments has

.

been one of -unhappy and gUarded relinquishment of power, poliCy

considerations will not-be maae'at the lobal level or the level

practical'for sUffiglent manageability, but will be made at

the level where sufficient Political power 'exists. It is:likely
* ,

that.no political entity will give up power willingly; however,

the span of conti:ol of the'federal goyerliment is .so great as.to

make its manageability ineffectiyein a variety of areas.

Iemay be that,th8 policies in imlmentinq praCticesof

- the federal government should be couched'in terMs of principles

rather tHan in terms of detailed specifications. (Autry and ,

'

Dement, 1977, p..6). (Barton, 1977, p. 78). The -goals should

be:specific enough to specify funding and to allOwcfoft= local
.

.
.

differences. .(Lindman, 1,976, pp. 121-12.2)..They should be,

sliecific enough tg be measurable; ho ever,' the move to de-
t-

,
centralize, to th'e extent that the ecision making and the

priority setting at'the local leve becomes a responsibility

of those levels, is a step in the or direction. It has

been, for,example, the European exp rience for such,an approach

156
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as this follows in which details are left to the local organi2Ations.

(Reubens, 1976, P. 59). We may need to study the European

experience in terms.of their organizational success in dealing'

with various problems and objectives With thii approach.. The

prohlefit'arises in making such decisiOns as to the devolution

oflauthority as to who will be respOnsible for what and to whom,

as the federal experience with CETA has demonstrated.

/ The institutional issue th4t concerned the
I' Committee was the relationships among the federal,

state, and local levels of government in' the

administratiorrof CETA. The heart of the iSsue is

the locus of decision making and accountabi4ty: Whd

decips among alternative places, programs, an
fh i

d

people? Inherent in is set of relationships s the

question of whether coegruence can be achieved betffeen

national policies and local.prime sponsor practices.
The'decentralization of manpower programs has also

Affected the networks of institutions that.traditionally
have provided training and employment programs. The

unsettled relationship laitypen the Employment Service

and prime sponsors is pffacularly troublesome. The

question rs *hether CETA has indeeed created'a better

organized system for adtinistering manpower programs',

one of liolhectives that led to manpower reform.
thAnoer sue is whether the CETA pro-grams are belng

used for local political purposed rather than for

improving employability.or creating jobs.' IMirengoff,

1978, pP: 241-242).
.

In anylr event, ,..1.)e situation will ultimately be a matter

ofetrader.offs between programs of nationil signifimance.and

programs with specifically local outputs. The authority to

carry out programs rests at the local level. The .funds and the.'

scope necessary to achieveimpacf on programs transcending

local or state boundaries and.programs with national sisinificance-

111 must be met at the federal level. Thid paftnership between,: .

the levels,104 government can do much.to improve the oper'ations

/ 157 -
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of programs and the meeting of'objectives which hap gone on for

many years. The existence of.conflict or" diversions of lOcal

goals and-national goals indicates the requirement for points
414

and mechanism of resolutions of differencet.

3. Organizations and Systems

The National Commi'ssion fo4 Manpower yo).4/cy ha's called for 11

institutional changes which are required in American society

to assure that young people have a less-difficult,Xransition

from school to work. The Commission then goes on to ask what

is neededi and how we measure institutional change. (NCMP,

This problem affect. fundamentally .e possibility of most of.th
11

the issues that we have been discussing, policy harmonization,

decentralization, achievement of consensus, nationwide policy
,

* .
. . .

lg.

development, and otbers. The extent to which organizations and. ,

.
- .

11--systems, institutions and actors operate and respond, perceive

and communicate affect the extent to which the objectives that
11

,-
will be developed by vocatidnal education'and manpowex policy

analysts and 'makers will be adhievabfe.

It was, for example, an expectation that the U.S. De
,

tent'lof Labor would, throdgh the institution of manpWer'pro-

grams, affest changes in,theeducational-and vocatiohal eaucation

system.

The case for giving the chief responsibility
for the program to the Department ofLabor rested
Tot only on the argumentIthat Labor was better
equipped to handle the program but alsorim the belief,4
infdoin'g so, effective pressure could be brought to
bearedn thevocational education system to bring
about much needed and far-reaching institutional

158 -
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changes. By givinrthe Department qf Labor aUthority
.to determine what 'jobs people shouad be trained for,
as well as the responsibility for selection of.thrN
people to be trained ? it was hoped that trle vocational

, education system would be forced to shake off its
outdated approach to the major employmeht problems
facing the nation and would begin to make the adjust-
ments' that existing social and eatiromicisituations
demanded: Muttenberg, 1970-, p.

.The question that this point of view raises'is whether

or not it is appropriate for one federal agency to be given

responsibility to fundamentally'change thq institutional arrange-

ments anc actions, of agencies-and actors who extend far beyond
7

the pale of the federal bureaucracy and who traditionally and

historically have related to an entirely separate federal *agency

and .bureauCracy'. The question on the one hand whether such

an approach is feasible. On the other hand, the question-is

whether such an approach'is reasonable. The issue that is raised

is the extent ,to which programs can.be used to-achieve institutional

change. To get a better grasp of.the situation, we need to

examine drganizaticinal and structural chahges in vocational educe-
.

tion that have related to changing legislative mandates'to

determine.-whether dr not the use'of programs themselves can be

used to achieve institutional change. (Gentry, 1979, p. 46).

The research findAgs may indicate tnat government structures
f°

may not be able to carry out such mandates. (Ibid., p. 48).

It is the current.situation that the youth programs under CETA

were'feshioned as a. tool for institutional change. (,gurzburg,

1

1978, p. 44) . AnalYsis'of the resUlts of,these program operations

and the impact that they may have on institutional change should

- 159 -
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be examined very carefully without distorting generalizations.

Another issue that,has been raised in terms of instituti,onal
ii

change with the enactment of CETA is whether or not, by creating- .

a decentralized comprehensive system in which organizations are '

required to'coOrdinate their activities with other agencies in IF

a system administered by a local elected official, is,whether

there is a greater necessity for_the organization to maintain'4

the integrity of its own system rather than being combined into

a system which is comprehensive and supercedes the objectives

of the individual agency. (Mirengoff, 1978,. p. 146). It is 11

probably not possible for any comprehensive system.to cohqrently

11
and without'exclusion incorporate all objectives of,all cooperat-

.

ing agencies: Perhaps .we must look at the notion orcomprehensive- 11

ness.-in the manpower delivery system, and in this respectlook
,

at the contribution'by yocatidnal education and the extent tO

which v.ocational educatibn "cap participate in the system. There

, is a lack of,organizational parity between vocational education

and CETA both at the state and local levels and at the il_ational

level. (Autry and Dement, 1977; p. 50). It is also the case

thatone group's conception'of unity is another group's conception

of dispersion ofopower. (Schick, 1975, p.218). .The differences'

between outlook Jand objectives, between mechanics and practices,

have far greater meaning than simply different ways of doing,the

same thing. When these two approaches to training are combined

into a single organizational and comprehensive system, we must

look at the extent to which we have-created Tor one or the other

a procrustean bed.
ils

1
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It is also the case that we must. look Very carefully at

whether we can afford competing systems. (Mirengoff, 1978, pp.

237-238). We must analyze the co.st of. each system and compare .

the relative outputs, assessing the'outputs.relative to the over-

all objectiVes. (Ibid., 1978, pp. 252-253). This requires a

great deal of analysis, lar more than we have been able to

achieve to date. rt fray be that there is,questitmable efficiency

of a comprehensive,system, A system outlined by Rutten1;erg calls' .

for.strong federal direction and for the state's authority and
4

resources for social economic welfare to be turned to serve

national goals. (Ruttenberg, 1970, pp. 99-101). These two facets.

comprehensive manpowersystem raiSe questions with respect

periences which we have recently had in terms of local govern-

ments etting their own priorities and the questionable import-

ance o national priorities. We must constantly be aware of .

the dang rs of centralized rol and the avoidance of checks

and balance through the political process.

(Weiderbaum and Rockwell, 1977, pp. 71-72). what have,been

the.effects of the shifl from a function to function-relation-

ship between the national and local level to a government to

government relationship? In what sense has thrs made the

achievement of national priorities and lodal prioritiei more

possible? What are the trade-ofs betwe n the two aloproaches?
0

The Uplications for present power balan es and in8titu.tional

'relationships are extensive,



0 ,

The ideal relationship would be government-
to-government rather than function-to-function and

substantial federal absistance would be earmarked for

augmentation of policy management capabilities of

the recipient governments.

A shift from-a-functional to a government-based

steucture would have major implications for the

federal as well as for the recipient governments:

In politicalterms it'would impel a flow of power,

all levels from line agencies to central executivek:

B t in view of the weakened status of the Presidency,

there ts considerable doubt as to whether Congress

ikould be a.willing partner in this shift of power.

NJ.

.
There also would be a shift in powe'r from

,functionar. interests to those with,strong access to .

:city hall or the state house. This would mean a

4.

devestiture of pow 5?
which, in the 1960's nder the aegis of

froitt once di5advantaged groups
the "war on ç 11

poverty," werd given t ir own administrative'struct res

and grant programs. .The poor and minorities would Ve

threatened with a same loss of power as they have 4 11

.

experienced as a consequence of revenue sharing. A

.(Schick, 1975, p. 721).

It is not to say that.a function-to-functiOn 'or a goVern- 11

...

,

ment-to-government approach is :good or bad. (Snedeker ahd

Snedeker, 1978, pp. 141-142). The question is the character.
:.

,

.

the programs operated and the effects on in'tergovernmental and
11

interorganizational
collaboration that are efeected by a pro-

.

1.

gram effort, $or example, vocational education which is ad- 11

ministered through one tyPe of relationship and manpOweT which/
II

is administered through ano.ther type of relationship; What are

,

the implications for vocatisonal educatiod and manpowee.pro-
,

11.

,

.

,

.
, .

gram objectives as related to the access of various groups to

.
,

.

decision making structures and the capacity.fox such structures II

I.

to 4.nteractl

,Finallyi
organizations muSt have the characteristic of

change'and'development
inherent in*their structure:* They:must

- 162
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be able to move and,changeL with the demands and the objectives

of the populaCe. Unflortuntely, vocatibnal education hag not

been characterized by flexibility. (Comptroller General, 1974,

-p. 58). Perhaps, however, this is due to certain administrativey,

and legislative mandates at both the national and the local
40-

levels: The possibilities for expanding flexibility of vocational

education and the objectives to be achieved by expanding this
,11

flexibility can be dnvestigated. An institution is a learning

:orgaSITP# 19:77-1-1DP. 518-519) and vocational education

tion has learned to develop in certain ways must be explored

is a learning organism. The extent to. which vocational' educa-

I.
4

in terms of 'developing capacities for growing dn new ways as

identified by ,policy makers in a variety of areas. It is

11

thi

,peeds of the times. The institutions themselves which,operate

because polices and objectives.mus tht change and grow wie

and carr5i.out'Policy muit also be changing and.developing. We

11

11
4. Assessment of Goal Strubtures

also need newer conceptions of management to deal with the

collaboration of the pluralisfically based system 'bf manpower

and.vocational education programs. (Cummens, 1979, pp. 450-451)

The development of public administration and public management
,

must meet the challenge to develop 'such structures and such

processes for collaboration betveen diverse but mutually

dependent policy areaa.

I. the assessment oT the goal structure for vocational 'education

is.complicated because ay the scope and volume of social aria
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economic.poldcies impinging.upon vocational education and (2)

the growth'and scale,of vocational education enterprise itself.

(David, 1977, p. 11). The assessment has been 'complicated by .

the fact that to a great degree there has.been a.goal dispviace-

ment by'the federal government throuWthe actions of itt awn

bureaucracies.. (cott and MacDonald, 1975, p, 788). Such goal

II'
k

. -,

displacemeht has occurred because of federal goal assumptionq

11
as to the understanding of how state and tocal governmants opdrate

/ and by detiding what is best: The federal goiernment alto has

'required locals to compensate for errors or omissions of federal

operations and to take the necessary,tteps to correct these

when the probles have existed at the federal levels and should

-be corrected at the-federal level. This has occurred to the

4

extent that the local program operations are encumbered by taking

the responsibility for correcting the errors of federal*policy.

Local policy and priorities have been set aside and priorities,

as defined by the local level, have had to take second place to

achieving the ob'ectives through the. denwids of the federal

i
bureacracies thd come with the requirements for the funding;

With the decentralization and decategorization of inanpower

t problems under CETA, local governments were pressed into the

service of the federal legislative mandates to take the

responsibility for thepperation of these prograts. Decentraliz-, 11

ation.and decategorization themselves became objectives or ends,

We'have lost sight of the fact that these insitutional arrange- 11

ments are means to other ends, (Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, p. 26)
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and having lost sight of this, we have lost sight of the fact

'that'local governments .have objectives for which dacentralization

and decategorization may be ends, not as ends to achieVing

national priorities but ends to achibving the priorities of

local ievel constitUents.

With decentralization and
decategorization under .CETA,

the issues of policy formulation and decision making have been

raised and stand out moresclearly than perhaps-they,di'd before.
,

cpvpral policy issues are evident in the

CETA program and, in one form or another, toubh its

maj.or probleis: the relationship.between national

policy and local pradtice, multiple objectives, ,-

ambiguous legislation, the balance among program

components, and the place of public ervice employ-

ment in the overall design of manpower programs.
%

One of the most perv'asive issues is the degtee

to which local priorities'and practices are consis nt

wifh national objectives. The issue is apparent in

, the structural as well as in the countercytlical,

components of CETA. (Mirengoff, 1978, p. 12). "P

These and other policy issues raised through the implement-
...

ation of.CETA paint to the need for intergrating other manpower

policies and areas with manpower, (Levitan and 'Zickler, 1975,

p.'194). (Snedeker and Sneleker, 1978, p. 23). In raising

these issues, the question of .the fundamental principles underly7

ing various policy,and program thrusts is of primary concern.

, To be effective, a.policy must,be based upon

an underlying belief or assumption. Principles

are basic truths, lawq, or asgumptions which determine.fr

the intrinsic nature or ,behavior of vocational educ-,

atiOn. Principles serve as the basis for., policy

and are ineXtricablp bound to the economy, the labor

force, and the social structure.' The majority of

tthe principles that guide vocational eduCation today

were first delirieated during the-yeriod 1906-through

- 165 - .* I
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1917, and they have bean periodica4.11 reinterpreted
to reflect, changes-,in society, business, industry,
and educatlori, yrinciples that were first expressed.'
as beliefs or theories, have since 1917-been verified°
and are now considered'as standards or'basic truths.
(University of California,.1975, p.14), (.Refer to '

Appendix A).
90,

II:While it may not be that'everyone would agree that there are,

'basic and unchanging principlers of voCational e ucation, what
,

can be agreed upon is that the principles acceptli as those-basic '

to vocational education first delineated as early as 1917 have
6 0 I .

, t
chariged and been reinterpreted periodically to refl4ct changes ,

in society and'business. But it is to these basic beliefs and, 11
4

assumptions which underly pólicli.that we must turn in sO,far as

we are able to understand the reasons tor.specific poa,icies. -But

as times change and the assumptions change so must the policies

.change. There are many`trends facing vocational education. These

trends will influence the policy development through the influence

on the attitudes and assumptioris of policy analysti and policy

11
t

makel-s. - - .

Some,of the trends that have been ,expressed as facing

'vocational education are, first, American education is currently

reasseasing its goals and is seeking to emphasize.occupational .

for'all students. As vocational edudation -moves more and

more-into the mainstream of education, it will be challenged in

wayt that are new. Secondr there is a growing interest to
. r ,

include co i g skills relative to buteaudratic and organizational

forms end to also Include interpersonal human relation skills.

The emphasis on such skills for workers to adjust to the &hanging
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world of work will place den4nds on vocational education in

terms,of the kinds of skill offerihgg which they make. Third,

there is increased concern for develop,ing decision making skills'

as part of basic academic skills.. Evans and Herr,'1978, pp.
.

.314-315). ,As,these and other trends affedt Vocational education, .

4goalsCand the assumptions underlying those goals will be dalled

intb analysis. Vocational educators and other*policyyanalysts

must 'examine the e tent to which these and other trends are

ielevant to the,development of future vocatibnal education policy.

5, Funaing Mechanisms.and Program Policies

'' As we have noted'earlier,, oPerations constitute policy,

and funding constitues operations. The extent to whish certain

,

funding mechanisms are utilized in'a larga,waYAletermines not

only thg nature of the program but of the ultimate'outcome it-
-.

,

self. The features of the*IVocatiOnal education system point

out the' relevance of.-funding for the operation of that,system.

Assessments of the dis stribution'of Vmchtional .

.

,
education funds are complicated by the need to
recognize and accommodete three major features of .

the vocational: education systeM: (1) decision-making
authority concerning the level and distribution of
vocational education is spread among three levels of

. P.

. goverhment (federal, 'state, aid local); " (2) vocational

education funds support,and are a1l5cated.among a Wide

range of skill-developing curricula;,(3) vocational ' .

education prograhs can be Rrovided by a variety of

public'and7private.organizations. Issues conberding
the distribution and impact of vocational'education- .

funds. have been raised iri each of these areag, and
the interdependenceg of the various decisions are

quite clear. (Chamberi and Sargen, 1979, p. 231:

From another point of,view accounting:practices often have

#

determined program policies-and problems for exampfe the',
*.
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anti-comingling requirement determines not Only the ex ent to

which the bookkeeping systems of program operators but alio the

way in Idhich various clients are treated and *he other institu-
fr

tional structures which are possible and impossible given

certain accounting practices become of primary importance.

(Apker, 1979, p. 3). is factor has often been ov

.a key factor in determining not only the quality of programs but

in determining the quality in,the type of the output.- Funding

.priorities'and mechanisms determine programmatic goals.

(McPherson, 1976, p. 199). .

With the extent of valich financial considerations determine'

programmatic considerations, a variant of this facet of federal

.programs is the appldcation of the market model to public policy.

The extent to which competition is soen as a model for service

erlooked as

deldvery, one advocates using a market'model or an economic market

place model to determir the structure of program delivery and.

the determination of program, objectives. It should be readily

'seen, however, that a market model is inapplicable to government

operation since they constitute control n ways differing from

market control. (Weidenbaum and Rockwell, 1977, pp. 6Q-61). We

need Methods for measuring the quality of programs that are

relevant to the social programs aeveIoped and operated.by pib1ic 11

administration. (Mirengoff, 1978,,p. 267).
I/

With respect to the mechanisms for funding programs, the

question has, been raised to whether it is efficient to let

program'appropriations fluctuate for economic reasons rather

- 168 - 0
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than for policy and program reasons, (Ev ns and Herr, 1978;

\ppp. 17-18; p. 52). The trade-offs betwee 'rograms and the

.
..

decisions by which proam operation is determined have often
,

been made on the basis of-wildly fluctuating unemployment or some

national crisis for whibh skills, of a certain type are.in high

deman'd. We have only rec tly begun to ask ourselves whether some

of the fluctuations,are themselves a result of not having taken

steps early enough with respect to education and training, and

specifically skill training, that would have, if,not eliminated,
1.

at least softened the blow of certain economic and labor market
-

problems. For.vocaional eaucation the issue becomes particularly

acute. Vocational educaion is more expensive in terms of

qperating dollars, and it is difficult to staff and' maintain on

an up to date basis. (Ginzberg, 1977, p. 25). Fluctuations of

funding given the fluctuations of labor\market concerns places

an extreme burden.

Today, the.questions being asked are:' How do you
stockpile the capital'equipment of school systems?
How do you get the money to pay school teachers or do

we fire them? Should we stop training new-teachers?
If we stop for the time being, what effect will a
rapidly aging teacher force have for the education of-'

our children?
"N Look at tke elementary school age,population. It

will certainly be down to about 22.5 million by 1985
but will quickly rise to about, 27 million by 1990 if
Women have only about 2.1 children. And f .1 am right,
rather than the Census Bureau, there will,be 6-7 million
%more only five years latqr. The year 1990 is a fascin-
ating one. High school Eild 'middle school populations
will be declining and elementary school populations
will 6e increasing. Goldbergi 1978, p. 9). -

The same types of fluctuations of school age children have

in ,the recent f)ast caused wildly fluctuating enrollMsntS and

-
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demands upon school systems. Willard Wirtz would like to see
,

educational funds'keyed to economic conditions; for eXample, .

bus'iness cycles. 4 (sWirtz],975; p. 58). A question must be

raised as to whether,or. :not educational funds and the objectives
4

of education are so closely tied to Objectives of buSiness*, that 11
-.....

is, whether the fluctuations in the business cycle should be

II
the determinating factors, or whether we should have a broader

% range.
. 11

The experiences of foreign countries with more institutionalized

employment policies and programs.indicates some positive factors 11
, ..

that we should consider with respect to the institutionalization

11
of these program's to 'soften the'vagueries of fluctuations and

au.

funding.

In idehtifying the countries whose unemployment programs
seem outstanding, the following characteristivs appear
significant:

a. Progiams are PTepared in'prosperous periods and go

.into.effect promptly as economic indicators show

declines.'

b. General 'monetarl and fiscal measures are well litegrated

with specific unemployment measures.

c. ,Withim the specific unemployment measured, special

., programs for-youth occupy a-position which reflects

the social priority attached to this segment of the

population.
, .

'd. A sufficient varlet& of measurerand large enough

program are provitled to coVer the needs ot a diverse

unemployed populatIon'.

L

e. Provisions ior,,reducing or closing down of programs

are set as a.response to changes in the economy and

programs are,.not'ended simply-for financial readons.
,./

f. A set of1,5463.6 programs for training, mobility, income -

maintenande and other measures is kept permanently
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I.

in placb with cyclical variations in the

utilization.
(Reubens, 1976,, pp. 59-60).

The' main feature here is the emphasis of haVing inplace

'programs to meet econoAlc conditionS. (Levitan and Taggart,

4

197,1, pp. 76-77). Nocatio4a1 education is not exempt from these

considerations as it influences and is influenced by economic
,

Onditions and the demand for workers with specific skills. Poth

'demographic changes and technological changes,effect vocational

educatioh, some to greater or lesser degree, some more quickly

than others. However, the extent to which programs ere funded

fpr reasons which consider longer range effects would help to .

mitigate the hardships which have been faced on the one hal-4,1".

with the overabundance of funding that may be experienced on

the other...

Notwithstanding the problems with,the categorical approach

to the organizational or institutional response to the needs

for training, Robert McPherson.argues that the categorical

approach to f.unding is the only realistic and politically feaSible

way,for the federal government.to qperate, being incapable of

comprehending the whole fabric of society...McPherson, 1976).

It is, therefore, forced to categorical and piece-meal approaches.

This solut,ion, however, must be*looked at more:carefully,

especially with respect to the fact that funding mechanisms

determine program policies to a large degree. If the'federal

government is incapable of comprehending the whole fabric of

society, perhaps an approach other than the CategoriCal approach
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would rectify thld situation rather than,compounding the mdeeries

through'implementation of the categorical approach.'

6. Education and Training Needs And Economic Necessities

What was the message from the Lfederal government by the ,

creatiob of the 1960!s remedial programs? Vocational educatio.n, : II

,
\

. . .
. ,

and education itself, has asked this question, R There may be a

\_, 11
\.

multiplicity of reasons involved in the creation of these remedral
.

.

'programs, but-what must be assessed is Okether or not this

necessarily requires the creation of'An alternative or'competing

system to vocational education. (Venn, 1975, p. 23). The .relAion-

ship between remedial programs and vocational education programs

may be one of complimentar#y as opposed to a relationship of

competition or alternatives.

With vocationAl edtication undergoing a reasessment of

its own goal structure,
ti

n part as a result of the.reaction to
,

the creation of remedial'programs, we must look at the,methods

_of assessing-this goal structure and to :determine.what is

appropriate. The question has been raised as toiWhether or not

vocational education goal structure is overloaded. It may 10"e

that by including poverty goals and goals to accelerate economic ° 11
or'

productivity, vocational education's goal structure has been

inapproptiately overloaded. Vocational educAtion has little

control over these areas though it contributes to a large degree
11,

to them. The extent to which its goal structure should include
"

objectives- over Vhicii it has.little control raises ,serious

,

. questions. It.a pears that the greatest cause foo comnonality

1
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141P "*fgetZ.N.,.. hot,,, ...,,,, ..,,

of.vocational education's goals lies in Vocatibnal Educatioh

Amendments arid related.legislation; that is vocational'education's

federal mandates. (Bushnell, 1975, p. 2) . The extent to which

vocational educationSs goals and goal structure should take its

. cue primarily or even/totally*from federal legislation.is -an

issue that nee4ds re-exaRination. For example, in 1968 voCational

education amendrUns added opcupational areas and the disadvantaged'

to the goal structure of vocational,education. (Ibid., p*. 24).

This and other activities should be re-examined.

Reinterpretation of principles has occurred
six times during this century--in 1917, 1936, 1946,
1963, 1968 and 1972--as' reflected in national legislation.
ti;i6"-i5rtliet"6-74grer'I-913 ate t?'6877,:e_pretsent abrupt

shifts in interpretation and implement,iiiirnHof the
principles of vQcational education. In 1963, the .

legislation provided opportunities to the unemployed
.and unplerprivileged for the development of technical

, skills ba that they could'obtain Specific. jobs;
whereas, in 1968, the legislative intent was.to
encourage the improvement of the individual'S well

-4University-of-California,_1915,1a-42).

Vocational education is not a dimension of education or

of economic pblicy alone. (ivans et al, 1969, p. 16; p. 75).

As we have indicated previously, it As defined by and located

in a web of social and economic policies. (David, 1977, p. 175.

(NCMP, 1976, p. 18) . As a policy area of its own, however, it

needt to-define itself as distinct from federal mandates alone

or as distinct from educational or other policy definitionS

alone. This is not an easy task to do: We must extricate

vocational education from the confusion of dmPloyability with

employment. (Ginzberg, 1977, p. 24).
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Added to these'problems are'conflicting view's of yocational

training.- (girengoff, 1978, pp. 128-129). What constitutes

effective training? Views are cohfused because of bureaucratic

concerns and inertia. There is a mixture-of short range and

long range objectives. What vocational training is and should

be is a question that needs untangling.

At the same time there is a need to efiner manpower pro- .

grams not in terms of demographic or socioeconomic characteristics

1

but in terms of labor market structures. (Mirengoff, 1978,

11p. 125). (NCMP; 1976, P. 18). (McPherson, 1976, P. 213).

(Snedeker and Snedeker, 1978, pp. 281-282). The extent to which.

both vocational education an -d. manpower define their areaS of

'-exPertise and responsibility,is the extent to which the turf
11

battles and problems of overlap and duplication may become to e

easily managed. Manpower needs to provide for interventions- ,

into the labor market process and not simply-to augment skills

of supply. Manpower needs to'deal with complimentary Strategies

°for supply anh demand. The question is raised,,however, whether'

subh a posture is appropriate for vacatiOnal education. The

challenge to vocational educa4on has been\dequately, if

succintly, stated.

--I turn now to an obvious, but stin essential,
point to be made in connection with the invention
of fresh strategic approaches to public policies for
vocational education. It Will not occur unless there

is a compelling dispOsj.tion to undertake four tasks.,c

One is a disinterest examination of the admittedly
overloaded goal structure commonly associated with
vocational education. 'That is too familiar to you

to require delineation by me; TI;le second task, which

-r
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flows from the-first., is a reconsideration of the
expanded number of functions that vocational education

c context
is expected TtCperform, The third is I:Appraisal
of the larger social and economic poli
within which the federal, state, and local public
jpolicies,for, vocational education are located and with

which they are assumed to interact with some positive

consequences, The fourth task is inquiry .into the

state of'the available knowledge and informatiOn

that is functionally Useful for policy formulation,
implementation, and evaluation, (David, 1977, pp.

11-124
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APPENDIX A

Principles of Vocational Education

1. Vocational Education is needed'to meet the incteasing
demand for trained craftsmen and teChnicians.,:

2. Vocational schools should aim to give as much technical
education and practical experience as possibfe.

3. No vocational school or program can turn out a.finished
craftsman or technician, but it can furnish the material
out of which a finished craftsman can be made.

4. Vocational education is needed to increase wage-earning
power.

4
5. Vocational education teachers should, addition to

academic training, have current work experience and
experti6e in each field-in which they are engaged to
teach.

6. Much of vocational instruction must necessarily be
individual rather than group in order to adapt it to the
varied abilities and experiences of the student.

7. In addition to teaching vocational students skills and
teaching them to think,4it.is vitally neCessary to aid
in the development of their moral character,

8. Vocational education is required to conserve and develop
our national resources.:

9. Vdcational education is-a wise business knvestment.

10. A skilled worker is an asset to,the locality, the state,
and the nation, and all should cooperate in paying the

,cost.

11. .Vocational guidance implies provision for enabling youth
(1) to discover themselves vocationally, (2) to receive
vocational counseling, and (3) to be placed vocationally.

4

12. Higher standards of living are a direct result of
'vocational education,

13. Vocational education has for its purpose the acquiring of

a body of useable knowledge relating to industrial con-
ditions, processes, organization,.and administration; the
gaining 'of 6killsp and of menW, aesthetic, and ethical
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traininglhrough the acquisition and use of the know-
.

ledge indicated.

14. We need not only higher skill in 1975 than we needed
in 1917 or in 1968, but We need more of it in pro-
portion to population,.and we will heed it in the
future in a constantly increasing ratio both.in numbers
and in efficiency. '

15. Trade training alone will not make good teachers.

16. Vocational education does not in the slightest
interfere with the cultural training', the Character
building, and the development of things noble and
beautiful in life which was the aim of the old education.

17. It-is generally conceded by:educators who-are interested
in vocational education that_the industrial school
"per se' does not and cannot result in turning out full
fledged skilled mechanics ready t6 take up a trade.

18. Vocational education must maintain a fair and proper
apportionment of the supply of labor power to the demand
for labor poWer.

19. The pseudo-eXperience, such as s gained by ordinary
students in school and college classrooms, will not replace
actual praCtical experience.

20. The ordinary type of pedagogical training given to pro-
spective teachers will not serve to adequately prepare
them for successful service in vocational schools and,

programs.

21. Students in vocational education should have the opportunity
to enter and ex t vocational programd as their specific
needs dictate.

22. Vocational stude ts should-receive theoretal and practical
training necessa for procuring gainful eMbloyment.

23. Vocational educa ion should /eek to satisfy and to-integrate
the social, intel ectual, cultural, and occupational needs
of the studepts.

24. A curriculum .shou
ation to e'conomic
force, lower level
force, and other s

of direct value to society in rel-
tability, supply and demand of the labor
unemployment, efficiency of the lhbor
cietal needs.
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25. Curriculum should be of direct value to the individual
worker in relation to competence, economics, and satisfac-
tion.

26. Vocatiahl curriculum must reflect the changing function
of the school as well as the shifting scope and emphasis
of education. mf

27. Curriculu should include the development of motivation,
persiste e, drive, and the other factors which relate to
achievement in the world of work.

28. Vocational education should:aim its instruction,toward
'meeting thg 'requirements of entry occupations.

,

.1129. Vocational education should be'.evaluated on the basis of
its success in providing training for lasting economic returnsil
in increased production and wage earning power.

30. Vocational education should be evaluated on the, basis of
its success in preparing students to enter ehe, world of

- work. 1/
1

p

31. A Vocat4onal Education program should be evaluated on the
basis of its ability to meet the demand for trained'work-
men.

32. Vocational education should be eifaluated op the basis of
its success in decreasing the incidence of student drop
out from...7)311c school education.

33. Vocational education should-te evaluated owthe.basis of
its success in decreasing manpower waste.

4

34. Vocational educatibn should be evaluated on the basis of
its success in combining general education,and technical
training.

35 Vocational education should-be evaluated on the basis of
its demonstrating the competencies necessary to achieve

\_
the skills required to meet the immediate rural and urban
job markets;

36. Vocational education should be evaluated in the light of
its being an end in,itself as well as a means useable
for achieving furtherends.

Report. Policy-Making for VoCational Education, University of

Califo nia (1976). pp. 42-45.'
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CONCLUSION

4

The legiSlative and programmatic thrusts of the past two

decades in vocation41 education and manpowd4have indicated that-

there have been certain assuMptions implicit in policy and program

developments. The first of these assumptions is that the coordination

of xocational education and manpower training programs will produce.

qualitatively and .quantitatively more.and better results. A

second assumption is that both programs share a significant segment

pf the population to be serVed. Third, it is.maintained that

institutional barriers negatively affect their individual outcomes

and the tot'al outcome. Fourth, it ties been asserted that the

problems identified in em o ment and training, for example, the

production of younger workers n t w 11 p'repared with skills and'

functional world of work attitudes, Can be reduced by combined

and comprehensive e'ffort. Iinally, and most funpmentally,'the

existence of such problems'ascribed to the fact that there is a

perceived breakdown of systems; policy develonknt, delivery

systems, accountability, political, educational, nd,other systems.

It has not been the attempt of this work to determine whether or

not these assumptions'are correct, but to raise interest in

Subjecting them to a'closer scrutiny. It may be that hidden

within these assumptions are basic fundamental distortions Of- the

context in which vocational education and manpower joolicy and .

. programs functiOn.. The distortions occur as a result of ignoring

certain elemental characteristics of tpe American political and

social process.

20
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As derived from the previous analysis, three possible alternativl

arise with respect to developing the'future relationshif) for

vocational education and manpower. First, it remains to be

determined whether'or not it is desirable to develop new systems

or mechanisms to correct the emploYment and training deficiencies.

This-Option was embraced with the initiation of the CETA progiram,

itself an attempt to establish a new group of actorS-within the

empioyment and tra.ining arena. This was an addition to, those

actors that already,existed under pre-CETA program operations,

both in employment and training and in vocAtional education. The
. .*

.

second alternative is the expansion of the capabilities of the

existing systems and mechanism's. This has been a continuing

argument on the part of vocational educators, with respect to
.

..,,.. il
lkthe expertise the established systems can call upon to leal.t.he
/ I

t
4

n tional effort to .goriect.emplOyment and unemployment deficiencies.

. ,

The third alternative is a reorgenization of the responsibilities
\ 11among the groups and institutions that are,.ocurrently involved,

. . .

including the possibility of developing or encouraging a limited- I

I.

nunber of new'aptors. These alternative*s riiie the ssue of the

present performance, of the individual institutions and groups,

as well as the Objectives of each and the extvt to which they

mitually interrelate, complement or coPfolindk and the degree to

which they take cognizance,of each other.,

.We further recognize that the context-in which public policies

are develbp;ed, and the programs flowing from thope policies as

implemented, is a complex encironment invoiving Many explicit
,

and implicit' functioning entities.

1
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The environment within which U.S. manpoWer policy
,operates.must be kept in perspective. In the
first place, manpower decisions are made by
individuals, families, schools', eipployert, and
unions, in that order, with Rublic policy-playing
a minor role. Secondly,,for most people at most
times and in most places, the labor market works
reasonably well withoutvpolicy intervention.
(Mangum, 1969, p. 8)

The same is the case with vocational education. The extent

to which vocational education cOntributes to.the function'of-the

*labor mrket, it is ai.sb limited in terms of the impact that

it has.
'V

'These limitinig factors are pot to deny the necessity for

developing more sophisticated approaches to policy development, but
7 ,

should be taken into consideration in determining the extent to

Which policy development through institutional change can itself

-
be an answer to the problems. In this respect, we may ask

,

whether or not the creation of the CETA system may not have been
-

unwiSe. With the creation of the CETA prime slogpiors, new

political jurisdictions were created in the form4of state

and local electeeofficials and their administrtive staffs,
N.

taking responsibility for an area of polkey devel ment and

program ol5eration for which they had'had little o 0 previous,

experience. Within.the.emplOyment and training arena/ an

additional political and institutional, entity.has been interjected

into the Process

.
While CETA has been characterized as a means to successfully

\

transfer manpower program administration to states and local

_governments, this may not be en ely the case. Whereas the

federal government maY have givenid.ip service to the transfer

of power, in reality it may be that states and local governments

206
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sheie sougH't to use CETA as a means of shifting the balance of power

in the employment: and training.area from the national level to

the.local level. The extent to which prime sponsors have been
r

able to develop a degree of.autonomy and achieve a certain amount

of programmatid success may be seep as an indiCation of the

health of local governments and their ability to carry out the

responsibilities that have been delineated for-them within the

manpower legiqlation. If this is true, then the possibility for

collaboration between vocational eaucation and manpower programs

at the state and local levels, the levels at which program delivery

, becomes a reality, is far more possible than may have been

anticipated. The strength with which local political and 'social

institutiOns are able to determine,local needs, and to fit these

into the context of'natiOnal policy objectives, is the extent to

which mutually supportive institutional structures and processes

. may be developed or enhanced, and detracting structures or

'policies may be minimized or eliminated.

What Has been gained in.the United States by the creation
.111

4

of this institutional situation of manpower programs adminisered

Al
by agenties Politically,andhiStorically separate.frOm the educational

,

systems, both it the national and at the local levels? What has',

,II
,

been .gained by the creation Of,a structure seperate from the .
-4

vocational education policy and program delivery Structure? 11
. .

The gains can only be'seen .th terms of the exiDectattong that were

held for CETA by the national policy decision,mpkers.
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Thus, the two major objectives for institutional change

mbodied in CETA were the syStematization of program delivery

and the strengthening of.local accountability. Both of tIlese

objectives, if they have been achieved at all, have been 'achieved

11 because of the determknation of local officials, bath in vocational

11

education and employment and training, to make these "goals a

reality. However, ,undermining these attempts have been the ,

11

experiences throughout the nation with.federal programs, de-

categorization and decentralization. As'has,been noted earlier,

the CETA program didi not in reality totally decategorize the -*

4

11

employment and training program arena. This decategorization

has been eroded by the addition of new programs and by the expansion

One,was that the jumble of categorical programs
mould be transformed into an orderly airayzq
program activities in each community, a system with
clearly designated entry points, each of which .

would haVe access-to all services that the system

,provides. The second expectation was.that under
the 'eye Of:the'local sponsor, deliverylagencies
would be obliged to become more efficient and effective -

sor bereplaced. Discernible progress has been made in
the former goalCthe extent of improvement ip the
latter is not clear and needs further-study.
(Mirengpq, 1978, p. 137)

and overshadowing effect of other categorical programs, such as

public service employment.

With respect to decentralization, there has beep! more'success
N\

in this area, primarily in terms of the initiative taken by states

and local governments to control the unemployment situation within

, their reepective jurisdictions. But what has,beeri the pride,

Apsoth in terms of a nationally coherent approadh to unemployment

11
and in terms of coordinating the various agencies, at the local level?
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The emphasis placed on the local priMe sponsoré ability to achieve

-a coordination of agencies not under his or her jurisdiction

has led to the isolation of the kiMe sponsors operations tram,

thOsse such as vocational educition, which are intrinsically valuable

to the target population that the prime sponsor 'Should be serving.

IIThe generation of duplicate systems, with personnel who may or
110

may not have the expertiee necessary to deal with the education

do and training needs of the target population, leads to a confusion
0-

and an extensiO'n of tbe overlap arid duplicative efforts found

before CETA.

I/However, the push for decentralization is a very necessary

part of the. American social policy scene.

The idea of decentralization in. government
has a broad appeal in the United States. Partisans
of the left and right of the political spectrum
support decentralization: Americans have an
enduring suspicion of.strong, centralized
government dating from before the American
Revolution.

Implicit in this American preference for
decentralization is a recognition that institutional
structure will influence the values emphasized
by the organization. DeCentralized systems promote
participation, access, and responsiveness; centralized
systems favor efficiency, professionalism, and the
use of advanced or d'xpensive technologies. The
trade-offs, between these values, however, are often
overlooked. "(Porter andOlsen, 1976, p. 75)

It is the nature of'the trade-offs between centralization

and decentralization which has failed to achieve much prominence

in the analysis of the relationship betWeen vocationWeducation

and manpower programs. In this respect, theyanalySis should

achieve a greater degree of focus because of the central role
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that it plays in the ability of the various areas of pOlicy

development to achieve a degree of collaboration. ,The role of

government in this Process raises further questions.

The interminable debate in. the U,S. public
policy has been between those who viewed
government as the major,threat to freedom and
those who found it an effective'tool for enlarging
their own range of choice. The debaters,
conservative and liberal, have swapped their,
affirmative of."government as tool" usually
won in the end. Only-as the proclivity for
strong governments to become,involved in
world power struggles and of bureaucrats
to add restraints to programs desibmed to enlarge
and distribute choice have been foicefully
redomstrated have the advocates of:!.individual
liberty begun to question the roUt6 they have
taken for more,than one hundred years. But this
ngging fear is Aly beginning to surface.
Though there have been lapses and aberratiOns, the
nation's domestic policies can be'reasonably
analyzed as a continuing dual effoi-t to expand the
suriplY of opportunity and assure access to it. -

(Mangum, 1969, p. 2)

It-may be that the simplistic approach df a comprehensive

'emploiment system is dnable to fill either need adequately.

We have not analyzed-'the institutional conslderations in Choosing

a syptem for which comprehension becomes either a meaningless

) and hollow phrase or an attempt to deny the very participatory

provesses which have been an endemic part of .the American

political scene.

/IThe U.S. experience has been one of experimentation with

., institutional forms. The inttitutions themselves and the social .

, context-in which institutions function must be seen as dynamic,

changing and ever-expanding their interrelationships. In thig

respect, conflict will be a natural, Inherent ands necessary.mode

fOr policy develo

far from being a d uctive force, is part of the check and

and program implementation. Conflict,
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a simple manner from the top down. 'The development of policy is

multi:purpose and is generated from many points. Professor David

has stated the situation most sudcinctly.

But whatever may be said about the laws of social
change, it still remains true that to engage in
policy making is to assert that man has the
power to fix its direction, affect its rate,.
and control its consequences.1 And it is also
true,...that there is'no Singular or uhiform
view of ",things as they are." This, of course,
is one of the marks of a free and democratit -
society. -Moreover, a plvrality of readings of
"things as they are" may seem.to complicate the
business of policy making unmercifully, but it

11is a necessary 'condition for maintaining that,
society. (David, 1977, p.

The tomprehensive ess, if it be kkich, for interagency
11

coordination should be that bf encompassing divergent objectives

and views; coordin'ation me oreover takes on the character of

cooperation or collaboration. Ne must avoid the limitations

of simplistic IfieWs of Synoptit'ap,Oroaphes br of absolutism.

The attempt to model interagency cbordination upon the planning

model soprevalent in the past decayle would be to erroneously

conceive the nature of.interagency collaboratiori and to under-

estimate the Strength and necessity of the plurality and divergence

of the various'operative parts of the policy making fabric.

Planning, argues,Friedrick von Hayele, is an inadequate and totally

,inappropriate model to determine the character of interagency

coordination.

The dispute between modern planners and their
proponents.is...not a dispute on whether we ought ,

to employ foresight in systematic thinking in
planning our common affairs. It is a dispute
about what is the best way of doing so. ,The
question is whether lor this purpose it is 1



-1`

better that the holder of coercive Powei should
confine himself in general ta,creating conditions
under which the knowledge,and initiative of
individuals are within the best scope So that,
they can plan most. successfullyv or whether
t rational 'utilization of our resources requires
cehtral direction and organization of all our
activities'according to some constiously constructed .

"blueprint." - (Weidenbaum and Rockwood, 1917, p. 72)

Such a coriception of planning dstatally-inapproporate an

understanding of the nature:of interagenCy collaboration.

Interagency,collaboration must be more responsive to the

cliversity of changes and challenges both in termsrbf obiective

gettingsand in terms of.policy analsis. Interagency relationships,

or whatever the Xerm to describe the proceA of'facilitating

collabaration,between autonomous or semi-autonomous policy.making
PM

and implementing bodies, must be creative' Father than reactive

because of the particiPatory character. It must be readily.
A

seen that we lack a superior agency to_endorce policies, for example,

as would be,necessary in taking a strict coor ina io approach
,

to interagencl relationships. Therefore, we musi develop a model

of collaboration which involves multiple-centers of initiation.

Within.the CETA system and the policy generated by analysts

focusing on the employment.and tkaining program, there seems to
a

be an inherent agreement that a network of delivery systems,.as

opposed tb a comprehense delivery 'system administered by ,a

superagency,,is the underlying reality.which muSt be expressed

for such programs to be effective and successfpl.

Which factors, therefore, must be analyzed to understand the

present and potential relationships between vocational education

arid manpower? First; the institutional structures and behavior



I

. //

of vocational education and manpOwer as gov6rnmenta1 functions

and as private functions must..be/studied, to determine the

,

similaritiesoand dissimilarities and functional types and.structural

characteristics. Second, acival historical relationships and -

II

_

devglopment between vocational education and manpower must be

more closely scrutinized and laid bare to.de ermine the-txtent of
II

..

ambiguous and confused legis1aZie initiatives and-mandates as they

have effected the relations . ThirdiNe must determine the
-IIA

characteristic of the relatio4ship of these Om policy areas;

for example, whether the domlins of.vocational education and . II

,

manpower are distinct or cot1mon in order to understand the over-
11

lapping of the policy,preasfAnd the conflicts generated by policy
qi

stances. 0
II

V

Fourth., each policy- r a" must be seen as a structure for the
,

allocation of resources' an the.establishnient of relative priorities. I
\ . ,

° g.,:.,*,f".

In a moregeneral context this might include stances relative to

youth and older workers o4, injanother *text, individual well- 1/

, being or the condition ofihe national economy (Ruttenberg,
II,.

1970, p. 1) Both mari1Powe and vocational education literature
.

state the primacy of both individual well-being and the,overall

health of the.economy as 4ing the.utmost importance.' The extent
;

to which the development-c# the individual or the functioning

of the economy is given primacy or emphasis within each system
t

.determines the extent to wiiich those institutional systems are

,able to relate. (Ruttenbert,-1970, p 99). Fifth, there must,

be additional research of the results to date and research on

1

the

6



balance of institutions upon each other to assure access to
*

minorities of all types which make up the fabric of our society.

A distinction must be made between an emphasis on changes in'

institutional dynamics and conflict which borders upon aharchy,

The kinds of changes and dynamics inherent in the American

system are such thatanarchy would become impossible, but

diversity and plurality are seen as relevant and necessary forces.

In many respects, this is no't achieved by any centralized organization

or direction.

The churches and chambers of commerce, the
Rotarians, the parent-teachers associations,
etc., are not conscious that they discharge
quasi-gdvgxnmental functions; nor is the
individual member aware of the fact that he
takes part in spontaneous community government.
Yet these essogiations, which are unique to the .

United States, do govern. They set community
standards, discharge community tunctions,, mold
pubflc opinionk and force Or prevent community
action. (Drucher, 1942, p. 172)

'It is through a better understanding of the dynamics of this

"community function" and the need to understand'the.interactive

mode at all Levles-of government and with respect to th diverse

actors and groups at'each level, that demands the attention of

vocatiO4a1 education and manpower policy.analysis.

,

In order to understand the ideal, and in order to assess and

take charge of the reality of interagency collaboration we

.must Set out-to grasp the dYnamicsof the situations in 14hich

policy is made and in' which'policy implementa ion is carried out.

In the United States.therg is an emerg nt development of policy,

which is not developed in a deductive fah±Sor implemented in

214
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data needed to determine the effects of the interrelatedness o'f

various policy areas on vocational edudation and also for manpower.

(Refer tO appendix B for a more detailed discussion of this point.)

We require data on demographic trends, appropriate technology,

training procedures and'contexts, quality controls, ihe role and_

effects of planning, and the procedures for setting and

implementing goals. Finally, there must be a greater attempt

1

1

to explicity demonstrate how all of the above affects the character

of policy development for vOcational education and manpower in

their mutual and individtal aspects.

Vocational education and.manpower may be analyzed with respect

to the extent to which they are distinct, interrelated, supplementary

or alternative systems. (Wirtz, 1975, p. 46) Attention should

be directed to those elements which would help to clarify the
, .

relationship between vocational education and manpower as policy-

generatin4 systems and institutional structures designed to allocate

resources and achieve specific social policy objectives. It is

necessary, in terms of policy harmonization or interagency

coordination, to ask what will be gained and what will be lost

by each policy area, in seeking to achieve harmoniza&n or

integration of institutional structures through collaboration.

And finally, we must be more cognizant of carefully evaluating

whether'the criticisms of each institutional strucutre are valid.

It is inappropriate to judge the outcomes of one set of policy

directives ih light of objectives that have been established by

a dinergent set of policy objectives.

2 ID



A final issue With respect to.the relationship between

vocational education and manpower is the determina,ion of those'

incentives which are feasible and meaningful o both vocational

education and manpower \in ordr to achieve collaborative

relationships. The most obvioUs incentive, which 'is explicit

in the employment and tr ining and vocZtional education literature,

is the fisCal incentive.\ The question must be raised as to how

effective this is in achi ving specific- outcomes and how lasting

the ef4cts will be of s5gkilfiscdl incentives. Policy analysts

should investigate other types of incentives in terms of achieving

different effects and achielAng other longer lasting outOomps.
*

We must losta at-other types Of incentives which are either
0 ,

implicit or explicit
(

in tarts+ of achieving specific outcomes.

1,
One type of alternative intentive would, be the incentive of

program symbiosis and the achievement of greater outcome through

collaboration. IricentiveS of this type would Tocus on a different

set of outcomes than those to be achieved'by fitcal incentives.

Such objectives kovide incentive-for-dollabaKtation between vocational

education and employment and training programs in the extent to

which these objetuve's may be moreeasily or readily attainable

collaboratively than,either would be le to achieve individually.

An additional incentive tO collaboration would be the recognition

that different factors operate at different levels of government

and with respect to different groups of actors, and that incentives

to collaboration'are 11mse1ves operatiing within different spheres

.and on differ nt hierarthies of need and.achievament. National

incentives therefore, may not be operative at the local level.,
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The`leverage achievable at the local level through collaboration

creates a unique Position for local agencies and institution's.

Manpower,programs have demonstrated such opportunities for the.,

leverage of collaboration at the local level. The outcomes,

therefore, will differ from dile locality to another.

Six vari'ables tend to be critical under the
manpower programs: (1) the ability ang,
availability of progtam administratorS and
project leadership at the community-level;
(2) the political climai"e and the 'degree of
support from vested_interest groups;. (3)
the quality of thd clientele which is served;
(4) the adequacy of supportive services.which
are offered; (5) the economic circumstances
in which the program or project operate's;
and (6) the timing and preparatidn for the
mounting df the efforts. All of these factors
can vary widely among projects, between the
areas where they are aRp.14ed,',and over time.
Unless these variations ai.ecarefully
considered,.thei,information provided.by
measurement and evaluation can he misapplied;
and even if these factors are given the fullest
attention, a wide margin of uncertainty must
prevail, (Leviten and Taggett, 1971, p. 7)

k
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